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ABSTRACT 
 

Sites as Media of Memory: A Cultural Memory Approach to Heritage Sites in Contemporary 

China 

 

Annetta Joan Fotopoulos, Ph.D. 

Cornell University, 2016 

 

In the last three decades, an unprecedented number of historical sites in contemporary 

China have been renovated or reinvented for tourist consumption. This Chinese tourism boom 

has been identified and addressed in a proliferation of academic works since the 1980s that 

examine the economic preconditions for and consequences of the tourism industry, and the 

political dynamics between those who play a role in managing and shaping tourism venues.  

However, such literature has given inadequate attention to the ideological narratives informing 

and expressed through tourism sites in China. 

 In this dissertation, I utilize historical documents, ethnographic fieldwork and media 

analysis to examine heritage sites in contemporary China as memory media that convey selected 

narratives to social collectives. My work extrapolates upon the theories of cultural memory 

studies, which focuses on cultural media as the means by which memory content is stored, 

circulated and activated in society. I approach the site as a particular kind of memory medium 

discursively related to other types of media and frequently evolving according to changing 

sociopolitical concerns.   

 Specifically, I examine three case studies in contemporary China, situating each within its 

own historical and discursive context. The first is the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park in Beijing, built 



	  

in the 1980s around the surviving ruins of the original 18th century imperial garden. By tracing 

the history of the site as a material place separately from the idea of the site as a collective 

memory, I show how the contemporary ruins park is a product of the collective memory and not 

an organic evolution of the original garden.  Next, I examine another imperial palace, the 

Mountain Resort at Chengde, which was restored in a series of three ten-year plans beginning in 

1976. I argue that each plan corresponded to a shift in narrative emphasis that added separate 

layers of historiography to the site. Lastly, I expand upon existing research that views historical 

renovations to the Yue Fei Temple in Hangzhou as deliberate interventions in historical memory. 

I focus on recent 2013 renovations and analyze them in relation to a 2002 heated national debate 

over whether Yue Fei, who fought for the ethnically Han Song against the ethnically Jurchen Jin, 

can be considered a “national hero” in the retrospective context of a multi-ethnic China.  

 Through these three studies on historical memory, I highlight some major historical 

themes, rhetorical tropes and discursive shifts that are representative of broader political and 

social discursive trends in contemporary China. I examine the ways in which heritage sites 

acquire different layers of potential meaning and assess their role in shaping historical memories 

around which Chinese national identity is formed.  
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Chapter One The Cultural Heritage Phenomenon in 21st Century 
China, A New Perspective 

 

I. Chinese Heterotopias 
 
 
 Wangcheng or “King’s City” Park in central Luoyang is the largest park in Henan 

Province. Built in 1955 around the ruins of the Western Zhou capital from which it derives its 

name, it began as a small garden with greenhouses for the cultivation and exhibition of peonies, a 

flower famously associated with the area since imperial times. The park was expanded over time, 

particularly in the 1980s and 90s, to accommodate the growing number of visitors for an annual 

peony-viewing festival that had a long history but was not officialized until 1983 (Hu and 

Wang). Today the park is divided into five scenic districts which can be seen as collectively 

articulating all the touchstones of a local identity rooted in ancient culture yet encapsulated 

within a modern national identity: 1. the Peony Admiring Area, where hundreds of varieties of 

peonies are displayed in greenhouses and outdoor plots for visitors to admire, 2. the Amusement 

Area with games, rides, restaurants and trinket vendors geared towards tourist consumption, 3. 

the Wangcheng Zoo with exhibits housing over a hundred species of animals, including an 

aviary and a tiger den, 4. the Peony Culture Area with information about the different types of 

peonies and their cultivation, and, 5. the History and Culture area with statues and monuments 

depicting figures and scenes associated with the region from ancient Chinese mytho-history, 

including a tortoise with a magic square on its back.1 

                                                
1 According to an early myth, in ancient times there was a great flood. In order to calm the angry gods, 
people offered sacrifices to the spirit of the Luo River. Subsequently, a turtle emerged with the Luo Shu (
洛书) on its back, a magic square associated with Daoist cosmography and divination. Luoyang is located 
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In other words, what you have is a botanical garden, an amusement park, a zoo, a 

horticulture museum, and a mythological sculpture garden all occupying the same bounded 

space, thought to be the site of an ancient Zhou capital. At first, this amalgamation of apparently 

mismatched landscapes agitated my Western sensibilities about the proper differentiation of 

geographic and thematic space. Why would park designers decide to mix history with 

mythology, scientific exhibition with popular entertainment and natural aesthetic with artificial 

spectacle?  I was tempted to attribute this lapse in taste to the thoughtlessness of the park’s 

profit-driven management. But, upon reflection, I realized that similarly eclectic sites are more 

the rule than the exception in contemporary China and, in fact, are often the result of painstaking 

and deliberate planning.2 Rather than chalk this up to a “backwards” spatial aesthetic or 

shameless profiteering, I set out to understand the complex motivations and ideologies 

underlying the production of this heterotopia and ones like it in contemporary China.3  

There has been a plethora of books written about tourism in China since the 1980s; their 

abundance is underscored by the fact that there are at least four different book-length studies 

entitled “Tourism in China.”4 However, having read through dozens of studies on Chinese 

tourism, what has stood out to me is that most have focused largely on economics and politics. 

                                                
north of the Luo River from which the turtle is supposed to have emerged. The earliest account of this 
myth is related in the Guanzi, a Spring and Autumn period text, but there are numerous references to the 
myth in later commentaries and writings. 
2 Another example is the Beijing Botanical Gardens 植物园, which is ostensibly a preserve filled with 
different types of horticulture, but also contains a memorial-museum to Cao Xueqin 曹雪芹, the author of 
the popular Qing novel, Dream of the Red Chamber, Honglou Meng红楼梦, and the family tombs of the 
late imperial reformer, Liang Qichao 梁启超.   
3 I use the term “heterotopia” here as defined by Foucault in Aesthetics, Method and Epistemology in the 
sense that they are “sorts of actually realized utopias in which the real emplacements, all the other real 
emplacements that can be found within the culture are, at the same time, represented, contested, and 
reversed, sorts of places that are outside all places, although they are actually localizable,” and in the 
sense that they have “the ability to juxtapose in a single real place several emplacements that are 
incompatible in themselves.” 
4 These are: Lew and Yu; Lew et. al.; Ryan and Gu; Ryan and Huang, 
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By economics I mean that many studies have focused on tourism as both a cause and 

consequence of economic growth, the economic inequalities precipitated by tourism, and tourism 

as a means to spur local economic growth and help localities compete with other places.5 

Numerous politically oriented studies, on the other hand, have focused on the unequal 

distribution of power surrounding tourism management, the empowerment and disempowerment 

of local people as a consequence of tourism, and tourism as a form of soft power wielded by 

local, regional, and national governments.6 

Modern tourism sites were certainly enabled by post-Mao economic reforms, the 

resulting economic competition between sub-national governments and businesses, and China’s 

growing class of consumers. Tourism development was undeniably political in that by 

controlling tourist sites and objects, human actors—government agents, businessmen, local 

residents, academics etc. were claiming cultural capital and negotiating power relations through 

their access to and influence over that capital. At the same time, what has been overlooked in 

many academic works about tourism in China is that tourism development was also 

fundamentally ideological—motivated by complex notions of local and national identity, 

progress, modernity, civilization, and culture that were articulated through the creation of tourists 

sites as cultural media. 

Few studies on Chinese tourism have focused on the narratives and ideological meanings 

promoted via tourism sites as cultural media and those that have looked at the semiotics of sites 

have tended to look at individual sites as particularistic, self-contained entities rather than 

representative components in greater cultural discourses. In some cases, sites have been reduced 

to mere propaganda pieces, which has prevented scholars from seeing their ideological 

                                                
5 For examples, see: Lew and Yu; Lyon and Wells.  
6 For examples, see: Airey; Anagnost; Blumenfield and Silverman; Lu; Su and Teo.  
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complexity. My research has revealed that while sites do function as part of the state’s 

propaganda machine to promote certain interpretations of history and ideological values, their 

messages are rarely simplistic or singular. 

During my eight years of graduate study, in which, through generous funding from 

motley sources, I was able to travel to China nearly every year, I visited hundreds of tourist 

destinations in China, including public parks, museums, monuments, ancient towns, nature 

reserves, memorials, temples, theme parks, preserved structures, markets, and theaters.7 There 

were a few sites that I chose to study in greater detail and thus visited repeatedly, tracking their 

material changes over time and investigating how tourists, locals and site managers conceived of 

and interacted with them. I aimed not only to uncover the specific historical contexts, 

symbolism, narratives, images, and ideologies that informed each individual site, but to 

understand these sites as part of a greater phenomenon of tourism development in post-Mao 

China, a phenomenon that I discovered was as much ideological as it was economic. In other 

words, my concern was not simply with the real economic preconditions, incentives and 

consequences of these sites as part of the local and national economies, but with the thought-

processes and driving psychologies that went into the production and consumption of these sites, 

which were undeniably political, but not reducible to a vague and hegemonic notion of 

nationalist propaganda. 

It quickly became clear that each site had its own specific raison d’être—an associative 

link to a particular piece (or multiple pieces) of history, politics, local culture, or literature—

coupled with multiple intended functions ranging from the patriotic education campaign to 

showcases of local/national culture for outsiders, to a more pragmatic desire to capitalize on 

                                                
7 For a list of funding sources I benefitted from between 2008 and 2016, see the Acknowledgements 
section. 
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tourism. The actors involved in the production and development of these sites were not some 

unitary entity called “the state,” but myriad organizations and individuals with diverse 

motivations and visions. In this sense, it is very difficult to generalize about tourist sites in 

China; each case is contextually different. 

 At the same time, neither can each site be considered in a vacuum, as if its emergence 

were unrelated to the plethora of other tourist sites sprouting up in the post-Mao era, or as if it 

were not constantly evolving according to overlapping social, cultural, and political contexts to 

which other sites are also subject. The emergence of these diverse sites can and should be studied 

as a large-scale phenomenon realized through a complex set of historical, economic, and social 

conditions and the contemporary meanings of these sites must be considered within a discursive 

network of meanings circulating in society.  

I propose that individual tourist sites in contemporary China are connected in two 

significant ways. First, they were made possible through a specific set of historical conditions in 

late 20th century China, which I will outline in the following section. Second, and more 

important to my study, the multifaceted historical and cultural meanings projected onto each site 

that distinguishes it from other sites is actually a unique configuration of preexistent ideological 

themes that can be traced to previous media. Another way of saying this is that hermeneutically, 

tourist sites can be understood like new movies based on old plays—while they certainly must be 

considered as works in their own right with their own modern interpretations and executions, 

much of their content and many of their themes can be traced back to other works, which may, in 

turn, have derived from still prior works.  

Much of this dissertation is dedicated to tracking down and explicating these prior 

contents and themes in order to elucidate the modern meanings of a sampling of sites in China. 
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While I focus on only a few sites and trace their modern meanings back through a complex 

genealogy of themes from preceding discourse, my aim is to suggest that such themes have been 

the progenitors of the modern meanings of many such sites and that understanding this 

intellectual history enables scholars to deconstruct and analyze the ideological meaning invested 

in tourist sites in China with much more complexity.   

There are two defining characteristics that separate my work from previous endeavors. 

First, I focus less on the economics and politics of tourism in China and more on the ideological 

underpinnings of the tourist site as a media production. The aim of my research is to dissect and 

explicate the many meanings conveyed by these sites—to study the historical events, political 

ideologies, rhetorical phrases, social contexts, and individual motivations that prefigured them in 

order to understand their multifaceted meanings. Second, I aim to understand each individual site 

within its greater context of meaning dissemination. This means that what is written or displayed 

at the site itself is not enough to decode the site’s social meaning or how it is received by most 

domestic visitors. The site needs to be seen as one medium functioning within a greater 

discursive web of media that conveys information and ideas to those who visit it. In other words, 

each site has its own distinct set of associated historical narratives and symbols that 

communicate its individual significance, but never is this significance unrelated to other broader 

discourses circulating in society. It is these broader discourses that I am ultimately working to 

understand. In order to examine the site within its broader social context, I look to cultural 

memory studies for its theoretical lucidity in laying out the relationship between cultural media 

and human ideas that are collectively shared via social and cultural communication.  While 

acknowledging the contributions of more economically and politically oriented studies, my 

approach to tourism sites reveals the ways in which post-Mao heritage sites have acted as central 
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media for the dissemination of evolving ideas about national identity, cultural values, and 

historical meaning. 

 

II. A Brief Historical Explanation of Tourism Development in China 
 

Tourism, which has often been defined in relation to the tourist as “a temporarily leisured 

person who travels away from home for the purpose of experiencing a change” (Smith qtd. in 

Graburn), has been studied as a social phenomenon at least since the 1970s and can be traced 

back to preindustrial forms of travel such as religious pilgrimage. However, in China the 

development of sites explicitly for domestic and international tourism is considered a relatively 

new phenomenon, generally identified as beginning in the early 1980s in the direct aftermath of 

Deng Xiaoping’s Opening and Reform policy that outlined a plan for industrializing and 

developing the economies of progressive regions of China and gradually opened up the Chinese 

economy to private, domestic and international investment. These reforms had a number of 

consequences that were conducive to the development of the tourism industry in China. 

Economically, they encouraged the development of commercial businesses and promoted 

commercial competition between localities on the municipal, county and provincial levels. 

Ideologically, the reforms encouraged localities and individuals to see modernization and the 

accumulation of wealth as worthwhile goals for which to strive, which was essentially a reversal 

of Chinese communist ideology that discouraged “capitalist” or “bourgeois” activities where 

individuals stood to accumulate personal wealth instead of laboring on behalf of the collective 

wealth of the socialist nation.8 At a concrete level, the reforms allowed many families and 

                                                
8 Deng Xiaoping attempted to mask this contradiction by employing the term “socialism with Chinese 
characteristics” to describe what was, in effect, the implementation of capitalist economic principles. 
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individuals to accumulate surplus wealth and leisure time for commercial consumption, which 

included tourism (Xiao). By the 1990s, the national government as well as many local 

governments, businesses and individuals increasingly recognized tourism as a marketable 

commodity that could bring in income from foreigner as well as a domestic consumers and was 

thus a worthwhile economic investment (Zhang and Lew 4).  

Many scholars have proposed that the demand for travel experiences as a consumable 

product rose in response to what has been termed “the crisis of modernity,” a psychological 

response to industrialization, urban culture and the related dissolution of traditional community 

ties whereby individuals sought escape or respite from their disconnected realities via travel to 

what they imagined to be more “authentic” places (MacCannel 13-16). Nelson Graburn has 

called tourism a “ritual inversion”, wherein tourists temporarily exchange rituals of daily life for 

a different, positive experience (Graburn 43). Another theory has linked tourism strongly to 

anthropology, arguing that tourism arose as a response to the (often inaccurate) enthographies of 

anthropologists who had written about distant lands and peoples. Early tourists traveled to such 

lands in order to personally experience the objects that they had read about, confirm their 

fantasies of exotism, and “search for paradise” (Shepherd). Related to this is the view that 

modern tourism is a kind of “time travel” motivated by nostalgia for an imagined, purer, 

traditional, and simple time, which the tourist attempts to find in distant, often rural locations, 

envisioned as untouched by the ills of modern society in contrast to the modern city where the 

tourist resides (Oakes, Tourism and Modernity; Creighton). In this framework, the desire to 

travel is a direct psychological consequence of urbanization and the destination site is often 

marketed, presented and, in many cases, altered in such a way as to satisfy the expectations of 

nostalgic tourists. Other scholars have looked at tourism as a kind of civic responsibility tied to 
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the rise of the nation-state, national history and national monuments. Domestic tourism is 

encouraged as a social ritual whereby national citizens come to understand and reify their own 

national identity. International tourism, on the other hand, becomes a way for the nation to assert 

its unique national character and identity to outsiders (Frost and Hall 64). 

Of course, there are many reasons why modern tourists tour. What is undeniable is that 

the reforms initiated by Deng Xiaoping made mass tourism in China possible by providing a 

large portion of the populace the economic means and political permissions to do so. From the 

1950s to the 1970s both international and domestic travel in China were highly regulated 

activities; individuals would require identification documents and permits in order to travel from 

one locale to another. In the 1980s these restrictions were relaxed and individuals were allowed, 

for the most part, to travel freely between provinces, although establishing official residence, 

registering for school and finding work were still subject to government-issued household 

permits.   

There are numerous precursors to the tourism of the 1980s in China. In imperial times, 

people from the literati class often took trips to see natural scenes, temples, steles, architecture, 

artwork, and other famous places from classical literature and paintings and would often describe 

their experiences in travelogues or poems. In fact, travel writings youji 游记 were so numerous 

in imperial China that they constituted their own genre.9 Religious pilgrimage was also an 

imperial phenomenon that shared many characteristics with modern tourism (i.e. an objective or 

sense of obligation, prescribed social etiquette, ritualized objects etc.), and there were foreign 

visitors to China who traveled as merchants, missionaries, or explorers who shared many 

characteristics of contemporary tourists (i.e. a desire for novel or exotic experiences or the 

                                                
9 For more on imperial travel writing, see Strassberg. 
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realization of fantasy) (Wang Xiaolun).10 The tourism that began in the 1980s in China is often 

tacitly considered to be of a different nature than these previous types of travels; it is seen as part 

of a global “modern” phenomenon, implicitly linked to global capitalism, the nation-state 

system, economic progress, and a fantasy of cosmopolitanism. In truth, it is simly another mode 

of conceptualizing travel, and has as many continuities with previous frameworks of travel as it 

has differences.  

In 1950s and 60s China before tourism became a mass national phenomenon, touring 

sites was largely considered a diplomatic activity reserved for foreign dignitaries and was 

controlled by the central government (Zhang Guangrui 14). Individual domestic tourism was 

virtually nonexistent since it was stigmatized as a bourgeoisie activity, although individuals and 

work units might be sent on mandatory educational tours of sites held up as models of socialist 

labor or symbols of the Communist revolution. Tourism for inbound international visitors was a 

controlled activity whereby state-appointed hospitality teams would take foreign guests who had 

been formally invited by the central government on tours of predetermined and often deliberately 

prepared model sites, including villages, factories and schools in order to promote an image of 

quality and success.11 

What sets previous forms of travel apart from the “tourism” i.e. lüyou 旅游 of post-1980s 

China seems to be, first, that the latter kind of tourism was explicitly conceived of as a 

marketable commodity to be consumed by a projected consumer: domestic and international 

tourists. Tourist sites were produced and consumed as part of the local and national economy. 

Related to this is the fact that the identities of many sites that were developed or rehabilitated for 

                                                
10 For a detailed study on religious pilgrimage and sacred sites, see Naquin and Yu. 
11 Anne-Marie Broudehoux compares this to Russian Potemkinism. Broudehoux, 30-32. 
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tourism were consciously reclaimed or invented as sites to attract tourists; in other words, they 

were no longer simply features of the urban or natural landscape in a particular locality that 

travelers, by word of mouth or other media, had come to see as “worth seeing,” but sites 

deliberately prepared and designated for tourist consumption by local, regional, and national 

authorities. Often in contemporary times when a site has been marked for tourism, the original 

function or social meaning of the place is discarded in order to accommodate the perceived needs 

and expectations of the tourist. Ironically, with the rise of the aesthetic of authenticity came 

increasing need for contrived constructions and erasures of lived space (Zhu Yujie). As Pierre 

Nora (following Benjamin) has famously decried, the dead history preserved in the 

contemporary monument has come to replace the living memory of populated social space 

(Nora, “Between”).    

 Furthermore, in China, due to events like the May 4th Movement (1915-1921) and 

Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), which positioned themselves in direct opposition to 

“feudalism” and “tradition,” as well as a spate of highly destructive wars between 1860 and 

1949, by the late 1970s, many historical or cultural sites had been destroyed or replaced with 

new identities, structures, boundaries and populations. This meant that developing sites for 

tourism, in the majority of cases, involved erasing the site’s extant identity (as the site of 

farmland, residences, urban structures etc.) and re-placing it with a new identity, that may have 

been grounded upon or reconstructed from an old identity, but was materially and 

representationally new. In other words, an exceptional number of tourist sites in present day 

China are re-invented traditions.12   

                                                
12 In the sense proposed by Hobsbawm and Granger in their book, The Invention of Tradition. 
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Another way in which post-1980s tourism in China is different from previous forms of 

travel, which is extremely important to this dissertation, is in the way in which the travelers 

themselves conceive of their destination. As mentioned above, pre-1980s “tourists” traveled for 

various reasons with various goals that were often similar to those of contemporary tourists. For 

example, foreigners generally came for occupational reasons like trade, missionary work, or to 

fight in wars, but were also motivated by the thrill of exploring “the Orient” which they 

envisioned as exotic and different based on accounts they had read from previous’ travelers 

journals, newspapers, or perhaps pieces of art they had viewed in museums back home. Chinese 

scholars who traveled to see famous natural scenes from literature or make rubbings of a famous 

stele were likewise influenced by preconceived notions of what they would find and what the 

landscapes meant based on literature they had read or paintings they had seen. Contemporary 

tourists also visit sites with specific expectations and preconceived notions of what they will find 

and, in turn, producers produce sites with projections of what tourists desire or should desire to 

find in mind. Thus, tourism is not so much about physically encountering new tangible and 

unknown sites as about reifying, constructing or revising imagined ones. What sets modern 

tourism in China apart from previous forms of “tourism” is the historically unique set of 

expectations and fantasies prefiguring it, or the “tourism imaginaries” (Salazar and Graber) 

which are shaped by contemporary media and global communications. 

 

III. Ideologies Affecting Tourism in China 

 
While specific economic and political policies enabled tourism to take place in 1980s 

China, there was also a complex assortment of ideologies circulating in late 20th century China 

that affected how tourism was conceptualized, how sites were developed, and tourists’ 
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experiences of such sites. Chinese tourism was undoubtedly influenced by extant models of 

tourism from other countries, especially China’s ideological other, “the West.” To a large extent, 

the representation of cultural and historical sites as embodiments of Chinese civilization and 

culture was undertaken in a comparative international context whereby China, which as Pierre 

Ryckmans has highlighted, has historically been distinguished by a strong spiritual presence but 

physical absence of the past (Ryckmans), attempted to claim its own set of material symbols as 

counterparts to those of other modern nations. This psychological approach to nation-building in 

China can be traced back to the early 20th century, when, in the aftermath of the Opium Wars and 

the partial colonization they entailed, Chinese intellectuals and politicians struggled to 

distinguish between the characteristics that constituted China’s civilizational essence and the 

obsolete elements that were keeping China from modernizing and being able to compete with 

Western nations. Among other things, it was deemed necessary for China to have equivalent 

religions, philosophies, ethnicities, and totems to prove that Chinese civilization was on par with 

Western civilization rooted in ancient Greece and Rome. Scholars like Liang Sicheng who 

studied abroad in the 1930s imported Western notions of preservation and introduced the 

disciplines of architectural planning, archeology and art history modeled on Western ideas (Lai, 

Demas, and Agnew). This laid the groundwork for treating sites as historically precious objects 

emblematic of the culture of the Chinese nation.  

A related discourse that emerged in the early 20th century and was revived in the 1990s, is 

the notion of national humiliation—that the series of aggressive acts such as invasion, 

plundering, occupation of territory and imposition of unjust demands impressed upon Chinese by 

foreign imperialists (including Americans, Europeans and Japanese) during “the century of 

humiliation” (roughly from the first Opium War in 1839 to the end of World War II in 1945) 
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amounts to a humiliation shared by all people of the Chinese nation. Places and objects that had 

previously been merely the personal property and possessions of the decadent Qing imperial 

family thus became symbols of the Chinese nation and people that were being humiliatingly 

destroyed and stolen by abusive foreigners. This notion of national humiliation was incorporated 

into educational curricula and colored Chinese politics throughout the 20th century, although it 

was downplayed after 1949 by the new Communist government to emphasize the heroic 

resistance of the proletarian class against imperialism and the new nation’s victory over the 

humiliations of the past, and then re-emphasized in the 1990s as a touchstone of the patriotic 

education campaign (Wang Zheng; Gries).   

The ideology of national humiliation, deeply entrenched in the contemporary education 

system and in historical representations, has undeniably affected Chinese attitudes towards 

historical sites and objects, which, in the context of this ideology, are often presented as evidence 

of past victimization, redemptive national possessions, or treasures to be reclaimed or defended 

from foreigners. At the same time, the legacy of Marxism in China, though selectively forgotten 

in the post-Mao era, still enters into narratives about the past. Dominated by Maoist socialist 

theory, in the 1950s and 60s, the Communist government adopted a somewhat paradoxical view 

towards historical sites and objects or “cultural artifacts” wenwu 文物: on the one hand they 

should be preserved in order to “recognize the achievements of the ancient working people in 

architectural creation and to critically evaluate the national tradition and embrace its good 

aspects, thereby developing a modern ‘socialist’ architecture” (Chen Mingda qtd.in Lai, Demas, 

and Agnew 86). On the other hand, they were “manifestations of a decadent and outmoded past” 

that should be destroyed to make way for China’s renewal as a modern nation (Ibid. 86). This 

latter view won out in the late 1960s and was implemented with terrifying zeal during the 
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Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), in which Confucianism, the imperial system, and other ideas 

associated with “feudal society” were denounced and large quantities of historical sites and 

artifacts were systematically destroyed as representative of the class enemy.  

In the early 1980s, after the decade-long Cultural Revolution in which ideas and objects 

associated with traditional feudal society were condemned and systematically destroyed as part 

of a Maoist vision of proletarian class struggle, the government headed by Deng Xiaoping sought 

to reclaim these cultural characteristics as emblems of Chinese civilizational greatness belonging 

to the modern nation. This impetus has persisted to the present day, leading to a somewhat 

paradoxical situation in contemporary China (and indeed in the rest of the world as well) wherein 

the nation’s modernity is asserted precisely via its claim over and successful representation of a 

glorious ancient past. As Robin McNeal has argued, “this explosion in interest in restoring old 

temples and erecting cultural sites of all sorts has in fact changed the human geography of China, 

often through the construction of new monuments celebrating legendary figures or events, and, at 

the local level, the promotion of distinctive regional customs and traditions that can be integrated 

into the larger national narrative of ‘five thousand years of Chinese history’” (McNeal 2).  

While rooted in intellectual discourse from the early 20th century, the desire to find 

specifically Chinese cultural elements of which the Chinese national populace could be proud in 

the 1980s also intersected and was influenced by two other discourses emerging in China around 

that time: a new form of cultural nationalism and an international discourse on world cultural 

heritage. The former has been identified by Peter Hays Gries as China’s “new nationalism,” 

emerging in the 1990s in response to the weakening of Maoist ideological glue brought about by 

the renunciation of the Cultural Revolution and implementation of an economic program 

essentially capitalist in nature and the new regime’s attempt to assert ideological legitimacy and 
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strengthen national identification among its diverse demographics (Gries). This new nationalism 

has taken the form of a new official national narrative, which takes many elements from previous 

Nationalist and early Communist narratives and welds them together with newer concepts.  

Previous narratives from the Maoist period (1949-1976) emphasized the cultural and 

ideological backwardness of feudal, traditional imperial China, the PRC’s victory over foreign 

imperialism, the tyranny of bourgeoisie aggressors, and the seminal role of working-class 

Chinese laborers, craftsmen and soldiers in heroically resisting and helping to build the new 

prosperous Chinese socialist nation. While the new narratives often regurgitate many of these 

same themes and rhetoric, they tend to place more emphasis on the historical greatness of 

Chinese civilization inherited by all modern Chinese citizens, the ensuing victimization of China 

by foreign imperialist nations, particularly the US and Japan, and China’s proud rise to power as 

a modern, economically prosperous and powerful nation. Such a narrative shift is detectable in 

many sites that were built in the 1980s but were subsequently updated in the 1990s and 21st 

century. One example is in the portrayal of terracotta soldiers from the tomb of the first emperor 

of the Qin Dynasty excavated in the 1970s. David Davies argues that where the soldeirs were 

initially interpreted according to socialist class ideology as the product of the labor of the masses 

of Chinese craftsmen and peasants, in the 1990s, this was replaced by a new interpretation of 

them as the proud ancestors of the Chinese people (Davies). 

Such narratives are dispersed not only through the education system in school curricula 

and textbooks, but in popular media and at museums and tourist sites. In fact, the Propaganda 

Department of the Central Communist Party initiated an official patriotic education campaign 

aiguozhuyi jiaoyu huodong爱国主义教育活动 in 1994, aimed at instilling the general populace, 

especially the youth, with “correct” ideals, beliefs, morals and values to help advance the 
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Chinese nation. In 1997, it published a list of “patriotic education demonstration bases” 

aiguozhuyi jiaoyu shifan jidi 爱国主义教育示范基地, exemplary sites of historical import 

where patriotic education could take place, including many sites significant to the communist 

revolution and sites of national humiliation.13 They thus directly confirmed the link between the 

historical narratives espoused in such sites and the formation of nationalist consciousness in the 

population. After subsequent additions in 2001, 2005 and 2009, officially designated patriotic 

education bases now total 87 nationwide (National). 

On the other hand, many of these same sites have been submitted to the UNESCO world 

heritage list, which currently includes 48 Chinese sites and has 55 more pending approval 

(World). UNESCO’s world heritage list emphasizes these sites’ significance as part of the 

common heritage of all of mankind, which host countries have the responsibility of properly 

preserving and curating. Although this universalistic interpretation would appear to have obious 

tensions with the nationalistic one espoused by the Chinese patriotic education movement, in 

fact, narratives about such sites often employ rhetoric from both ideological perspectives, 

naming the same site “a national treasure” guobao 国宝 and part of “the culture of humankind” 

renlei wenhua人类文化. 

This tension between national particularism and global universalism has not been lost 

upon China scholars. In his 2008 book Who Owns Antiquity? Museums and the Battle Over our 

Ancient Heritage, James Cuno argued that the Chinese state has manipulated world heritage 

ideology and rhetoric in order to justify what are in fact xenophobic “nationalist retentionist” 

policies (Cuno). In a different vein, Tamara Hamlish, in a pair of articles on the Imperial Palace 

                                                
13 For a concise discussion of patriotic education bases see the section “Patriotic Education Bases: China’s 
Memory Sites” in Wang, Zheng, 104-108.  
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Museum in Beijing, argued that although the original proponents of the museum intended to 

emphasize its universal meaning by presenting the modern museum as a testament to a common 

legacy of imperial rule found in the history of many nations, it has not been able to avoid a more 

particularistic interpretation as a distinctively Chinese site and, in fact, she argues, the modern 

presentation of the museum has successfully severed modern China from its imperial feudal past 

while maintaining continuity with an essentializied, generic ancient heritage (Hamlish). Michael 

Giovine, speaking to heritage sites in general, has argued that scholars avoid attributing wholly 

particularlistic or universalistic meaning to any given site by conceptualizing sites as “heritage-

scapes” wherein individuals struggle and negotiate to create, define and promote formative 

encounters with space (Giovine). In my own study, I take the view that national and global 

interpretations of heritage sites are not necessarily at odds with each other, but draw upon 

different intellectual genealogies—national humiliation and Marxism, on the one hand, and 

world cultural heritage, on the other—which are associated with different tropes, imagery and 

rhetoric that are often clumsily intertwined within the same narrative.  

Compouding these narrative inconsistencies are the fact that many sites in contemporary 

China also carry local meanings apart from their global ones encapsulated in the UNESCO world 

heritage framework and their metonymic e pluribus unum identity promoted by official national 

narratives. The majority of sites are built around associations with local historical figures or 

events, scenic landscapes, literary works, natural characteristics or historical structures spanning 

from Neolithic China to the late 20th century. Associations may be as tenuous as a place 

supposedly visited by a mytho-historical figure from ancient Chinese history more than 5000 

years ago or as concrete as the archeological site of the physical remains of recently unearthed 

artifacts. What such diverse sites have in common is that the kind of historical values attributed 
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to them have been relatively recently identified or “uncovered” based on current ideological 

formulations. In other words, the purported historical significance of these sites is something 

imagined and in some cases invented under the influence of current ideological discourse. The 

same site was not necessarily valued in the same way or at all in past periods of time or may 

have had identities completely different from the current one that has been constructed or 

resurrected. Nonetheless, its historical identity is projected into the past and, based on links to 

literary texts, oral mythology and historical artifacts, presented as historically continuous. 

In China today, when explaining about a specific locality, it has become very common 

for people to cite its key characteristics and attributes, including its famous structures and sights, 

archeological discoveries and pre-modern associations, its famous literary and political figures 

(people who were either born, died or visited there, i.e. Mao made a speech at Yan’an; Lu Xun 

was born in Shaoxing; Zhou Enlai went to school in Tieling), its specialty products techan 特产

(i.e. Tianjin has a biscuit made of fried dough called mahua 麻花; Hangzhou has longjing 龙井 

green tea), and the cultural practices associated with it, such as a type of dance, song, instrument 

or craft. This phenomenon certainly has roots in imperial history where certain regions were 

associated with particular objects and practices such as Suzhou embroidery Suxiu 苏绣 or Peking 

opera Jingju 京剧, but many of these practices were banned and virtually obliterated during the 

Cultural Revolution as elements of backwards feudal society, then conscientiously revived in the 

1980s and 1990s in response to the growing demands of the tourism industry.  

Additionally, assertions about a modern day place’s ancient historical identity (i.e. 

Shaoxing was the ancient state of Yue 越) are based on two types of evidence: textual and 

archeological. Textual evidence for the existence and locations of the earliest Chinese dynasties 

and states is usually drawn from pseudo-mythological texts such as the Book of History, 
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(Shangshu尚书), inherited texts of disputed authenticity such as the Annals of the State of Lu 

(Lüshi Chunqiu吕氏春秋) and the Bamboo Annals (Zhushu Jinian 竹书纪年), or heavily 

politicized court histories such as Sima Qian’s Historical Records (Shiji史记).  Ancient cities 

and kingdoms are mapped onto modern geographical boundaries based on textual descriptions 

that reference continuing geographical features as markers. Not only are the texts themselves of 

questionable accuracy, but the equivalency is further complicated by shifting boundaries over 

time and the incompatibility of modern day boundaries and ancient ones (e.g. the city of 

Hangzhou, for example, is supposed to have been part of the state of Chu 楚 at some point, but, 

in fact, the state of Chu at different times overlapped with sections of several different modern-

day provinces, including Hubei, Hunan, Guizhou, Henan, Anhui, Jiangxi, Jiangsu and Zhejiang).  

Archeological evidence is similarly complicated by the fact that much archeology in 

China is teleologically conditioned by information found in these ancient texts (Falkenhausen). 

For example, Erlitou civilization, unearthed in the early 1950s through excavations in the Yellow 

River valley, was hastily supposed by many Chinese archeologists to be part of, perhaps even the 

capital of, the semi-mythological Xia dynasty referenced in several early, inherited texts. 

However, subsequent scholarship has shown that there is very little evidence to support this 

hypothesis since archeological excavations have actually shown that there were several different 

civilizations coexisting in the geographic region currently within the boundary of the PRC 

around the same time period (Liu and Xu). Because of the existence of an orthodox textual 

historiographical tradition identifying the roots and important centers of Chinese civilization, and 

a contemporary nationalistic incentive to celebrate such places as a proud part of Chinese 

heritage, modern archeologists have been inclined to erroneously connect archeological 
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discoveries with known locations and figures from textual tradition without considering other 

possibilities. 

The modern revival of ancient associations as well as, in some cases, the construction of 

new ones must be seen as part of local identity construction within a national context. It has 

become very common for localities to invest in heritage tourism by developing sites and mass-

producing products with associations to current notions of local identity. This is similar to the 

retrospectively constructed national histories that Ben Anderson argues bolstered the ideological 

framework of the nation in the 19th and 20th centuries (Anderson). The driving principle behind 

local heritage seems to be that each locality needs to have its own historical associations, figures, 

and events distinct from other places in China and yet representative of the wealth of Chinese 

civilization and culture, which act not only as vehicles for the concretion and reification of 

identity, but as soft power cultural assets with real economic potential. In fact, Tim Oakes has 

argued that the surge in localism and regionalism in China is a direct result of global capitalism, 

whereby regional (especially provincial) cultural identities have been articulated in order to 

satisfy global market expectations associating specific goods with specific regions (Oakes, 

China’s). 

   As heritage tourism has become a significant means of economic competition between 

provinces and municipalities in China, investors have scrambled to capitalize upon local heritage 

by building memorials, museums, theme parks and other sites that highlight characteristics 

presented as a core part of local identity to be marketed to outside visitors. In some cases, 

different localities will stake claim over the same historical entity employing different means of 

legitimation. For example, in the city of Shaoxing in Zhejiang Province there are numerous sites 

dedicated to the famous author Lu Xun, who was born and raised there; at the same time, there is 
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also a park dedicated to him in Shanghai as well as his old apartment where he lived while 

writing many of his most famous works. There is also a chain of restaurants in many cities all 

over China dedicated to one of his most famous literary characters, Kong Yiji 孔乙己, whose 

story is required reading in the standard school curriculum. This branding of localities using 

identifiable objects and practices from history or literature can be seen as part of the advertising 

strategy of the heritage tourism industry. But it is also a manifestation of an internalized 

nationalist ideology whereby people, by proudly highlighting their unique cultural characteristics 

and inherited traditions that set them apart from the people of other places in China, also promote 

an image of a multicultural and multiethnic nation that is ultimately unified by virtue of it all 

being “Chinese.” On another level, such sites conform to a global ideological framework of 

heritage tourism that makes them accessible to international tourists. All sites are thus 

emblematic of local identity, Chinese national identity and universalized world heritage 

simultaneously in a way that is often not entirely without contradiction or conflict. 

Tied to regional tourism and perhaps even more relevant in reifying the nation is ethnic 

tourism. By commoditizing different aspects of traditional “minority” culture, real or invented 

(including ethnic clothing, dance, food, crafts or music), ethnic tourism both exoticizes the group 

in question through a depiction of otherness and, conversely, stakes a claim over it as belonging 

to the Chinese nation. This belonging, though typically presented to tourists in the form of 

jubilant dances, colorful clothing and friendly drinking rituals, actually stems from an ongoing 

political narrative from the 1950s in which Communist cadres envisioned themselves as 

benevolently helping to lift backwards minority people out of poverty. At its best, the othering 

discourse of ethnic tourism exoticizes minorities as interesting, pure, authentic and vigorous 

objects of admiration. At its worst, this discourse implies a binary distinction between the 
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primitive, backwards, unhygienic, unsophisticated or barbaric minority and the cultured, modern, 

sanitary, sophisticated, and civilized Han majority.14 Underlying ethnic tourism is the hegemonic 

political claim that minority peoples and the territories to which they have historically been 

linked are part of the greater Chinese nation and ought to be subject to the laws and management 

of the central government, whether or not minorities themselves identify as Chinese. 

This claim is extended further in historical narratives that project the multi-ethnic unified 

Chinese nation-state backwards into history, claiming that “minority” peoples and territories are 

not only now the property of the Chinese nation-state, but were historically as well, and that 

conflicts between them and Chinese Han people were comparable to internal domestic disputes 

or civil wars. This development actually has a relatively short history. Although the Chinese 

nation was officially declared multiethnic with the founding of the PRC in 1949, the projection 

of this multiethnicity backwards into history was largely an accomplishment of 1970s scholars.15 

There are several tourist sites in China that support this ideological interpretation of history by 

depicting historical peoples outside of Central China as Chinese minorities. One such place is the 

Mountain Resort at Chengde, a rehabilitation of the 18th century Qing summer garden, which 

reinterprets the Qing conquest of historically non-Chinese groups on the borderlands of the 

empire as a progressive and benevolent ethnic unification initiative (Chapter Five). The park’s 

rehabilitated structures and landscapes, which are untransparently equated with the originals, 

serve to reinforce this ideological interepretation of history by lending materiality to popular 

imaginings and conveying a sense of authenticity.     

                                                
14 For a few specific studies on ethnic tourism in China, see Chio on the Zhuang of Ping’an in Guangxi 
and the Miao of Upper Jidao in Guizhou; Fiskesjö on the Wa of Yunnan; Harrell on the Nuosu or Yi of 
Sichuan; Teo and Su on the Naxi of Lijiang; and Oakes, Tourism on the Miao of Guizhou.  
15 See Chapter Six for more details. 
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This is true of many rehabiliations and restorations in China, which rarely disclose to 

visitors how recently and how extensively they were re-constructed. Such places feed on popular 

nostalgia for the past and many have partnered with the movie and drama industry in China to 

give modern people a concrete and highly fictional vision of what the Chinese past looked like. 

Particularly emblematic of this phenomenon is Hengdian World Studios Hengdian Yingshi 

Cheng横店影视城, which doubles as a theme park and film set and includes a life-size model of 

the Imperial Palace in Beijing and a model of late 19th century Hong Kong. When I visited 

Hengdian in 2009 and witnessed how a hall was hastily made over with mobile décor for an 

upcoming movie, I was struck by the realization that many of my favorite dramas and movies 

had been filmed at Hengdian, using the same few buildings and backdrops. Historically accurate 

or not, these few landscapes were a major, perhaps even the major resource for many Chinese to 

envision and learn about their past. In this sense, it is the tourism and film industries, rather than 

historians or politicians, that define collective visions and understandings of the past, although I 

quickly found that all these actors are very much entangled in the production of tourism sites in 

China.   

One manifestation of this is the mass-revival, propelled by both state-supported cultural 

nationalism and popular nostalgia, of what have been retrospectively identified as China’s three 

traditional religions, Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism, both in scholarly discourse and in 

popular cultural practices. This cultural revival has been substantively reflected in the tourism 

industry through the mass restoration and construction of temples that feature Buddhist, Daoist 

or Confucian deities or in some cases, a mix of the three. Many of the same temples that were 

zealously vandalized by Red Guards during the Cultural Revolution as remnants of backwards 

feudal society were restored in the 1980s and 1990s, opened to tourists and touted as proud 
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symbols of local and national Chinese cultural heritage as well as evidence of China’s historical 

religious tolerance and diversity. Well-known examples of this are the Buddhist temple 

complexes at Putuo Mountain (Wang and Ryan) and the temple to Confucius in Qufu, which 

attract thousands of tourists every year. When I asked one middle-aged woman, who makes a trip 

to Putuo Mountain with her relatives every year, why she did this, she told me that, although she 

was not a particularly devout Buddhist, she felt that praying to the Bodhissatvas was efficacious.  

Following the loosening of restrictions on religious worship in the 1980s, many more 

temples were rebuilt from scratch or newly constructed in the local context as spaces for 

community worship, in some cases also doubling as tourist sites. Parallel to the politicized notion 

of China as a unified multi-ethnic nation is one of China as a society in which diverse religions 

have existed harmoniously together for thousands of years (as opposed to the West which has 

been rife with religious conflicts). This view is the very first idea to be articulated in the bilingual 

Chinese-English volume, Common Knowledge About Chinese Culture (Zhongguo Wenhua 

Changshi中国文化常识) typically distributed to foreign students studying abroad in China:  

“For thousands of years, China, so to speak, has been under the influence of a holistic system of 

thought, which is largely composed of Confucianism initiated by Confucius and Mencius, 

Taoism initiated by Laozi and Zhuangzi, as well as Buddhism with Chinese characteristics” 

(Overseas 3). Just as multiethnic national unity is an ideology underlying many ethnic tourist 

sites, this culturalist concept of religious syncretism is one of the underlying ideologies behind 

temple-building in contemporary China, although each temple has its own complex set of 

meanings.16 

                                                
16 For a few specific studies of temples, see Chan; Hammond; McNeal; Wang, Un In. 
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While many sites in China recall China’s ancient past, there are also an increasing 

number of war memorials built to commemorate China’s more recent martial past focused on the 

Opium Wars and the War of Resistance against Japan. In general, war museums in China tend to 

either focus on the heroic martyrdom of past soldiers, as the Zhoushan Opium War Memorial 

(Zhoushan Yapian Zhanzheng Jinianguan 舟山鸦片战争纪念馆) and the Naval Battle Museum 

(Haizhan Bowuguan 海战博物馆) in Humen, or China’s victimization and humiliation by a 

cruel and unscrupulous enemy as in the Dagu Fort Museum (Dagukou Paotai Bowuguan大沽口

炮台博物馆) outside of Tianjin and the Nanjing Massacre Museum (Nanjing Datusha 

Bowuguan 南京大屠杀博物馆).17 The former type of narrative resonates with Communist-era 

narratives of the heroic resistance and small victories of common people and soldiers against the 

oppression of foreign imperialists, while the latter type of narrative reflects the revival in the 

1990s of the national humiliation discourse contrasted with China’s current strength and 

modernity as embodied by modern and expensive monuments. This victim/victor dichotomy 

reflects changing historiographical practices from the mid to late 20th century and will be 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter Five.   

As several scholars have observed, the primary function of memorial monuments in 

contemporary China is not so much to preserve the past as to stake a claim over the past as part 

of a “rite of passage into modernity” (Broudehoux, 149). In many ways, it is the emergent notion 

of modernity in China in the 20th century that invented the tradition of antiquity (McNeal). 

Modernity is a concept that can be broadly defined in terms of increased rationalism, innovation, 

and progress in contradistinction to a superstitious, traditional and backwards past. However, at 

                                                
17 For an analysis of the Naval Battle Museum see Flath; for an analysis of the Da Gu Fort Museum, see 
Hevia, “Remembering”; for an analysis of the Nanjing Massacre Museum, see Violi. 
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least since the rise of the nation-state, the idea of the modern has become tied to an evolutionary 

relationship with the past. Thus, paradoxically, one of the distinguishing features of modernity 

has become having monuments to the past that retrospectively stake a claim over the positive 

features of that distant past (cultural practices, objects, structures, figures, philosophies) as proud 

possessions (heritage) of the nation even while understanding the present as progressive or 

“modern” precisely because it has left behind the negative features of that distant past.  

This paradoxical notion of modernity is apparent in the eclectic design of sites like 

Wangcheng Park, which can be seen as an attempt to cover up local insecurity at Luoyang’s 

slowness to modernize (in terms of material progress compared to other Chinese and 

international cities) by promoting the proudest features of Luoyang’s ancient and unique cultural 

heritage (peonies and the ancient capital), while erecting conspicuous material evidence of 

Luoyang’s modernity (zoos, amusement parks and museums) according to global standards. 

Wangcheng Park is thus an official articulation of Luoyang local identity defined by its 

intangible heritage of peony cultivation and ancient roots, while also synecdochically 

representative of Chinese national cultural heritage embodied in its mythical connections and 

also representative of world heritage through its observance of globally recognized standards of 

modernity. Once I considered the diverse ideological discourses underlying tourism in China, I 

understood why Wangcheng Park was designed as a heterotopia; in fact, it was clever. It is 

precisely the ability of the park to speak to all these levels of discourse—local, national and 

global— and attract and satisfy a diverse audience with varied expectations of what a modern 

heritage site ought to inclue, that made it into such a successful domestic and international 

tourism venue.  
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IV. The Ideological Novelty of 1980s Historical Sites in China 
 

While an organic connection to ancient history is the defining feature of most heritage 

sites, the sites of commemoration themselves are relatively new constructions, mostly built or 

restored between the 1980s and 21st century, many with the specific aim of heritage tourism in 

mind. In the sense that most historical sites were reclaimed and re-created in response to 

relatively recent social, political and economic transformations, including the recognition of 

tourism as a powerful means of economic profit beginning in the 1980s; the emergence of the 

patriotic education campaign and patriotic education bases in the 1990s; and the corresponding 

need for localities to express a competitive local identity in order to compete both in the tourist 

market and political arena; many Chinese contemporary tourism sites fall under the rubric of 

invented traditions.18 

However, heritage site narratives often mask this novelty and project continuity with a 

particular selection of the past by assuming a common and continuous identity with the past site 

and selectively omitting historical details that would suggest a rupture between the site of the 

past and the site of the present, especially the destruction of many sites during the Cultural 

Revolution. Contemporary site narratives and descriptions in China rarely incorporate detailed 

information about the modern restoration of the site or alternative identities previously assumed 

by the site; instead visitors are often misled to believe that the site has continuously existed since 

ancient times and was merely “renovated” in the recent past. This misunderstanding of the 

novelty of contemporary sites is compounded by contemporary names for most sites, which are 

generally undifferentiated from the name used for sites of the past. For example, Tamara 

                                                
18 In the sense expressed by Hobsbawm and Ranger in the anthology of the same name. This has also 
been observed by Kirk Denton in his book, Exhibiting the Past: Historical Memory and the Politics of 
Museums in Postsocialist China. 
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Hamlish has noted that the Imperial Palace Museum is much more commonly referred to as 

simply “the Imperial Palace” or the “Forbidden City,” conflating it with the imperial palace 

originally built in the Ming (Hamlish, “Re-Membering” 139). This is not necessarily a deliberate 

attempt at obfuscation by site managers, who, in my experience, are quite frank about the process 

of demolition, re-construction and relandscaping when asked, but rather reflects a certain 

pragmatism in the greater project of Chinese heritage preservation. Whereas many preservation 

projects in the United States are motivated by the idea that “the more work done to a historic site, 

the more real and potential loss of integrity or authenticity” (Chusid) and so attempt to minimize 

repairs and preserve material evidence of a site’s changes over time, “preservation” in the 

Chinese context often involves demolishing existing structures and building new ones from 

scratch. This stems from a long-held Chinese architectural tradition of re-building as a recurring 

necessity because many Chinese buildings were made of transient materials such as wood rather 

than the enduring stone of European castles and arches. Therefore, contemporary Chinese 

heritage sites generally preserve very little material that is genuinely old, and this is often 

regarded as unproblematic in terms of authenticity by project managers as the primary object is 

cultural revival and tourism development. Nonetheless the sharp rise in re-constructed ancient 

architecture in the 1980s has destroyed many previous structures from periods which were 

deemed less worthy of commemoration. In many cases, this has incited local protest and 

academic criticism and raised questions about whose heritage these new “cultural heritage” sites 

are actually preserving and to what ends (See, for example: Zhang, Yue; Zhu, Yujie; 

Broudehoux). The narratives conveyed at heritage sites in contemporary China tell us as much 

about historical forgetting as about historical memory. Through erased physical evidence of 

historical change and omissions or revisions in the historical narratives at sites, we can learn a lot 
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about what site designers consider inessential, politically incorrect, or taboo about the past. At 

the same time, through public media and popular discourse, we learn a lot about how people 

praise, accept, resist, criticize or ignore such representations of the past. 

In this dissertation, I seek to bring to light both the historical continuities and ruptures in 

the material and social identity of contemporary heritage sites and call attention to the role of 

contemporaneous ideology and discourse in both motivating the restoration of heritage sites as 

heritage sites and shaping the actual content and activated meaning of such sites over time.  

To begin, in Chapters Two and Three, I give a summary of the literature and theories that 

have shaped my cultural memory approach and make an argument for examining heritage sites 

as memory media that function in conjunction with other media and are produced by producers 

and consumed by consumers, resulting in the discursive web of circulating meanings that we call 

collective memory. 

Chapters Four through Six are case studies which, while pointing to greater ideological 

trends in contemporary China such as the national humiliation discourse, cultural heritage 

ideology and Chinese perennial multiethnic unity, also zero in on different aspects of the heritage 

site as a memory medium. In Chapter Four, I draw attention to the way in which place narratives 

project a continuous identity onto the place and tend to exclude periods of rupture or ambiguity. 

The Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park exemplifies this problem because, although in contemporary 

narratives, it is presented as a devolution of the once-great Qing garden, in fact, from roughly the 

1930s to the early 1980s, the site was used for activities like farming and construction that had 

virtually no association with the Qing garden. I illustrate that the memory of Yuanmingyuan was 

preserved throughout the 20th century in media other than the physical site, and that the 
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construction of the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park in the 1980s coincided with an ideological 

reconstruction of the site’s historical import.  

In Chapter Five, I followe this trajectory of ideological renovation by relating three ten-

year renovation plans to three distinctive discursive phases. I show that the contemporary site 

does not have a unified, internally consistent meaning, but is the product of multiple layers of 

ideological revision, which were manifested in the site through material renovation. The heritage 

site, then, unlike other types of media that are replaced by remediations, evolves to encompass 

new ideological trends while preserving previous material. The end result is a complex cultural 

text that preserves many layers of historiography, which only a knowledgeable and discerning 

eye can properly dissect. Visitors to such sites then may encounter ambivalent messages and 

internally inconsistent narratives that are accepted in varying contexts within different sets of 

discourse.   

In Chapter Six, I look more specifically at how ideological renovation happens in 

response to political developments and, in this case, popular controversy. I was able to visit the 

Temple to Yue Fei both before and after its most recent renovations in 2013 and compare the 

pre-renovation site with the post renovation site, contextualizing the changes within a nation-

wide debate in 2002 over whether Yue Fei should or should not be considered a national hero. 

Not only do my findings suggest that historical narrative was adjusted to accommodate 

contemporary historiographical trends, it highlights the fact that heritage sites are not simply 

tools of state indoctrination, but conversely, must also take into consideration consumer 

demands, in this case, following the popular will by preserving Yue Fei’s national hero status.  

 As I wrote these chapters, I struggled with the enormity of each ideological discourse 

(heritage tourism, historical memory, national humiliation, Chinese multi-ethnic unity, 
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national/world cultural heritage, national heroes etc.) and the vast body of literature surrounding 

each site. There are so many nuanced details, discursive debates, intertextual connections, 

historiographical issues, and complex media that I encountered but was not able to even 

approach within the scope of this dissertation, whose focus has been more on following broader 

ideological trends. This dissertation has merely scratched the surface of how to tease out the rich 

potential meanings of heritage sites by studying them as cultural media. Thus, in the concluding 

chapter, I peruse some of the ways Chinese collective memory has been approached by other 

scholars and point to avenues for future exploration.
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Chapter Two  Collective Memory: Problems and Theoretical 
Trajectories 

 

I. Methodological and Conceptual Problems 
 
 

The term “collective memory” was coined by the French sociologist and student of 

Durkheim, Maurice Halbwachs, whose books, Les Cadres Sociaux de la Mémoire and La 

Mémoire Collective, published in 1925 and 1950 respectively, argued for the inseparability of 

memory from social contexts and interactions, going so far as to assert that “No memory is 

possible outside frameworks used by people living in society to determine and retrieve their 

recollections” (Halbwachs, On Collective 43). Memory studies have taken off in academia since 

the 1980s, with innumerable works employing collective memory as a conceptual or 

methodological tool for exploring a diverse array of topics approached within the context of a 

diverse array of academic disciplines, including: official histories, public commemoration, 

collective trauma, political myths, heritage tourism and the effects of mass media. A new 

engagement with collective memory could follow any number of trajectories and locate itself 

within any number of disciplinary contexts and conceptual discourses. As Jeffrey Olick has 

pointed out, because memory studies has only recently begun to be defined as a field with an 

accepted canon of foundational works, there has been much “re-inventing of the conceptual 

wheel” (Olick, Between 251), with many works ignoring or overlooking the vast body of 

scholarship that has already developed Halbwachs’ original ideas.19  

                                                
19 In recent years there have been attempts to canonize memory studies texts with the publication of 
collective memory textbooks, including: Astrid Erll and Ansgar Nünning, eds., Cultural Memory Studies: 
An International and Intersdisciplinary Handbook, Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 2008; 
Jeffrey K. Olick, Vered Vinitzky-Seroussi and Daniel Levy, eds., The Collective Memory Reader, 
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 In order to avoid adding to the disjointed mass of works that use memory, and produce an 

actual work on memory that makes a theoretical contribution to memory studies as a semi-

coherent body of scholarship, I find it necessary to position myself within an intellectual 

genealogy and employ established terminology in a way that both acknowledges the complexity 

of past work and critically refines specific parts of it. In order to address some of this work, 

which has been so foundational to my own, in the following section, I will examine some of the 

major methodological and conceptual problems that have emerged in memory studies and 

explore some of the ways in which they have been analyzed and addressed, often by the 

introduction of distinctions and new conceptual terminology, which has become crucial to the 

crystallization of memory studies as a coherent field.  

 

The Treatment of Collective Memory as Analogous to Individual Memory  

 

 A widespread problem among works invoking the notion of collective memory has been 

a careless use of the term “collective memory,” working under the assumption that collective 

memories function and can be analyzed in a way similar to individual memories, as if memories 

are literally shared across collectives or genetically inherited across generations. The scholar of 

German memory Wulf Kansteiner astutely articulates this problem in the following terms: “Since 

the threshold between the individual and the collective is often crossed without any adjustments 

in method, collectives are said to remember, to forget, and to repress the past; but this is done 

without any awareness that such language is at best metaphorical and at worst misleading about 

the phenomenon under study” (Kansteiner, “Finding” 185-186). In particular, he criticizes 

                                                
Oxford: Oxford UP, 2011; and Aleida Assmann, Introduction to Cultural Studies: Topics, Concepts, 
Issues, Berlin: Erich Schmidt, 2012 
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cultural trauma studies for erroneously applying psychoanalytic terms and methodology to 

collective contexts (Kansteiner, “Against”). 

 In fact, previous scholarship in the field of psychology did hypothesize inherited memory 

as a biological characteristic of races, exemplified in Carl Jung’s notions of genetic or racial 

memory and the collective unconscious (Jung). However, Halbwachs shifted the discourse away 

from the biological realm to the socio-cultural one by asserting that the formation and continuous 

reconstruction of individual memories is fundamentally affected by and even contingent upon 

social interaction (Assmann, Jan, “Collective” 125). According to Halbwachs, the collective 

nature of memory lies not in the fact that it is biologically shared between people, but that 

memories are always constituted within socio-cultural contexts and retrospectively affected and 

renewed by social interaction and participation in cultural activities: “Our memories remain 

collective...and are recalled to us through others even though only we were participants in the 

events or saw the things concerned” (Halbwachs, The Collective 23). Thus Halbwachs, in 

proposing the phenomenon “collective memory” distinguishes it from individual memory in the 

following terms: “While the collective memory endures and draws strength from its base in a 

coherent body of people, it is individuals as group members who remember. While these 

remembrances are mutually supportive of each other and common to all, individual members still 

vary in the intensity with which they experience them” (Halbwachs, The Collective 48). In other 

words, memories are collective insofar as they are formed and reconstituted in social contexts 

and may share in content, but individual memories are still ontologically separate.  

 Halbwachs also elaborates that individual “memory” of a past event is not necessarily an 

actual memory of something experienced, but is often a “borrowed memory” (what some 

scholars call “prosthetic memory”) communicated via secondary sources such as oral 
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communication or books that the individual then internalizes as if it were in fact his or her own 

memory (Halbwachs, On Collective 51). Thus, not only do individual experiential memories or 

“autobiographical memories,” defined as recollections from an individual’s past core to the 

construction of self-identity (Cohen, Gillian 146-148), have collective characteristics by virtue of 

their formation and reconstruction within social contexts, but individuals are capable of forming 

“memories” of events experienced only indirectly through representational media and 

internalizing them in a similar way to autobiographical memories. This kind of collective 

memory, unlike socially constituted autobiographical memory, is characterized by mediation and 

depends on mnemonic media rather than experience as the basis for constructing the past.   

 Kerwin Klein points out that there are problems in the way that scholars describe these 

kinds of mediated collective memories. Despite general agreement that “individuals cannot share 

another’s memory any more than they can share each other’s cortex” (Klein 135, quoting James 

Young), often the leap between individual and collective memory is justified through the 

materialization of memory as a collection of cultural practices or objects. In many cases, he 

observes, memory becomes a historical agent and memory objects are personified so that 

“archives remember and statues forget” (Klein 136). He thus emphasizes the need for 

terminological clarity in discussing the relationship between mediated individual memory and 

the external structures that store and convey it. 

 In fact, many subsequent scholars have expressed dissatisfaction with Halbwachs’ 

treatment of collective memory on the grounds that, although he acknowledges that individual 

memory is ontologically separate, his use of the term “collective memory” still seems to assume 

an impossible degree of mnemonic harmony, and does not give due consideration to the variation 

among individual memories even within the collective context. Amos Funkenstein points out that 
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Halbwachs, in many cases, hypostatizes memory, erroneously treating “the collective memory” 

as an independent and concrete phenomenon in itself rather than merely a descriptive metaphor 

for the meaning circulating between a collective via social and cultural frameworks (Funkenstein 

9-10). He proposes that the relationship between collective memory and individual memory be 

conceptualized in a way similar to the relationship between language and speech acts, with 

collective memory being understood as a system of signs, symbols and practices such as names, 

monuments, museums and texts, and with individual memories being the realization of that 

system (Ibid. 7). In other words, a theoretical distinction needs to be made between the abstract 

system of collective memory and concrete individual memory. 

  Jeffrey Olick adeptly accomplishes this by proposing that there are, in fact, two different 

phenomena under investigation to which the term collective memory is applied, which are 

related to two different methodological approaches. The first is aggregated individual memory or 

collected memory and refers to the generalizable similarity between the memories of multiple 

individuals on a given topic. Collected memory as a methodological approach is focused on 

assessing individual opinions, attitudes and experiences often via surveys in order to draw a 

broad conclusion about the memory of discrete groups within a society such as a family, a 

religious group, a socioeconomic class, or a generational group. Although individual memories 

are necessarily unique, collected memory methodology proceeds from the assumption that a 

remembering collective can be derived from the consistencies underlying variegated individual 

memories. Collective memory on the other hand, is the external encoding of mnemonic meaning 

onto cultural symbols and structures that then shape individual memories (similar to 

Funkenstein’s analogy between collective memory and language). Thus collective memory 

methodology focuses on how the past is represented in public discourse, representational media, 
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public commemorations etc. to draw conclusions about how social collectives as a whole 

remember. Although it is understood that memory can only be manifested through individual 

psychological processes, a collective memory approach examines the social and cultural 

objectivizations that store, disseminate and trigger socially agreed upon meanings to individuals 

making up various collectivities within a society. Since collective memory in this sense is always 

mediated by representational media circulating within society, and the events to which it refers 

are not actually directly experienced by members of the collective, the use of the term “memory” 

in this context is metaphorical, although an individual often regards such events as no less “real” 

than those he or she actually experienced. 

 Although much of my data in this dissertation falls under the category of collective 

memory since sites are a type of cultural media, I am also very much concerned with how 

individuals interact with this cultural media and the relationship between collective and collected 

memory.  

 

History and/as/or Collective Memory 

 

 Another discourse that has helped to develop a methodology for studying collective 

memory has been on the relationship between history and collective memory. So much has this 

relationship been debated that history and/as/or memory has been dubbed the “Achilles’ heel” of 

memory studies (Olick, From Collective 159, quoting Barry Schwartz). In La Mémoire 

Collective, Halbwachs posits the two as diametrically opposed, defining collective memory as a 

current of continuous thought that is constantly transforming as individuals participate in social 

interaction, and history as something too far in the distant past to actually have been experienced 
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that is retrospectively written down, generalized, narrated into a series of causal relationships and 

structured into periods by historians (Halbwachs, The Collective 79-80). This conception of 

history can be traced to previous works, most notably Walter Benjamin, whose “Historical 

Theses” among other works, criticized modern historiography for selecting its content 

retrospectively based on the whims of the present, constructing causal relationships between 

arbitrary events, guided by a false notion of progress, and dividing time into artificial periods 

(Benjamin 253-264). 

 The French historian Pierre Nora elaborates upon Halbwachs’ distinction between history 

and memory by characterizing collective memory as living and evolving in the social 

interactions of communities whose identity is anchored in their memory of the past, and history 

as a sanitized and dead characteristic of modern society, completely divorced from every day 

memory. He argues that in the modern era, remnants of memory are accessible only in material 

lieux de mémoire such as monuments and texts. This view is captured in his famous 

pronouncement that: “We speak so much of memory because there is so little left of it” (Nora, 

“Between” 7). 

 Amos Funkenstein argues that Halbwachs’ distinction between history and collective 

memory is contingent upon the assumption of a fundamental divide between ancient pre-critical 

historiography and post-19th century modern historicism: The former is uncritical and subjective, 

causing Halbwachs to associate it with collective memory, whereas the latter is professionalized 

historiography, critical, reflective, and conscious of the uniqueness of time (what the Assmanns 

call scientific historiography) and thus Halbwachs calls it history (Funkenstein 10).  Rather than 

accepting this distinction, Funkenstein refutes it, arguing that on one hand, there were elements 

of rationalist historicism in pre-modern cultures and, on the other, while history was 
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professionalized in the 19th century and developed certain methodological standards, historians 

were no less influenced by the “point of view” of their times and worked in service of the nation 

in the same way that previous historians had worked in service of their religion or community. 

 Funkenstein proposes a solution to this problem of classification by introducing the 

notion of “historical consciousness.”  He explains this by referring to a passage from Hegel’s 

Philosophy of History in which Hegel argues that “history” implies both things that happened 

and the narration of things that happened and that the state creates history when it records events 

significant to the community and marks them as worthy of perpetual remembrance (Hegel 76-

77). Funkenstein extrapolates further that: “Collective consciousness presumes collective 

memory, as without it there is no law and justice, no political structure, and no collective 

objectives. Without ‘history,’ there is no history and no state” (Funkenstein 5). In other words, 

historical consciousness is what drives people to interpret and narrate past events important to 

the community (creating collective memories) and thus a prerequisite for collective identity and 

cohesiveness. Historical consciousness existed in the pre-modern period and exists in the modern 

period, although the principle behind historical narration varied. Funkenstein thus concludes that 

“Western historical consciousness [what Halbwachs calls “history”] does not contradict 

collective memory, but rather is a developed and organized form of it” (Funkenstein, 1989: 19). 

This enables modern histories to be examined as a type of collective memory, not separate from 

it. 

 The academic pair Jan and Aleida Assmann similarly refute Halbwachs’ notion of a 

neutral, objective historiography noting “today the general consensus is that there is no such 

thing as historiography without some form of memory work” (Assmann, Aleida 2011: 122). 

Instead the Assmanns propose a more nuanced distinction between history and collective 
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memory, arguing that there are (at least) three dimensions to historiography: scientific, 

memorial, and rhetorical, which are not mutually exclusive (Assmann, Aleida, Cultural 133).  

Halbwachs’ and Nora’s characterization of history, they argue, is that of scientific historiography 

undertaken by professional historians who make a neutral attempt to retrospectively discover 

what has objectively occurred in the past by reference to various pieces of evidence. What 

Halbwachs calls collective memory, on the other hand, is approached through memorial 

historiography, the study of how communities have “remembered” (thought about and narrated) 

the past, regardless of whether this has conformed to objective reality. In order to make this 

distinction clear they use the term “historical memory” or “mnemohistory,” defining it in 

contradistinction to Halbwachs’ scientific historiography: “historical memory, unlike history 

proper … is concerned not with the past as such, but only with the past as it is remembered” 

(Assmann, Jan, Moses 9).  

 Another way to understand this distinction, Aleida Assmann elaborates, is as one between 

inhabited memory—functional, group related, selective, normative and future-oriented memory, 

and uninhabited memory—second-hand storage memory that feeds on past memories and 

reconstructs them or a “memory of past memories” (Assmann, Aleida Cultural). These two types 

of memory, Aleida Assmann further argues, should not be seen as opposed, but complementary. 

In fact, Assmann elaborates, “I would suggest dissolving the useless opposition between history 

vs. memory in favor of a notion of different modes of remembering in culture” (Assmann, 

Aleida, Canon 7). These different modes would include history, approached through scientific 

historiography as well as myth, religious memory, trauma, family remembrance, and 

generational memory, approached through mnemohistory. 
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 While history should be understood as one mode of collective memory, collective 

memory, the Assmanns argue, has two distinct types: communicative memory or “every day 

memory,” short- lived and disorganized presentist memory referenced through casual 

interactions; and cultural memory, socially inherited memory that binds a group to a specified 

past as a means of concretion of identity and reification of group unity. Cultural memory is 

memory that has transcended its narrow historical context and been transmitted through time and 

space via social and cultural frameworks. Thus, in general, the modes of memory under study: 

history, myth, religious memory, trauma, family remembrance, etc., though representing 

different ways of remembering (uninhabited vs. inhabited) and approached with different 

methodologies (scientific historiography vs. mnemohistory), are all part of cultural memory by 

virtue of their preservation (whether in storage media or in the minds of social collectives) and 

thus susceptibility to academic scrutiny.   

 In order to better describe the phenomenon of cultural memory, the Assmanns argue that 

cultural memory exists in the potential form as an archive of reusable texts and symbols 

preserved by cultural institutions, which at any time may be consumed and distributed among a 

collective, becoming part of an active canon of collective memory (Assmann, Aleida, Canon). 

They thus pave the way towards an exploration of collective memory that takes into account both 

the cultural objects and symbols circulating within society as media of memory (approached via 

Olick’s notion of “collective memory”) and their realization in the social interactions of 

individuals forming social collectives (approached via Olick’s notion of “collected memory”). 

By developing the notion of “cultural memory” the Assmanns are essentially achieving the same 

methodological goal as Funkenstein: giving permission for scholars to look at modern historical 

narratives as a type of subjective collective memory, not something separate from it. 
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 My own approach in this dissertation sees history as very much a form of memory and 

subjects formal histories to the same kinds of academic scrutiny as other forms of historical 

narration.  

 

Political Determinism in Memory Studies 

 

 However, one of the problems that has emerged from treating modern histories as 

subjective collective memories has been the tendency to over-emphasize the politics of memory 

or “who wants whom to remember what and why” (Confino 1393). Particularly influential to 

politically-oriented analyses of memory have been the writings of Michel Foucault, and the 

collaborative work of Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger. In his essay “Nietzche, Genealogy, 

History” Foucault introduces the concept of genealogy as a new type of history that severs itself 

from memory and constructs a “counter-memory” or a “transformation of history into a totally 

different form of time” (Foucault, “Nietzsche” 160). While he characterizes traditional history as 

scientific historiography undertaken by professional historians who present teleological 

narratives of history as logical, comprehensive and continuous, he proposes that genealogy, 

acting as a kind of counter-memory, can overthrow the hegemonic prescriptions of traditional 

history by exposing the multiplicity of transformations, possible identities, subjectivities, and 

ruptures in time, denying the assumption of one true origin that traditional history assumes. In a 

1974 interview, a very separate context that has been retrospectively connected to memory 

studies, Foucault argues that popular memory—the collective memory of ordinary people about 

the past—is increasingly being reprogrammed by media like literature, film and cinema to reflect 

accounts from official history (Foucault, “From Film”).  Foucault thus sets up oppositions 
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between traditional history as singular and genealogy as multiple, and official history as state-

determined and popular history as associated with the mnemonic freedom of the masses. These 

distinctions are extremely influential to later political theorists in mapping out the power 

relations between those who control memory and those dispossessed of memorial autonomy.  

  In a similar vein, Hobsbawm and Ranger’s notion of “invented tradition,” introduced in 

their landmark work The Invention of Tradition, indicates that the way in which the past is 

represented almost always involves distortions or innovations motivated by the politics of the 

present, and yet this novelty in the way the past has been depicted is often masked by the 

naturalizing rhetoric of tradition. Although discursively very different, the works of Foucault and 

the collaborative work of Hobsbawm and Ranger have led subsequent memory theorists to 

emphasize the construction of historical memory, competing historical narratives, and the power 

dynamics inherent in struggles over defining the past. 

  A common model for politically oriented memory studies derived from Foucault has been 

to oppose public or official memory controlled by powerful agents, often state representatives, to 

the private or vernacular memory of small groups and individuals, implying that the former tends 

to overwhelm or suppress the latter. The biggest problem with such approaches is that they “tend 

to reduce collective memory to an effect of human agency” (Kansteiner, “Finding” 182). 

Exemplary of this is John Bodnar’s book Remaking America: Public Memory, Commemoration, 

and Patriotism in the Twentieth Century in which he outlines a dichotomy between official 

memory promoted by political leaders as “guardians of the nation-state” whose goal is social 

unity, the continuity of existing institutions, and loyalty to the status quo; and the vernacular 

memory of ordinary people and small groups who have personal stake in the past. He argues that 

public memory emerges from the intersection between official and vernacular cultural 
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expressions, emphasizing the tendency of empowered groups to impose dogmatic formalism and 

the resistance of vernacular groups (Bodnar 13). Confino is highly critical of Bodnar, arguing 

“not only is vernacular memory not as saintly and official memory not as brutal, but they 

constantly commingle” (Confino 1402). Another problem with this type of formation is that it 

assumes a defiant intentionality on the part of vernacular collectives, when the failure of various 

individual and collective memories to conform to official histories is just as often incidental as it 

is deliberately defiant.   

 Confino enumerates several additional problems that result from political determinism in 

memory studies: 1. It is often “relativized to ideology” (Confino 1393). In other words, 

collective memory is equated with ideological formations like Marxism or nationalism, which 

takes away its conceptual specificity. 2. It ignores the category of the social, instead portraying 

memory as constructed by elites like politicians and intellectuals thereby ignoring the 

contributions of a huge segment of the remembering collective (Confino 1393-1394). 3. It 

overlooks memory issues that are not political, and thus misses a huge range of potential memory 

topics (Confino 1394). 4. It ignores the issue of reception, equating the intentions of memory 

producers with the actual memories of memory consumers, ignoring their agency to interpret, 

reject and transform ideas (Confino 1396-1397). 

 My own study focuses largely on the historical representations disseminated via state-

sponsored heritage sites of recognized national importance, which generally fall under the 

category of official memory. However, I also acknowledge that there are alternative ways of 

understanding and narrating history circulating within other types of cultural media and that 

individuals who visit heritage sites may have understandings of history different from the official 

one. I find the dichotomy between official memory and vernacular memory insufficient to 
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explain the complexity of the mnemonic situation in China, where the state-controlled education 

system, strict political censorship, and the close relationship between government and academia 

tends to produced standard narratives of history that students memorize as correct on the national 

college entrance exam and authors understand as politically correct when publishing. This does 

not mean that these “standard narratives” do not change over time (as will be explicitly shown in 

Chapter Six), do not have ideological inconsistencies, are not rejected, criticized or ignored by 

individuals who consume them, and that collectives cannot simultaneously know the standard 

narrative and believe in something different. In other words, while many historical narratives in 

China, particularly those found at heritage sites, are, in fact, politically determined, this does not 

mean that they are simplistic, immutable, univocal, or identically interpreted by consumers.  

This brings us to the next critical tenet of memory studies: 

 

The Unequal Treatment of Production, Representation, and Reception 

 

 It has been generally accepted that collective memories are not directly manufactured by 

“memory producers.” Rather, what producers produce are representational media such as textual 

narratives, images, oral speech or material objects. These media can then either be consumed by 

other people or go unnoticed. If they are consumed, individuals who encounter them have, 

through this process of reception, the ability to interpret them, and thus attribute meaning to them 

that does not necessarily mirror the producers’ intentions. Furthermore, consumers can interpret 

these media with varying degrees of analysis, skepticism and emotional investment. What 

Kansteiner calls the “epistemological sleight of hand from representation to memory” 

(Kansteiner, “Finding” 192) can be avoided by giving due attention to the process of reception, 
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although this is somewhat of an elusive phenomenon to study since it cannot be accessed 

directly, but must itself be examined through representational media such as memoirs, 

interviews, and conversations. 

 Collective memories are inscribed, stored and transmitted via cultural media and social 

rituals; at the same time, it is only when they are decoded and internalized by multiple cognizant 

receiving individuals that they are realized as collective memories. Thus, there are three 

processes to consider when analyzing the formation of collective memories: production (of 

representational media), representation (of the media) and reception (by those decoding and 

internalizing the media). Kansteiner proposes that effective studies on collective memory address 

all three, declaring: “We have to further collective memory studies by focusing on the 

communications among memory makers, memory users, and the visual and discursive objects 

and traditions of representation” (Kansteiner, “Finding” 197). 

 Since applied methodology tends to depend on the disciplinary background of the 

researcher undertaking the study, often case studies draw conclusions about the collective 

memory of a given group or society by examining only one or two of these aspects. For example, 

as mentioned above, politically oriented analyses tend to prioritize the motives and incentives of 

producers in respect to how collective memories (or official memories) are formed and thus 

overlook the issue of reception. Intellectual and cultural historians, on the other hand, tend to 

approach memory by analyzing dominant representations over time in an attempt to reconstruct 

collective memory. Confino dismisses this type of approach for its inability to adequately capture 

memory, saying: “There is too often a facile mode of doing cultural history, whereby one picks a 

historical event or a vehicle of memory, analyzes its representation or how people perceived it 

over time, and draws conclusions about ‘memory’ (or ‘collective memory’)” (Confino 1388). 
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Kansteiner’s criticizes this type of methodology for its elision of representation with the process 

of reception in which collective memories are formed: “It is one objective to write the 

intellectual history of the coming into being of a number of cultural artifacts which share certain 

characteristics (topic, author, place, time). It is an altogether different endeavor to tie these 

representations to specific social groups and their understanding of the past” (Kansteiner, 

“Finding” 192). Another approach, predominantly employed by anthropologists and sociologists, 

is to interview memory consumers about their memories, knowledge, or views about a given 

subject in order to draw conclusions about the collective memory of a given group. This kind of 

approach has its own methodological problems, since it has been shown that the respondent’s 

answer is highly dependent on the circumstance, the way a question is phrased and his or her 

relative mood (Olick, “Collective” 47).  

 In order to conceptualize collective memory as a multivalent process rather than a 

singular tangible object, Olick advocates for “interactionist perspectives” on collective memory 

that not only supplement historical analysis with ethnographic data, but pay attention to the 

social framework in which opinions are formed and the social processes at work within these 

frameworks (Olick, “Collective” 52). Astrid Erll concurs with this perspective, characterizing 

memory studies as an “interdisciplinary project,” and asserting: “it has been clear since its very 

inception that the study of cultural memory can only be successful if it is based on cooperation 

among different disciplines” (Erll, “Cultural” 3). 

 My own approach to collective memory here is multi-disciplinary, combining 

ethnographic methods of observation and interview with historical research and media analysis. 

This was the only means by which I felt I could adequately capture the effect of heritage sites in 

China on Chinese historical memory. 
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 Conceptualizing Memory Media 

 

 One more recent trajectory of cultural memory has focused on the representational media 

of memory under the assertion that: “it is only via medial externalization (from oral speech to 

writing, painting or using the Internet) that individual memories, cultural knowledge and 

versions of history can be shared” (Erll, “Cultural” 2-13). Not only do memory media “mediate” 

or communicate ideas from one individual mind to the minds of others, but the form of 

mediation itself also affects how meaning is perceived and interpreted. What a medium actually 

does is store, in a particular format, codes that may or may not be received and whose meaning is 

contingent upon interaction between the receiver and the medium. In the sense that the content 

being communicated is inseparable from the medium that communicates it, media do not simply 

convey meaning but actively contribute to its formation, leading to Marshall McLuhan’s famous 

pronouncement: “the medium is the message” (McLuhan 7).  

 While Halbwachs made oblique reference to such media in his elaboration of the social 

nature of memory (Erll, Memory V4.2; Erll and Rigney, “Cultural” 1), it was Aby Warburg who 

first focused on the material aspect of memory in his analysis of visual culture and the ability of 

objects and symbols to evoke memory and create cultural continuity. Unlike Halbwachs, 

Warburg was not concerned with developing a comprehensive theory; instead he took a heuristic 

approach, examining specific media and connecting them to a broader notion of collective 

consciousness. Subsequent scholarship in the media of collective memory has largely followed 

this methodology, examining the role of specific media such as artwork, literature, monuments 
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and audiovisual materials in shaping collective memories rather than seeking to develop a 

concrete theoretical foundation.  

 One of the problems with this methodology has been a lack of well-defined and 

standardized terminology for approaching media of memory. One of the earliest terms used to 

describe the representational media used for dispersing memory among a collective was the 

phrase “vehicles of memory” in Yosef Yerushalmi’s 1982 book Zakhor: Jewish History and 

Jewish Memory. The context was Yerushalmi’s major argument that: “Historiography never 

served as a primary vehicle for Jewish memory in the Middle Ages” (Yerushalmi 39). Rather, 

Yerushalmi argues, memory was configured around “rituals of remembrance,” including the 

public reading of selihot (penitential prayers), Memorbücher (Memorial Books), “Second 

Purims” and the celebration of feast days. Yerushalmi’s use of the term “vehicles of memory,” 

thus includes both actual material media themselves (texts or poems) and their performance 

(ritual). Unfortunately, Yerushalmi never makes a systematic attempt to define the concept of 

“vehicles of memory” or elaborate upon its uses. 

 More famous and widely used is a term coined by French historian Pierre Nora: lieux de 

mémoire, sometimes translated as “places” or “realms of memory,” but which Nora claimed to 

be untranslatable and defined broadly as “where memory crystallizes and secretes itself” (Nora, 

“Between” 7). In a seven-volume series Les Lieux de Mémoire, Nora and a select group of 130 

collaborators analyze various lieux de mémoire as new points of entry for “re-thinking the French 

past” (Nora, Rethinking). Nora characterizes a lieu de mémoire as defined by three 

simultaneously occurring aspects: materiality (it does not necessarily have to be palpable but 

must have some existence in the material world The examples he vies are a moment of silence 

and a generation composed of people); symbolism, because even purely material objects become 
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lieux de mémoire “only if the imagination invests it with a symbolic aura” (Nora, Between 12), 

and mnemonic functionality (there must be a will to remember). However, as Erll notes, this 

definition of lieux de mémoire is quickly deconstructed in the course of the work as an increasing 

number of things, including popular phrases, ways of thinking and arguing, and social manners, 

are promoted to the status of lieux de mémoire (Erll, Memory 25).  

 Matt Mastuda, in his 1996 book, Memory of the Modern, positions himself in line with 

Nora’s project of approaching history via lieux de mémoire, conceiving of memory as a 

“multiplicity of unique locations whose very range and complexity will demonstrate the common 

characteristics of the ‘general history’ I wish to describe” (Matsuda 7). Matsuda’s “sites of 

memory” include “distinct literatures, institutions, events, actors, which shape and contest 

different ‘memories,’ according to interest and circumstance” (Matusda 6). Matsuda’s site of 

memory, then, like Nora’s lieu de mémoire, does not denote a material space (although it can 

include material sites such as monuments and memorials) but a mental one evoked by symbols 

and discourse. 

 Although the concept of lieu de mémoire has become enormously influential in memory 

studies and the term has been reused with various degrees of sophistication in innumerable 

subsequent works (for a sampling, see section “Lieux de mémoire—Sites of Memory” in Erll and 

Nünning 2008), it has also been criticized for its lack of conceptual development. Astrid Erll 

calls it “one of the most inchoate and undertheorized concepts of collective memory studies” 

(Erll, “Cultural” 10). Aleida Assmann identifies Nora’s primary contribution as extrapolating 

from Halbwach’s collective constituted through social interaction to a collective constituted 

through the consumption of a common pool of symbolic media: “Nora took the theoretical step 

from the interactive group bound in a co-presence in time and space, as analyzed by Halbwachs, 
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to the abstract community that transcends time and space by defining itself through symbols” 

(Assmann, Aleida, Introduction 122). 

 In an introduction to a four-volume English translation of Les Lieux de Mémoire, David 

P. Jordan elaborates on the usage of lieux de mémoire as “instruments and artifacts of memory” 

including books, monuments, buildings and rituals, and sometimes figures, noting that “figures 

are included only insofar as they become lieux de mémoire when subsequent centuries, 

governments interests, groups, and institutions see an earlier embodiment of frenchness [sic] in 

France worthy of self-conscious reconstruction, memory and commemoration” (Jordan xxix). In 

other words, he suggests that despite Nora’s initial prerequisite of materiality, anything can 

become a lieux de mémoire if it is retrospectively deemed nationally symbolic and 

commemorable. In a concurrent vein, Erll comments that there has been speculation and 

confusion over what exactly can become a site of memory and concludes: “The answer is likely: 

any cultural phenomenon, whether material, social or mental, which a society associates with its 

past and with national identity” (Erll, “Memory” 25).  

 In an enlightening 1996 essay, Aleida Assmann weighs in on lieu de mémoire by 

distinguishing between its dual aspects as a memory medium and a specifically national kind of 

mnemonic topoi (Assmann, Aleida, “Im Zwischenraum”). By medium, she makes reference to 

the materiality of the lieu de mémoire, as something existing in real space on which meaning is 

encoded, and thus recalls Nora’s original definition. On the other hand, the notion of mnemonic 

topos, a term associated with Frances Yates’ art of memory as the mental space into which one 

places specific memories as a kind of mnemonic aid or methodology of remembering, explains 

the non-materiality of some of Nora’s lieux de mémoire. However, Assman does not actually 

address the conceptual ambiguity of lieu de mémoire or problematize these two contradictory 
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aspects. It is Astrid Erll who uses Assmann’s distinction to redefine lieu de mémoire as either the 

material medium itself (including perceivable intangibles like oral speech and social ritual) or 

the mental discursive space in which a person deposits memories. 

 However, this distinction fails to solve one of the other conceptual problems of lieu de 

mémoire, namely, that it implies a fixed point where memory is concretized and objectivized, 

whereas memory formation is, in fact, a dynamic process, and memory sites are continuously 

reformulated and renewed along with the memories that they evoke. Nancy Wood begins to 

address this problem with the concept “vectors of memory” expanded from Henry Rousso’s use 

of the term in his book The Vichy Syndrome. In Vectors of Memory: Legacies of Trauma in 

Postwar Europe Wood conceives of collective memory as fundamentally performative—“only 

coming into existence at a given time and place through specific kinds of memorial activity” 

(Wood 2), contingent upon social intentionality, and “as an agency that has assumed evolving 

functions in the modern—and now postmodern—era” (ibid.). By using the metaphor of vector 

rather than site, she attempts to capture both the way in which memory is anchored in past 

events, figures, places or symbols, and the way in which the discourse of memory evolves, 

moving forwarded in a projected continuous duration of time. Wood explores vectors such as 

historiography, survivor testimonials, trials, novels and films not as trajectories of a single 

collective memory, but as conduits of performativity and as triggers for memory discourse, 

which is not treated as static, but as evolving. 

 Anne Rigney likewise criticizes the interpretation of sites of memory as stable points of 

reference for individuals and communities recalling a shared past, arguing that within a dynamic 

social framework “existing memory sites become invested with new meanings and gain a new 

lease on life. But they may also be upstaged by alternative sites and become effectively obsolete 
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or inert” (Rigney, “Dynamics” 346). Instead, she follows a rising trend in cultural memory 

studies moving from “sites to dynamics” and “products to processes.” Erll and Rigney essentially 

redefine lieu de mémoire by describing it as a “self-perpetuating vortex of symbolic investment” 

defined by the convergence of multiple medial representations (Erll, “Remembering” 111). A 

lieu de mémoire thus becomes not a medium itself, but the topic of discourse on which multiple 

cultural media comment, such as an event (e.g. the Holocaust), a figure (e.g. Joan of Arc) or a 

place (e.g. Tiananmen Square), which is of course very different from the original definition laid 

out by Nora but seems to support many subsequent uses of the term in the seven volumes of Les 

Lieux de Mémoire. In other words, Erll and Rigney focus on the topos aspect of lieu de mémoire, 

temporarily discarding the medium aspect. 

 Recent contributions to media studies highlight the fact that not only is memory dynamic, 

but the media through which collective memories are shaped and dispersed are not stable 

referents but a continuously replicating dialectic web of representations. David Jay Bolter and 

Richard Grusin in Remediation: Understanding New Media describe the tendency of media to 

take “property” from one medium and reuse it in another or remediate as a process currently torn 

between the double logic of immediacy, making the receiver feel a heightened sense of realism 

by masking or diminishing the existence of the medium, and hypermediation, the utilization of 

multiple forms of media in order to heighten the sensory experience of the receiver thus creating 

a separate reality in which the receiver invests. In the sense that each new medium “responds to, 

redeploys, competes with, and reforms” other media, “all mediation is remediation” (Bolter and 

Grusin 55). In the anthology Mediation, Remediation and the Dynamics of Cultural Memory, Erll 

and Rigney apply this notion specifically to cultural memory studies, asserting that “all 

representations of the past draw on available media technologies, on existent media products, on 
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patterns of representation and medial aesthetics” (Erll and Rigney, “Cultural” 4) and “virtually 

every site of memory can boast its own genealogy of remediation” (Erll and Rigney, “Cultural” 

5). 

 Thus, recent studies on memory have focused less on the sites of memory themselves and 

more on the genealogy of remediation that engenders them. One of the challenges has been to 

precisely define what memory media denote and what kinds of phenomena they include and 

exclude. Wulf Kansteiner defines memory media as follows: “The media of memory that help us 

construct and transmit our knowledge and feelings about the past rely on various combinations of 

discursive, visual, and spatial elements. Therefore, collective memories are multimedia collages 

consisting in part of ‘a mixture of pictorial images and scenes, slogans, quips, and snatches of 

verse, abstractions, plot types and stretches of discourse, and even false etymologies.’ They also 

include statues, memorial sites, and buildings” (Kansteiner, “Finding” 190). Thus Kansteiner, 

rather than laying out a theoretical definition enumerating the intrinsic qualities of memory 

media, proceeds by example, leaving the concept vague and open. 

 Aleida Assmann and Astrid Erll have once again stepped up to fill this theoretical gap. 

Aleida Assmann, drawing upon a taxonomy developed by Kenneth Burke, cogently distinguishes 

between five different aspects of a memory medium: 1. Semiotic—its system of signs or forms 

of expressing meaning, as in verbal, visual, acoustic, or numerical codes (e.g. grammar, 

alphabets, musical scales), 2. Aesthetic—its particular form of representation within the different 

arts and their genres (e.g. painting, still life, novel, short story, documentary film), 3. Material— 

its sign bearers, the various perceivable materials of which it is constituted (e.g. paint, wood, 

canvas, marble, voice, ink). 4. Technical—its media of encoding, distribution, replication and 

storage (e.g. book, newspaper, film, TV, video, internet), 5. Social— its forms of 
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communication, contexts in which the media are re-embedded, institutions and places of 

performance, exhibition or sale (e.g. library, bookshop, marketplace, theater, concert hall, 

cinema, festival). (Assmann, Aleida, Introduction 57). 

 Astrid Erll cites a similar schema modified from the work of Siegfried J. Schmidt that 

categorizes the dimensions of memory media as : 1. communication instruments that make 

externalizations from minds to media possible (e.g. language, writing, images, sound), 2 

technological devices that store and disseminate memory (e.g. printing, internet etc.), 3 media 

offers or cultural objectivizations and aesthetic forms that have the possibility of being received 

by a mnemonic community, and 4 social dimensions where mnemonic potential is actualized by 

people or institutions (e.g. publishing houses, television stations, canonization). It should be 

fairly clear that Erll’s “communication instruments” roughly correspond to Assmann’s semiotic 

aspect, “technological devices” to the technical aspect, “media offers” to the aesthetic aspect and 

“social dimensions” to the social aspect. What is left out is the material aspect, which Erll 

introduces by making a further distinction between the first three as the material dimensions of 

memory and the fourth as the social dimension of memory, arguing that the material dimensions 

qualify something as a potential memory medium but this potential is not actualized until it 

realizes its social dimension and exercises a mnemonic function and memory-making role 

attributed to it by specific people at a specific time and place. (This is similar to Nora’s 

functional characteristic of a lieu de mémoire as something that is invested with mnemonic 

meaning by people). 

 These schemata are useful because they lay down specific characteristics that define a 

memory medium as opposed to some other object (namely ideational ones). Unlike Nora’s lieu 

de mémoire, what qualifies as a memory medium is not only subjectively defined by a group’s 
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retrospective perception, there is a workable definition from which specific studies of memory 

media can proceed and therein be considered part of a genre of memory media studies. 

Assmann’s five aspects are articulated a bit more lucidly and her inclusion of a material aspect to 

memory media is significant because it deconstructs the common conflation of the material and 

the semiotic, highlighting the tendency of the human mind to prioritize meaning to substance. 

For instance, we are socialized to see a book and monument rather than a pile of bound papers 

and an arrangement of stones. But the fact is that media of memory must have some form of 

materiality external to any meaning for them to mediate between humans as sensing bodies.    

 On the other hand, Erll extends her taxonomy to make some very useful observations 

about cultural memory. Her distinction between the material and social dimensions of media 

allows her to highlight the process by which a material phenomenon becomes a memory medium 

through its incorporation into a social (and often institutional) framework discoursing on 

memory; as a medial externalization it must be internalized by new social actors and deemed 

mnemonically significant to become part of cultural memory. This idea is reminiscent of Jan and 

Aleida Assmann’s model of archive and canon, except that it draws attention to the diachronic 

transformation between the synchronic states of potentiality and actuality described by the two 

terms.  

 Erll further outlines three major functions of memory media: 1. storage—storing contents 

of memory and making it available across time, 2. circulation—enabling cultural communication 

across time and space via externalization, and 3. cueing—triggering or evoking cultural memory. 

These are useful because they can be mapped onto three different trajectories of memory studies: 

the concepts of canon and archive are concerned primarily with storage; research in mass media 

is largely concerned with circulation; and sites and landscapes predominantly function as cues 
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(although these three functions are certainly not mutually exclusive).  

 It is this last function that I wish to focus on, since it provides an entryway into examining 

sites as a particular type of memory medium. Astrid Erll gives two major insights about memory 

media whose primary function is cuing: First, since “media cues” have no clear sender or 

semiotic codes, their meaning is often established by the narratives surrounding them as 

conveyed by other cultural media. In other words, perhaps to an even greater extent than other 

media, they rely on networks of remediation for their cultural meanings.  The other major insight 

Erll shares is that “[m]any of Pierre Nora’s sites of memory seem to be first and foremost cues 

for acts of cultural remembrance” (Erll, “Memory” 128).  

 

II. Conceptualizing the Memory Site 
 

 Erll’s second insight is confusing if we remember how Erll and Rigney defined lieu de 

mémoire as a “self-perpetuating vortex of symbolic investment” (Erll, “Remembering” 111, 

citing Rigney, “Plenitude” 18) characterized by the convergence of multiple disparate media. 

Examples of lieux de mémoire they give are: the Trojan War, the French Revolution, Julius 

Caesar, and Queen Victoria, not in the sense of empirical events and historical people, but as 

discursive spaces or mental topoi (Erll and Rigney). On the other hand, Nora’s original definition 

of lieu de mémoire as defined by three characteristics, materiality, symbolism and mnemonic 

function, maps nicely onto a memory medium with a primarily cueing function. As Assmann and 

Erll’s schemata suggest, three aspects of memory media are their materiality, semiotic qualities 

and social incorporation (in this case their use as cues for cultural memory). Thus, if we go by 

Nora’s original definition, then lieux de mémoire are in fact memory media whose primary 

function is that of cuing cultural memory. 
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 However, if we go by Erll and Rigney’s redefinition, which is meant to allow for the 

incorporation of immaterial phenomena like ideational figures, events and places into the 

definition, then lieux de mémoire are not “cues” at all so much as topics. In fact, Astrid Erll in a 

case study where she examines “the Indian Mutiny” as a lieu de mémoire, contrasts the Indian 

Mutiny as a lieu de mémoire with individual representational media that “can only serve as 

‘cues’ which trigger different memories in each observer, different images and narratives of the 

past that are already part of his or her semantic memory” (Erll, “Remembering” 111). In other 

words, the Indian Mutiny as a lieu de mémoire is the discourse that unites these various media 

and the diverse associations that they trigger under one topic. In terms of Halbwachs’ original 

theory, they are “organized sets” under which layers of distinct memories internalized from a 

variety of often undistinguished sources, are filed, culminating in “an image entangled among 

other images, a generic image taken back into the past” (Halbwachs, On Collective 71). Here lieu 

de mémoire is the metaphorical space where cultural memory is formed. If it “triggers” memory, 

then it does so metaphorically since it is of a fundamentally different nature than a material 

medium of memory that triggers the referential web of memories in an individual previously 

internalized from prior cultural media. In other words, when talking about media cues, Erll is 

activating the other aspect of lieu de mémoire as a memory medium. Essentially she is using the 

same term to mean two different things: on one level we are talking about the collective 

(metaphorical) memory, on the other the individual (biological) memory.  

 The effect of lieu de memoire’s ambiguity is compounded when we are looking at 

material sites as media of memory because of the word lieu de mémoire or “site of memory” 

itself, which is meant to be metaphorical but, in some cases, actually refers to material sites that 

cue memory such as monuments. The metaphorical place where cultural memory, accessible to 
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individuals via media cues, is negotiated referred to in Erll and Rigney’s notion of lieu de 

mémoire (i.e. the topos the Imperial Palace, the metaphorical discursive space) is easily confused 

with the material place (i.e. the real Imperial Palace, the present palpable locale) and the 

collected memory (i.e. the aggregated individual memories of the Imperial Palace) and the 

cultural memory (i.e. the abstract Imperial Palace as it is being multivocally represented by 

cultural media). This problem is not as apparent with historical people and events (e.g. Julius 

Caesar and the Indian Mutiny) because they are clearly past and thus more obviously only exist 

and are accessible via the cultural memory communicated via second degree media (although it 

is still easy to confuse the cultural memory of a figure with the empirical facts of the historical 

figures’ life, as will be discussed in Chapter Six). A material sites’ function as a memory cue 

further heightens this confusion because people are culturally conditioned to think of the cultural 

memory of the place (the one conveyed in cultural media) when they visit the contemporary, 

material place and form individual memories. In fact, this is the whole point of memorials and 

heritage sites. The naming of these sites helps to promote this obfuscation since the referent (i.e. 

“Imperial Palace,” the word) can potentially activate any of these meanings (the contemporary 

place preserved in experiential memory and the cultural memory of the place accessed via 

memory media). This is why I propose that if we want to specifically focus on a material site’s 

characteristics and functions as a particular kind of memory medium, we must divorce it from 

the ambiguous notion of lieux de mémoire and clearly demarcate its material existence from its 

nonmaterial associations.  

 An alternative approach to examining sites as lieu de mémoire has been to see urban 

landscapes and architectural features as “physiognomies” of social life, from which details about 

social experience and modern ideology can be inferred (Gilloch). This is an approach derived 
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from the varied works of Walter Benjamin on the modern city, including the “Arcades Project,” 

an analysis of the Parisian arcades of the nineteenth century, radio-broadcasts about Berlin and 

literary reviews of many books dealing with city life.  Benjamin’s analysis of the modern (20th 

century) city is contingent upon a notion of a memory crisis in the 19th century whereby history, 

defubed as an artificial and retrospective conceptualization of time, came to replace memory as 

the mnemonic traditions recalled and enacted by living communities. The modern city and its 

various architectural structures (monuments, museums, preserved structures etc.) are seen as 

manipulations of space through which this artificial configuration of the past, projecting false 

unity and a false sense of linear progress, is conveyed (Boyer). 

 A third theoretical approach examines memory sites according to the Durkheimian notion 

of ritual commemoration, which argues that the social function of any act of commemoration 

(including cultural objects) is to promote group solidarity or “sustain the vitality of... beliefs 

[common to the group], to keep them from being effaced from memory and, in sum, to revivify 

the most essential elements of the collective consciousness” (Durkheim 420). Studies that have 

proceeded from this premise, particularly those focused on national monuments, have tended to 

see memorial sites as univocally interpretable media that reflect their producers’ (often the 

state’s) intentions. However, in the last two decades, this paradigm for understanding memorial 

objects has been effectively refuted; numerous studies have shown that monuments, even if 

intended to convey a unified understanding of the past, often are interpreted multivocally, their 

meanings tend to shift over time, and they do not necessarily contribute to social solidarity. 

Robin Wagner-Pacifici and Barry Schwartz’ groundbreaking 1991 study “The Vietnam 

Veteran’s Memorial: Commemorating a Difficult Past” challenge the Durkheimian vision of 

memorial consensus by showing how the Vietnam Memorial, from its inception, reflected 
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controversy over the meaning of the Vietnam War and those who fought in it.  Methodologically, 

Wagner-Pacifici and Schwartz set themselves apart from previous studies that “draw...attention 

to what the cultural object is and what it represents but not to how the object came to be what it 

is and how it came to represent what it does” (Wagner-Pacifici and Schwartz 383) by examining 

both the social dissensus from which the memorial’s production was negotiated as “a 

construction process wherein competing ‘moral entrepreneurs’ seek public arenas and support 

for their interpretations of the past” (ibid. 382) and subsequent commentary on and interaction 

with the site from diverse groups of people and individuals or the "discursive surround" of the 

cultural object (ibid. 383).  

 Vered Vinitzky-Seroussi, in his 2009 book Yitzhak Rabin’s Assassination and Dilemmas 

of Commemoration elaborates upon Wagner-Pacifici and Schwartz’ notion of the controversial 

memorial by distinguishing between multivocal commemoration, which conveys multiple 

visions of the past and, by offering diverse groups of people multiple options for remembering a 

shared space and time, actually enhances social solidarity; and fragmented commemoration, 

which encompasses diverse discourses in diverse times and spaces and does not enhance social 

solidarity but can sharpen conflict by diffusing society into contentious collectives congregating 

around separate discourses (Vinitzky-Seroussi 3-4). Vinitzky-Seroussi examines commemoration 

by focusing on four pillars: agency (human actors), time, space, and narrative. In Vinitzky-

Seroussi’s study, memorial sites are conceived of as spaces “through which memory is expressed 

and materialized” (Ibid. 10) that convey different narratives and messages, which shift over time 

and are actualized through the actions and discourse of social collectives.  

 James E. Young pursues this train of thought in a different direction in his 2000 book At 

Memory’s Edge: After-Images of the Holocaust in Contemporary Art and Architecture where he 
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describes monuments as an “intersection between public art and political memory” that can 

reflect political consensus or conflict in their narrative contexts. By drawing attention to both 

aesthetic and political contexts, Young explicitly defines monuments as memory media that can 

be interpreted in a similar way to other media such as works of art.  

 By examining the monument as a symbolic material entity separate from the memory 

discourse to which it contributes, Wagner-Pacifici and Schwartz, Vinitzky-Seroussi, and Young 

all approach sites as material media through which mnemonic meanings are encoded and 

decoded. However, taking a fundamentally sociological approach, they locate the medium within 

social discourse—the circulating symbols, themes and narratives from which human agents 

distill meaning. The site itself is conceived of as a material medium endowed with sybolic 

potential, but the meanings with which human agents interact are free-floating in abstract social 

space. The kind of site-as-memory medium approach that I propose would locate these meanings 

in other media (including oral speech and visual performance) as the containers and conveyors of 

such meanings and, methodologically, the only sources of information available for accessing the 

metaphysical social realm and, in fact, the sources employed by these authors to draw 

conclusions about social, political and aesthetic contexts. 

 This subtle conceptual shift accomplishes two objectives: On the one hand, it forces the 

researcher of collective memory to be vigilant about not equating select interpreted 

representations (cultural memory) and aggregated individual accounts (collected memory) with 

the socially actualized collective memory, which, as fundamentally metaphysics, is realistically 

unknowable. This is not to say that we should not consider cultural memory and collected 

memory as data from which to make hypotheses about the socially actualized collective memory, 
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but that we ought to keep clear about the sources from which we draw these tentative 

conclusions.  

 On the other hand, my site-as-medium approach corrects the place-centered bias of site 

studies, which tend to draw conclusions about social meaning by contextualizing a given 

material site in social and cultural discourse. By acknowledging the role of a memory site as one 

medium, on par with other media, such as textbooks, works of literature etc., my site-as-medium 

approach, allows cultural meaning to be understood as a collection of disparate messages 

conveyed by variegated memory media, thereby allowing for the site’s role in collective memory 

formation to be understood as shifting in significance— central at some points and perhaps 

negligible at others, part of an evolving system of representation rather than the focal point of it.  

 In the following chapter, I will elaborate upon this proposed methodology for studying 

memory sites by systematically defining the site as a type of memory medium with distinctive 

characteristics, constructing a general model derived from the work of previous memory 

theorists that is methodologically useful for conceptualizing the relationship between material 

media and metaphysical collective memories, and illustrating how this model can be effectively 

applied to sites specifically to convey greater lucidity about the phenomenon of collective 

memory.
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Chapter Three  Methodology: Sites as Media of Memory 
 

I. Sites as Memory Media 
 

Functions 

 

 Memory sites, like other memory media, can be analyzed according to their dual 

functions as storage media and circulation media. The former draws attention to the potentiality 

of the medium as a text on which messages are encoded by a producer or group of producers 

who intend for the medium to elicit processes of remembering. The latter refers to the function 

whereby this potentiality is actualized in social encounters, when mnemonic meanings are 

circulated, shaped and created and consumers internalize these meanings (Erll, Memory 125). 

 Insofar as they function as storage media, memory media can be analyzed as cultural 

texts. Aleida and Jan Assmann define “cultural text” as any retrieved communication that 

possesses a normative or formative authority for society (Assmann, Jan, Religion 101-105). In 

their definition, cultural texts are not confined to written communication, but may include oral 

speech, visual media, or works of art; they are defined by their ability to outlast the act of 

expression that gave birth to them and thus their potential to subsequently convey meaning again 

and again, their reiterability. Cultural texts specifically are defined by their normative or 

formative function within a society and thus the potential for reiterability must at some point be 

socially enacted. 

 The notion of cultural text, though defined in this precise conceptual way by the 

Assmanns, is not particularly new. A similar concept has been applied in sociology and 
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anthropology to the study of many different kinds of symbolic structures, including material 

objects and social rituals. This kind of methodology can be traced to the symbolic anthropologist 

Clifford Geertz, who proposed that, beyond written and verbal material, all collectively sustained 

symbolic structures could be treated as kinds of interpretable texts that “say something of 

something” and that the culture of a people can be understood as an ensemble of such texts 

(Geertz 26-27).20  

 Unsurprisingly, the concept of text has been applied to the study of sites specifically in 

numerous studies. In the book The Heritage-scape: Unesco, World Heritage and Tourism, 

anthropologist Michael Giovine explicitly aligns himself with Geertz in approaching a series of 

world heritage sites as interpretable texts on which both local and global cultural meanings are 

inscribed (Giovine 16).  In a very different kind of study on Germany memory landscapes, 

historian Rudy Koshar sees buildings and architectural structures as kinds of “texts” through 

which groups and individuals establish social meanings (Koshar 10).  

 The cultural text, by definition, implies an encoded medium that has been removed from 

the context of its production and is waiting to actualize its potentiality to be interpreted in social 

contexts. Conceptually, it belongs to society’s cultural archive. When the cultural text manifests 

its potential and enters the social realm of the canon as a circulation medium, then it becomes a 

collective text that creates, circulates and shapes the contents of collective memory. In order for 

this to happen, consumers must ascribe referentiability to the text; in other words, it must 

become a public resource for understanding the past. 

                                                
20 Geertz’s method of symbolic or interpretive anthropology has been embraced by some anthropologists 
and harshly criticized by others. Major points of criticism are the the incommensurability between social 
actions and texts, the arbitrariness of symbolic interpretations, their lack of empirical grounding, and their 
narrow specificity. See Bloch; Jones; and Yoshida. 
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 Since memory sites are spatial (diachronic) arts rather than temporal (synchronic) arts 

with no innate ability to communicate narratives, their transition from cultural texts to collective 

texts actualized in social discourse is, to a greater extent than other forms of memory media, 

dependent on other media, including narrative plaques and displays at the site itself as well as 

other narrative forms external to the site that influence how the site is interpreted. The site itself 

as physical space becomes a cue that stands for these associated narratives. In this sense, while 

the site can be interpreted as a kind of cultural text, with its spatial formation and perceivable 

features designed in a deliberate way in order to convey intended mnemonic meanings, its full 

significance as a memory medium, something that conveys meanings about the past, can only be 

realized by reference to other media. It is not linguistically encoded in the same manner as a 

literary text or an oral speech act, which have apparent signs and senders. Unlike images and 

other iconic signs, it does not attempt to imitate or represent its object. Its meaning functions via 

reference to other media, even if that meaning eventually becomes conventionalized into a 

symbol (Erll, Memory 128).   

 As a cuing medium, the mnemonic narratives and meanings to which a memory site 

refers tend to change over time. Astrid Erll introduced the concept of “literary afterlife” to 

describe the process by which literary works as circulation media are transformed and put to new 

uses in new social contexts over time (Ibid.). This concept is equally applicable to sites as 

memory media. In fact, because sites rely on other media to lend them narrative coherence and 

mnemonic meaning, their meanings are highly malleable and tend to shift significantly with 

changes in political and cultural trends. In the sense that the same site can evoke very different 

collective memories in different periods, a more suitable metaphor might be reincarnation; a site 
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can have many different incarnations over time insofar as how its significance is perceived by 

social collectives.  

 

Comparing Memory Sites to Literature as Memory Media 

 

 A relatively recent trajectory of cultural memory studies has focused more specifically on 

literature as one particular type of memory medium. Anne Rigney argues that there are at least 

five roles literature plays as a type of memory medium: 1. As a relay station, it relays, builds on 

or recycles earlier forms of remembrance. 2. As a stabilizer, it becomes a stabilizing framework 

for particular historical periods or events by representing them in a memorable way. 3. As a 

catalyst, it attracts social attention towards new or neglected topics and inspires acts of 

recollection about them. 4. As an object of remembrance, it is itself remembered in subsequent 

commemoration. 5 As a calibrator, it provides a benchmark for reflecting critically on dominant 

memorial practice that can be replicated, commented upon or overturned in subsequent works 

(Rigney, “Dynamics”).  

 In fact, sites, as a type of memory medium, share all of these characteristics. 1. Sites can 

act as relay stations, incorporating earlier forms of remembrance such as images or historical 

figures into their own representation. In fact, this is the primary function of museums, which are 

essential display cabinets for old images, documents and artifacts, which are given new 

relevance and meaning through their incorporation into a narrative context, provided by the 

aspects of the museum design such as sequence, placement, narrative plaques and supplementary 

audiovisual material.  
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 2. Like literature, sites also act as stablizers for the particular time period that they 

commemorate. The whole ethic of preservation demands that one particular time period be given 

priority to and thus preserved at the expense of the others. Thus, any renovations to such a site 

should attempt to strictly follow the style of the chosen time period; in some cases, 

preservationists even take great pains to reproduce the materials—paints, wood, stone etc.—from 

which the “original” structure was made, eliminating subsequent “deteriorations” by overlaying 

them with new materials in the “traditional” style. With every change, whether it is considered a 

“restoration” or a “renovation,” there is a preference being exhibited for one version of time over 

another. In this sense, sites become stabilizers for the time period that they purport to represent. 

On the other hand, sites, unlike literary texts, which are published in distinct editions, are always 

changing, often without public accountability. Maintenance, renovation and the installation of 

new exhibits are frequent occurrences that are not always well-documented or announced 

publically. The effect of such changes is that they alter the meaning of the site (whether subtly or 

drastically) by re-encoding parts of it with new symbols, images and narratives. However, 

because these changes are packaged as routine maintenance or necessary updates or not 

advertised at all, their ideological impact often goes unnoticed by visitors who may only visit 

infrequently or not pay too much attention to such changes. Thus sites are paradoxically 

characterized by their stability, in the sense that they are understood to preserve and represent a 

specific period of time, and their mutability, in the sense that they are always changing both 

materially and in their encoded and decoded meanings.  

   3. Sites are very much catalysts as well. In fact, most if not all memory sites are 

constructed as catalysts to attract social attention towards neglected topics (the dead, war, 

historical events etc.) and inspire acts of recollection about them. Even existing historical sites 
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only become memory media when they are preserved or renovated in order to serve mnemonic 

social functions. Therefore, although many historical sites purport to some kind of oldness or 

historical continuity, their status as memory media is often something relatively recent and 

constructed.  

 4 For those sites like restorations that make the claim of an organic connection to the 

past, the site as a symbolic medium is often indistinguishable from the site as an object of 

remembrance. What is remembered is, in fact, the present—the site as it is now, and yet, by the 

rhetorical sleight of hand that dubs the site “preserved” and “authentic,” this image of the present 

is equated with the past, comes to stand for it. Thus, when we think of “the Summer Palace” we 

think of the garden as it looks now, in our experience, direct or mediated, and yet we don’t see it 

as something of the present, but something of the past, part of China’s past heritage. Our cultural 

memory preserves the site as it is now as an object from the past and forgets all the moments of 

destruction, renovation and reconstruction that preceded it because they contradict our simple 

equation of present with past. The site as object of remembrance masks the site as memory 

medium because the organic claim that “this is the site where X occurred” implies that our 

experience is direct, not mediated, when, in fact, our experience of the site is still being mediated 

by representations about the site both in situ and that we have previously encountered circulating 

in society.    

 5 Memory sites are useful calibrators for gauging dominant memorial practice because, 

unlike other forms of media, they are relatively stable in the sense that a publication or film tends 

to “become yesterday’s news” fairly quickly, whereas sites endure longer on account of their 

very materiality and immobility in space. At the same time, sites are constantly being 

reconfigured and reconstructed according to political and cultural trends in society. Sometimes, 
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especially when they are first constructed, the sites themselves are the catalysts or trendsetters 

that designate what has been deemed mnemonically important. Other times, especially when a 

site has been around for a while and is losing social relevance, sites are modified in response to 

trending notions of what is mnemonically important. Thus sites are both productive of (as 

catalysts) and reflective of (as calibrators) mnemonic trends in society.   

  

Characteristics of Sites as Memory Media 

 

 Sites, as memory media, are, by definition, authored (constructed) by someone(s). They 

must be interpreted by “readers” in order to have meaning, are always informed by previous 

media (pre-mediated) in some way, can be edited (renovated), and can inspire further media 

(remediate). However, there are also characteristics that apply to sites more specifically, the first 

being their high degree of mutability. Changes to sites are more frequent and less publically 

visible than changes to other memory media like literary texts. The current publication process of 

literary texts has been formalized so that different editions are distinguished and stamped with 

new publishing dates. Sites, on the other hand are constantly being transformed, revised and 

expanded (by site producers, such as managers and workers, but also by site consumers, tourists 

and locals) with very different standards of accountability. For instance, a person who had visited 

a park in 2007 may have experienced a drastically different spectacle than a person who visited 

the same park in 2015, yet there would be limited indication that they had visited a different 

edition of the park.  

 Another major characteristic is that a memory site, unlike a literary text, is unique. 

Whereas a book has multiple copies bearing the same words, which are distributed to multiple 
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individuals in various formats (i.e. softcover, hardcover, ebook, audiobook), there is only one 

site and any media that replicate and distribute the site to a larger audience (i.e. documentaries, 

illustrated guidebooks, online virtual tours) are never mistaken for the site itself. Thus a site, like 

a specific work of art, is much more bound to the notion of “the original” than other media such 

as a literary text, film or song. I could have read one copy of a poem and my friend could have 

read another, but we would both be considered to have read the same poem, whereas with a site 

or a specific work of art, only those who had seen the specific site or the specific work of art 

would be considered having shared the same experience.     

 In the sense that memory sites are generally composed of multiple spatial spheres with 

different aesthetic, social and cultural functions, we can say that sites as memory media are 

heterotopic or have a proclivity to encompass multiple forms of emplacement. While memory 

sites are generally intended to serve a primarily mnemonic function by their producers, because 

they are, on the one hand, interpretable like texts, and, on the other, extremely mutable unlike 

published texts, they tend to acquire new layers of meaning as they undergo renovations and as 

people find new uses for the space that they encompass. A careful study of memory sites should 

account for multiple forms of emplacement without deemphasizing the mnemonic function 

underlying memory sites. In fact, non-mnemonic forms of emplacement may be crucial to the 

perpetuation of the collective memory by keeping the site relevant in social discourse, or may 

weaken it by offering an excess of alternative meanings, causing the mnemonic meaning to fade 

from cultural memory. 

 Related to this is the fact that sites are multimediated or made up of several different 

representative media that do not necessarily convey a unified message. Really a site is a 

compilation of diverse media clustered in one location and interpreted as a set piece. It can be 
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broken down into its composite media (displays, architectural structures, objects, ads, 

commodities etc). Thus, one of the complications of examining a site as a medium of memory is 

that, although the site is singular in the sense that at any given time there is only one version 

considered “the original,” as a memory medium, the site is a multimedia compilation.  

 

Genres  

 

 Just as there are literary genres, there are site genres. Of course genre is a socially 

constructed boundary with the potential for negotiation, and individual genres are not necessarily 

mutually exclusive. Nonetheless, the memorial, the monument, the museum, the preserve, the 

restoration, and the historical theme park can all be considered distinct genres of the memory 

site. The prior three are retrospective constructions that locate themselves in relation to the past 

according to different sets of aims and aesthetics. The memorial aims to commemorate the dead 

and, whether built for a specific individual (i.e. the Chiang Kai-shek memorial) or a group of 

people (i.e. the Nanjing Massacre Memorial), utilizes spatial arrangement, architecture, 

symbolism and textual narratives to elicit memorial pathos from visitors. The war memorial is a 

specific sub-genre of the memorial and has its own set of generic expectations (Wagner-Pacifici 

and Schwartz 381-382). The monument uses space and materials in a similar way to elicit feeling 

and can include memorials, but is more broad and abstract in its objective—it may commemorate 

a particular event or a concept, a historical figure or a group of people, a symbol or metonymic 

object.  The museum, on the other hand, is the material realization of scientific historiography. It 

constructs a narrative about the past while trying, as much as possible, to appear objective 

through the display of “authentic” objects, photographs, audiovisual material and by using the 
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rhetoric of the historian. The museum, while, in fact, no less deliberate and subjective than the 

memorial or the monument, attempts to affiliate itself with science, providing empirical evidence 

and textual supplements that are descriptive and expository as much as they are narrative 

(Boyer).  

 The latter three genres of memory sites, rather than merely elicit or represent the past 

symbolically, aim at capturing it through preservation techniques, which are often divided into 

four approaches, distinguished by the degree of intervention involved: preservation, 

rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction. Preservation aims at keeping a historical site the 

way that it is, arresting further material changes so as to maintain the past in the present, refusing 

to allow temporal evolution to take hold. Often this takes place at the expense of functionality. A 

barrier is erected to prevent man-made damage, weathering and other destruction, but this also 

prevents the site from fulfilling its originally intended social function (i.e. as a residence, a 

temple, a burial chamber etc.). Rehabilitation, on the other hand, admits the need for some 

degree of intervention in order to preserve the appearance of the past and allows for some 

cosmetic treatment and maintenance to help arrest and reverse the ravages of time. In reality, 

almost all preserved structures and sites have required some degree of intervention. 

Consequently, I have proposed the category of preserve to encompass both sites of preservation 

and rehabilitation. 

 Restoration implies a higher degree of intervention for situations in which material 

changes in a site have altered its apperance and need to be reversed in order for its appearance to 

reflect the chosen period of time. Thus in restorations, preservation of a selected version of the 

site comes at the expense of other versions. Restoration—the reversal of “damage” requires the 

destruction of newer material developments, which are overlaid with an approximation of the 
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“original” appearance. Thus, no matter how scientifically accurate the restorers attempt to be, 

there is some element of imagination and innovation in the act of restoration. Reconstruction is 

restoration taken to a more extreme level, where entire structures or sections of landscape have 

been effaced and are re-created according to historical evidence and extrapolations based on 

what has survived. The category of restoration is meant to encompass both restoration and 

reconstruction.  

 The difference between the preserve and the restoration is not only in the amount of 

material that has been retrospectively altered in an attempt to re-create the material of the past, 

but in the perception of authenticity. A dilapidated ruin that has “survived” without human 

intervention to the present day is deemed more authentic than a similar structure that is more 

intact and perhaps more closely resembles its past self because it has been cosmetically restored 

by preservation experts. Ironically, it is usually the historically “authentic” preserved structures 

that are less culturally authentic in the sense that, once preserved, they are no longer functional 

as a social space and site of cultural interaction. Restored sites are more likely to be adapted to 

serve the modern social needs of the local populace because it is understood that as they will be 

damaged, so too can they be restored; whereas preserved sites tend to become museum artifacts 

to be observed from a distance under carefully regulated protocols.  

 If the degree of intervention in preserving a site is inversely related to its degree of 

perceived authenticity, then the historical theme park is at the far end of the scale. It seeks to 

satisfy the consumer desire for a tangible and interactive representation of the past without being 

bound too tightly by the constraints of scientific accuracy and historical authenticity. In a way, it 

derives its attraction from the understanding that it is inauthentic and thus the ability of visitors 
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to suspend disbelief, abandon rational skepticism, and simply enjoy the inspired fantasy of the 

past. 

 These six categories are by no means mutually exclusive. Many memory sites are a 

combination of these categories; several heritage sites, for example, include preserved structures, 

restored structures and museums (e.g. The Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park). A given site can also 

function simultaneously as more than one category; for instance, a restored structure can also be 

adaptively reused as a museum (e.g. The Forbidden City). The categories help us realize that 

there are many ways in which a site can be semantically connected to the past, whether a claim is 

made for an organic connection (i.e. this is the site where X event occurred) or a symbolic one 

(i.e. this site memorializes X event) or some combination of the two. Many memory sites also 

contain elements that are not explicitly related to the past; for example, many museums contain 

cafes, restaurants, or gift shops that are understood as separate spheres for the fulfillment of 

presentist concerns. Whereas the museum proper contains objects, texts, pictures, and other 

representations meant to evoke thoughts and feelings about the past, these other areas are 

spatially sectioned off to promote the aesthetic and mental shift. Wangcheng Park mentioned in 

chapter one is a perfect example of the juxtaposition of mnemonic spaces with other types of 

emplacement.  

 

II. Modeling Collective Memory in Terms of Memory Media 
 

 In a 2002 article “Finding Meaning in Memory: A Methodological Critique of Collective 

Memory Studies,” the scholar of German collective memory, Wulf Kansteiner, addresses what 

he sees as two of the biggest problems in collective memory methodology: characterizing 

collective memory in terms of individual memory (Cf. Ch.2 sec. 1), and overemphasizing the 
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power of producers of representations to determine collective memory by equating 

representation with reception (Cf. Ch.2 sec. 5). In order to address these two issues, he proposes 

that collective memory be conceived of as: 

...the result of the interaction between three types of historical factors: the intellectual and 
cultural traditions that form all our representations of the past, the memory makers who 
selectively adopt and manipulate these traditions, and the memory consumers who use, ignore, or 
transform such artifacts according to their own interests. Kansteiner, “Finding” 180. 
 
 Kansteinerʼs tripartite approach to memory as a discourse between traditions, memory 

makers (which I will call “producers”), and memory consumers attempts to counteract what he 

sees as major flaws in collective memory theory. By giving equal consideration to producers and 

consumers, he resists the attribution of absolute agency to producers common to cultural 

histories in the assumption that the representations produced by such agents amounts to the 

cultural memory of consumer collectives. Additionally, by conceiving of the collective as 

multiple consumers of multiple traditions, he addresses the gap between collective memory as 

aggregated individual (collected) memory, and external, culturally inscribed (collective) 

memory. His model asserts that psychologically memories (literal) can only be formed by 

individual consumers who encounter variegated pools of representations circulating in social 

contexts; however, these individual memories are expressions of the cultural memories 

(metaphorical) encoded in external representational media.   

 Before showing how Kansteinerʼs model can be usefully applied to memory sites, I want 

to make an argument for replacing what he calls “traditions,” or, more specifically “the 

intellectual and cultural traditions that frame all our representations of the past,” which he 

subsequently calls “the visual and discursive objects and traditions of representation” with 

simply “memory media.” Throughout the article, Kansteiner uses the term “tradition” broadly as 

a cultural structure that is “inscribed in the media of communication as well as our bodies and 
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minds” (Kansteiner, “Finding” 196) encompassing discursive formations, habitus, thought styles, 

archetypes and paradigms. It is related to media but is neither the material vessel itself nor the 

signifying code. It is the signified, the metaphysical formation of meaning that exists both in 

things and in people. I would argue that this understanding of tradition does more to obfuscate 

than clarify the processes at work in collective memory formation.  

 In a literal sense, people (memory producers and consumers) interact with material or at 

least physically perceivable media such as images, sounds and objects, not metaphysical 

meanings. It is the real and perceivable medium that is produced by producers and consumed by 

consumers, not any kind of identifiable structure of meaning. The meaning comes secondarily, is 

imperfectly translated from the mental realm into perceivable symbols inscribed on physical 

objects by producers, which, in turn is imperfectly interpreted by consumers and retranslated into 

metaphysical thoughts. To say that consumers and producers interact with traditions (even ones 

inscribed on objects) is to understate the very important role of the medium and to misleadingly 

imply that traditions, as cultural structures, maintain some kind of uniform identity as they are 

passed from one person to another. I do not think this is what Kansteiner means to imply, as in 

the penultimate section of his article he draws attention to the central role representational media 

play in shaping collective memory while maintaining that methodologically a hermeneutical 

interpretation of representational media cannot be equated to the collective memories accepted 

by social collectives. 

 What I propose, for the sake of clarity, is to clearly demarcate the realms of the physical 

and the metaphysical. On a concrete level, it is representational media with which human 

producers and consumers interact since collective memory must always be mediated by material 

encounters or, in the words of Astrid Erll, “it is only via medial externalization (from oral speech 
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to writing, painting or using the Internet) that individual memories, cultural knowledge and 

versions of history can be shared” (Erll, “Cultural” 12-13). In the realm of the physical, 

producers produce representational media inscribed with symbols and consumers consume these 

media. On the other hand, in the metaphysical realm there are two processes occurring 

simultaneous to production and consumption: representation, which Astrid Erll calls 

“production-side functionalization,” equating it with Stuart Hall’s notion of “encoding”; and 

interpretation, which Astrid Erll calls “reception-side functionalization,” equating it with Stuart 

Hall’s notion of “decoding” (Erll, Memory 125).  

 Of course tradition, understood as part of the metaphysical realm, in the sense of 

paradigm, habitus, discursive formation etc. plays a crucial role in both the processes of 

representation and interpretation since producers are influenced by their existing beliefs, 

understanding, emotions etc. and consumers likewise use existing mental formations in 

interpreting meaning. In this sense, Kansteiner’s use of the word “tradition” rather than 

“representation” or “medium” is rather insightful, because the principle of remediation—that 

new media always comment upon or situate themselves according to previous media in some 

way—is actually more lucidly explained as the effect of the metaphysical traditions that inform 

production and reception than as an innate characteristic of representational media. Nonetheless, 

it is used ambiguously, much like lieux de mémoire. 

I would argue that “tradition” in this particular context is best understood as active and 

persisting collective memories, that is, synchronically, the ones that have been socially activated 

in the memory canon at the time that the producer produces and the consumer consumes. In fact, 

Kansteiner himself seems to allude to this since he cites Jan Assmann’s notion of canon and 

archive, and subsequently equates discarded traditions with future potential memories 
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(Kansteiner, “Finding” 184). Thus, producers and consumers do not interact with traditions in 

any concrete kind of way; rather traditions as collective memories exist in a metaphorical 

cultural space and are activated by producers and consumers whenever they represent or 

interpret. Insofar as traditions are preexisting mental constructs, they influence the way meaning 

is individually interpreted and incorporated when producers produce and consumers consume. 

Then, in a progressive model, where the collective memory that results once emergent memory 

media are consumed by a collective and socially incorporated is collective memory0, tradition 

might be understood as the precursor to this or tradition=collective memory-1, where collective 

memory is a vector progressing ad infinitum.  

 The model below represents a hypothetical scenario of collective memory formation. The 

first producer (P1) produces a representation (R1) about a given subject. The process of 

production is represented by a blue arrow. This representation is consumed by a group of 

consumers (C1). Consumption is represented by a red arrow. Later, one of these consumers 

himself produces another representation (R2) on the same topic. This is consumed by a group of 

consumers (C2) who also consume the previous representation (R1). The second producer (P2) 

produces a second representation (R3), but this is not immediately consumed by consumers (C3), 

although at the time of publication there are a group of consumers still consuming his previous 

representation (R2). When a third producer (P3), who has consumed all the previous 

representations (R1, R2 and R3) produces a fourth representation (R4), a group of consumers 

(C4) consume it, as well as the two previous representations (R2 and R3). As time goes on, the 

web of consumption and production expands. Some representations are more widely consumed 

than others, with some (like R2) becoming classics that get consumed over and over by 

subsequent consumers, while some never get consumed at all (R6). Often representations are 
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only widely consumed immediately within the time of their production, and are more-or-less 

forgotten as time goes on (R4, R5, and R7). The resulting conceptions about the topic that 

multiple individuals have by virtue of their consumption of representations about it is what we 

call collective memory. The “collectiveness” of the phenomenon, by which I mean the relative 

consistency of individual conceptions about the same topic, is directly attributable to the the 

pools of remediating representational media that they have consumed. At any point in time 

where multiple individuals have consumed any number of representations about the same topic, 

we can posit the existence of a “collective memory.”  

 

Figure 1. Hypothetical model of collective memory formation. 

  

Of course, the kind of synchronic model I described only partially captures the complex 

dynamism of collective memories as continuously changing and continuously incorporating new 

data from diverse representational media circulating in society while abandoning others or as “an 
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ongoing process of remembrance and forgetting in which individuals and groups continue to 

reconfigure their relationship to the past and hence reposition themselves in relation to 

established and emergent memory sites” (Erll and Rigney, Mediation 2). The dynamism of 

collective memory has previously been described imprecisely by reference to metaphors of space 

and time such as memory sites (Nora), vectors of memory (Rousso; Wood), and memory 

landscapes (Koshar). The model I propose above helps us to visualize the complexity of 

collective memory, but is still a vast oversimplification. It simplifies consumption on the right 

into a group acitivity, when, in reality, individuals all follow their separate paths of consumption 

and so in a more precise model, the web of consumption would be much more complicated, 

although dominant represenations that get consumed more often than others would be likely 

emerge. Another aspect of memory that the 2-D model is not able to adequately represent is the 

progression of time. Realistically, individuals would be consuming different representations at 

innumerable points of time and mass consumption would be most likely to peak around times 

when new representations had emerged (as shown in the model). 

 What the model does offer is a bridge between the two approaches to collective memory 

as aggregated individual socially constituted memory or collected memory and culturally 

encoded mnemonic meaning or cultural memory. The latter is conceived of as residing abstractly 

in various symbolic media (including perceivable but non-material ones such as oral speech) that 

circulate in society, and yet, by definition, must be actualized by individuals in social contexts to 

have any form in reality. On the other hand, the former while more concretely understandable as 

the generalizable historical understanding of multiple individuals who have encountered similar 

pools of representational media encoded with mnemonic meaning and thus come to broadly 
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similar conclusions, eludes a true sense of collectivity, since individual interpretations are 

unavoidably diverse and multifarious.  

 The theoretical bridge between these two approaches is the dual processes of production 

(representation) and consumption (interpretation) whereby individual historical understanding is 

converted to cultural objectivizations and cultural objectivizations are converted to individual 

historical understanding. We would have to imagine this occurring on a massive, incalculable 

scale, with producers producing multiple representations, some socially incorporated as memory 

media, others not. We would have to imagine innumerable media, distinct yet echoing themes, 

structures, rhetoric, images etc. from other media. We would have to imagine these as consumed 

in varied and inconsistent groupings by different consumers, also multiple, with their own 

interpretations, degrees of skepticism and emotional investment, and the potential to re-configure 

all this data and themselves become producers of new potential memory media. 

 By differentiating between the material and metaphysical aspects of collective memory, 

the model offers three concrete types of sources for approaching memory. As researchers, we can 

only access the metaphysical realm (production, consumption and the resultant collective 

memory) via the concrete material realm: representative media in which meaning is encoded 

(represented in the model by black squares), producers who encode such media, and consumers 

who decode such media (both represented in the model as black circles). These three bodies of 

matter are the source material for any study by virtue of their material accessibility.  

To approach the collective memory by examining representational media (historical texts, 

literature, film etc.) is essentially a cultural history approach. However, a broad definition of 

“representational media” as having a semiotic, aesthetic, material and technical aspect that 

embodies mnemonic potential, which is actualized when the medium is incorporated in social 
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contexts (Cf. Ch.2 Sec. 5), means that in investigating media we are not bound by disciplinary 

and social boundaries such as historical sources vs. popular media or audiovisual material vs. 

social ritual. As long as the representational medium in question is linked discursively to the 

subject under study and has been socially incorporated, it is fair game for the researcher of 

collective memory, no matter his or her academic background. In other words, a methodological 

approach that examines the impact of representational media on memory should transcend 

disciplinary borders and look at all types of relevant media.  

 However, as Kansteiner points out in his article, focusing on the narratives and meanings 

conveyed by representations is inadequate for drawing conclusions about collective memory 

because it neglects how these representations are received and interpreted in social contexts by 

real people. This is why it is also important to utilize the two other types of sources: producers 

and consumers. This approach presents its own methodological challenges since the thoughts, 

opinions and feelings of consumers and producers can only be accessed through the imperfect 

media of interviews, observations and other representational media, and such data is inevitably 

affected by social context, the way in which the researcher approaches his interviewees, the 

mood, disposition and thought process of the interviewee at the specific times he is approached 

etc. Essentially this is the socio-anthropological approach that attempts to distill generalizable 

trends from aggregated individual memory or collected memory. One of the useful functions of 

the model is to distinguish between an individual as a producer and an individual as a consumer. 

Naturally, producers of cultural media are also consumers of previous cultural media and many 

consumers of cultural media are also producers of cultural media (even if they have not produced 

anything “official” like a book, any communication about a cultural medium constitutes a new 

medium with the potential to be socially incorporated). In fact, when we interview consumers, 
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we are asking them to become the producers of the media that we ourselves consume. As many 

memory scholars have pointed out, the most effective studies of collective memory combine 

cultural-historical and socio-anthropological methodological approaches by looking at both 

memory media as conveyors of meaning and human agents as producers and consumers of 

media. 

 These two methodologial approaches to memory are nothing new; they have been applied 

in countless studies going back to Halbwachs, Warburg and beyond. However, one of the great 

insights of the newer cultural memory approach has been to consider medial representations 

within interrelated cultural networks and genealogies rather than as isolated media within 

specific socio-historical contexts. In other words, because of the principles of pre-mediation and 

remediation, the mnemonic influence of a specific book or a specific site cannot be studied in a 

representational vacuum, but must be understood as in dialogue with countless other 

representations contemporaneous with and predating it. Thus a study of specific memory media 

must not only transcend social boundaries between academic and popular, but also examine the 

genealogical relations between representations and the material and semantic evolution of 

individual representations.  

 

III. Applying the Model to Sites of Memory 
 

 What the model yields is methodological lucidity about the types of sources the scholar 

of collective memory has at his or her disposal. In the case of a site, these sources are: 

1. The site itself as a representational medium or cultural text with interpretable 

symbolic codes 
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 When we consider sites as material memory media separately from sites as discursive 

topoi and objects of cultural memory, we are able to interpret their hermeneutical meaning as we 

would other kinds of cultural texts. As mentioned in section 1 of this chapter, three of the special 

characteristics of sites as memory media are their high degree of mutability, their heterotopic 

quality and their multimediacy.  

 By mutability, I mean that a site undergoes frequent renovations, including maintenance, 

the building and repair of new structures, the addition and replacement of exhibits, and updates 

to narrative plaques and images displayed in the site. Renovations to a site can be equated to 

revisions of a text: they imply shifts in intended and perceived meaning, sometimes subtle and 

sometimes major. Looking at material changes to a sight over time can give us an idea of the 

diachronic progression of collective memory (although of course representation cannot be 

equated with collective memory). Just as the textual historian can identify periodic thematic and 

ideological shifts in historical narratives about a certain event by reading a sampling of 

documents from different time periods, a site historian can identify a similar shift by looking at 

changes in sites. This is one of the major principles of historical geography. 

 By heterotopic, I mean that sites often encompass multiple forms of emplacement 

embodying different intended functions and meanings. Although in studying collective memory 

we are predominately concerned with a site’s mnemonic function, other forms of emplacement 

should not be ignored, but can also have mnemonic implications. For example, a souvenir shop, 

while a different form of emplacement from the exhibition portion of a museum, can itself be an 

important medium for storing and dispersing collective memory. In examining the multivocal 

evolution of collective memory, it would be a mistake to neglect types of media that are not 
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explicitly featured as part of the main spectacle but which nonetheless have potential mnemonic 

impact such as posters, souvenirs and on-site restaurants and cafes. 

 Similarly, a site’s multimediacy, the fact that it is composed of diverse media that do not 

necessarily convey a unified message, means that in order to investigate how a site as a 

composite medium conveys meaning, one must actually look at various distinct media such as 

textual narratives or descriptions, objects, elements of the natural environment, architectural 

structures, images and people.  Images are often powerful mnemonic devices because of their 

immediacy, accessibility and ability to instantly convey complex associations. Similarly, 

landscapes and architectural structures as tactile environments with which consumers can 

interact have their own power as conveyors of authenticity via the illusion of unmediated 

experience. Although such representations are of the present, the idea that they are remnants of 

the past allows people to substitute place for time and experience such places as if they are 

experiencing the past. This feeling of authentic past experience via the preserved environment 

surpasses that of looking at a picture of the past or reading a narrative of the past because of the 

greater transparency of mediation or immediacy. No matter the degree of investment, a person 

who reads a book or looks at an image is still aware that they are not experiencing the thing 

directly, but through a medium; whereas a person who can see, smell, feel and touch something 

“of the past” is able, to a large extent, to transcend this uncomfortable awareness of mediation. 

 At the same time, textual or oral narratives, are of central importance in interpreting a 

site’s meaning because non-linguistic representations such as images and architectural structures 

derive their historical meaning only by reference to such narratives, which are often not only 

present in the form of explanatory plaques, exhibits and tour guide services available at the site 

itself, but in other socially circulating media outside of the site. Literary theorist Jonathan Culler, 
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in a lucid analysis, proposes that narratives have two main aspects: the story, a series of events 

with an assumed proper chronology, and discourse, the way in which these events are structured 

and presented through the medium of language (Culler). The assumption of traditional history, 

whose methodology is scientific historiography, is that the events in a historical narrative 

precede the discourse or that how the events are presented is determined by the events 

themselves. However, in his landmark work, Imagined Communities, Ben Anderson proposes 

that histories are, in fact, retrospectively constructed in order to reify imagined communities in 

the present (Anderson). In other words, in historical narratives, it is the necessities of narrative 

discourse that determine past events. These principles of narrative analysis can and should be 

applied to the narratives attached to memory sites and other memory media. Changes in the way 

history is represented at memory sites can be understood as shifts in the demands of the 

discourse, which reconfigure and re-present the events of the story in order to justify the new 

premises. In other words, while a particular memory site may, over a period of many years, 

continue to refer to the same general set of historical events, the way in which these events are 

structured and presented will shift according to politics and social values, and correspondingly 

affect the collective memory. Thus the researcher of collective memory, in examining historical 

narratives related to the site, must be attuned to these discursive shifts in meaning, which are 

often directly related to material changes in the site. 

2. Other representational media predating or existing contemporaneously with the site 

that are discursively related to it 

 Sites as memory media do not convey mnemonic meaning in isolation, but are part of a 

network of remediating media, including textbooks, literature, television programs, movies, 

classroom lectures, conversations etc. Since sites feature neither a sender nor a semiotic code, 
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their primary function as media cues only succeeds by reference to such a web of media; they 

cannot be actualized outside the context of the meanings projected onto them by memory culture 

(Erll, Memory 128). Furthermore, the initial construction of sites is pre-mediated by other media 

as conveyors of traditions and the ongoing material and interpretive evolution of memory sites is 

the product of interaction with other media. As mentioned in the first section of this chapter, sites 

are both catalysts and calibrators for historical remembrance. Therefore, there is an ongoing 

correspondence between renovations to the site and the production and circulation of media 

discursively connected to the site. Cultural meaning does not derive solely from one or the other; 

they are co-dependant. This means that in analyzing the historical meaning of a memory site it is 

necessary to examine media not only present at the site itself, but external to it that have 

influenced the sites’ producers in their creation of the site and influence site consumers in their 

consumption of the site. These media, then, are the memory media that were actualized in social 

and cultural contexts when the site was constructed and consumed in the past and those that are 

active now as producers make changes to the site and consumers continue to interpret it. In other 

words, the researcher of collective memory must situate the site within a genealogy of mnemonic 

media if the meaning of the site is to be more accurately understood. 

3. People who have participated in the production of the site 

 The notion of “producer” is extremely complicated in the context of sites, because, as a 

multimedia compilation, the site is often a collaborative project between many different kinds of 

producers, including: funding organizations or individuals, conceptual designers, architects, 

preservationists, landscapers, construction workers, exhibit curators, administrative 

organizations, authors of textual plaques and audiovisual material, site employees etc. 

Furthermore, those involved in making changes to the site, as a mutable and evolving medium, 
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must also be included as producers; these might include maintenance staff, renovation workers, 

designers of temporary exhibits etc. Notably, this list excludes producers of media discursively 

related to the site, who, of course, are also helpful in the investigation of collective memory. 

 Although collective memory cannot be equated with producers’ intentions, such 

intentions can give the researcher of collective memory clues about how metaphysical traditions 

have influenced the production of sites and why sites are configured the way that they are. This 

is akin to interviewing the author of a literary text about his or her work. Although the work, 

once released into society, is subject to individual reader interpretation influenced by external 

factors, understanding its authorial context can elucidate possible meanings that might not 

otherwise be apparent. It can also point to pre-mediating representations that the researcher of 

collective memory should examine in contextualizing the site within a genealogy of 

representation. 

 Producers can also be very helpful in identifying the evolutionary changes to a site, 

which are often not well-documented or readily apparent if the researcher was not present for 

such changes. They may also give some indication of the motivations behind such changes that 

may imply a shift in collective memory about the past event that the site is meant to evoke.  

4. People who have participated in the consumption of the site and related media 

about it  

 The notion of consumer can be as complicated as that of producer in the sense that it may 

include not only those who come into direct contact with the site, such as tourists and local 

visitors, but those who have secondhand contact with the site via mediations such as tourist 

literature, documentaries, news reports, ads etc. Broadly, consumers might be defined as anyone 
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who “knows” the site, whether this knowledge is based on direct experience or mediation, deep-

rooted interest and expertise or superficial knowledge and investment.   

 The way in which consumers relate to a site can be varied, not only in terms of the 

mnemonic associations they attach to it, which, of course are affected by traditions internalized 

from other media circulating in society, but also in terms of how they relate to the site as a part 

of their lived reality. As a medium, the site has both a sensory material aspect and signified 

meanings. When a tourist visits a contemporary existing site and recalls events about the past, he 

or she is activating the site’s mnemonic meaning, which is encouraged by the surrounding 

network of media memory. However, the meaning of the site as a contemporary social space also 

exists and, in some cases, may even overshadow the culturally encoded mnemonic meaning. For 

example, there is often a notable difference between how inbound tourists perceive historical 

sites and how local people perceive of them. Tourists often are motivated to visit the site because 

of its mnemonic meaning. The site, as a tangible medium, is a means for them to “experience” 

the past and thereby reinforce the mnemonic meaning they have already internalized from other 

media. On the other hand, locals often view tourist sites as first part of the social space in which 

they live and interact. Locals may routinely go walking at a monument or have lunch in front of 

it, without specifically focusing on its mnemonic implications. Of course both meanings, and 

even more may simultaneously exist in collective memory, but each consumer will identify 

themselves with the site differently, emphasizing or internalizing different meanings, displaying 

different degrees of emotional attachment to the site, displaying different levels of skepticism or 

acceptance towards narratives surrounding the site. Some individuals may have more knowledge 

or investment in the site than the average person because of personal interest or past experience 

and convey information about the site that is not widely known or preserved in representations. 
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This means that there may be considerable gaps between what dominant representations say 

about the site and how consumers remember the site. Identifying these gaps can be very 

important to an analysis of collective memory as a process of not only collective remembering, 

but collective forgetting.  

 One of the difficulties of using consumers as a source of information about collective 

memory is that the kinds of questions that a researcher asks and the contexts in which he or she 

asks them can significantly affect how a consumer describes his identification with and 

interpretation of the site. Thus, reception is perhaps methodologically the most difficult aspect of 

collective memory to study. 

  

Problems that this Approach to Sites Addresses 

 

 The utility of the model is not in the novelty of the methodological approaches it implies, 

but in the clarity with which it expresses and configures them. While all four approaches have 

their own methodological difficulties and have limitations in the scope to which they can be 

applied, implemented together, they give researchers of collective memory the greatest 

possibility of being able to approximately articulate the collective memory of a given topic. In 

terms of memory sites, the model is particularly useful in helping to address some of the 

problems of past studies.  

 As Kansteiner and others have noted, cultural histories, political analyses and many other 

types of studies focus excessively on the producer, often identified as the state, and equate 

official representations with popular memory, thereby neglecting the process of reception and the 

interpretive agency exercised by consumers. The tripartite model helps deconstruct this 
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hegemonic model of collective memory by asserting the place of the consumer as of central 

importance to the formation of collective memories. The simple equation of producer=state, 

representation=official history and consumer=national populace no longer holds water when 

producers, representations and consumers are thought of as multiple and discursive. At the same 

time, the resistance model—that individuals or groups who subscribe to versions of history that 

conflict with official representations are perpetuators of countermemories that resist this 

hegemony—also proves an inadequate means of conceptualizing the processes at work in the 

formation of cultural memory, since there is always multivocality in collective memory and 

contradictions do not necessarily imply resistance. In other words, the process of collective 

memory is much more complex than can be described by simple models of political 

determinism. At the methodological level, the producer of any given representation cannot be a 

block entity such as “the state.” A given representation is generally the product of many kinds of 

producers, including funders, authors, publishers, editors etc.  

 Likewise, consumers cannot be thought of in terms of a predetermined collective such as 

the national populace. In the model, consumers are neither a politically or socially determined 

demographic group, nor the projected audience of mnemonic narratives; they are, in a concrete 

sense, those who have come into contact with and interpreted the representations in question. 

Thus, at the level of collective memory, the “collective” is those who have internalized (though 

not necessarily accepted) an identifiable mnemonic meaning about a given subject on account of 

having been exposed to similar pools of mnemonic media. In general this overlaps greatly with 

the political demographic of the nation, only because media (especially history textbooks and 

TV) is often circulated within nationally determined channels. However, there are, of course, 

considerable variations within the nation among which groups consume what media and how 
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they interpret it. Differences in media reception might be approached by examining various kinds 

of subnational demographics such as generational groups, localities, economic groups, 

occupational groups, groups differentiated by level of education etc. (See Kansteiner, In Pursuit 

316-334). Groups outside of the nation such as culturally identifying diasporic groups, 

individuals invested in the media culture of the group in question etc. might also be participants 

in the collective memory. 

 One of the key insights of this approach to memory is to situate the medium under study 

(such as a site) within a genealogy of other media. Consumers and producers as historical 

sources can only supply us with information about the near past that they have experienced. Thus 

media, which generally out-survive people, are our only interpretable sources for understanding 

the more distant past and the past for which we have no witnesses. Although collective memory 

scholars are not examining the past to understand what objectively occurred, in order to 

understand the cultural memory of any given time period—what is believed to have occurred—

they must still use the same kinds of materials: historical documents, artifacts, artwork, 

landscapes etc. situating them in relation to each other in order to make an educated guess about 

cultural memory. Examining the various cultural media pre-mediating and remediated from the 

specific medium in question (in this case, the site) is a means of examining collective memory 

both synchronically and diachronically, positing collective memory as something formed 

through multiple individuals’ exposure to diverse and possibly contradictory representations and 

continually changing as new representations are encountered.  

 As outlined in Chapter Two, viewing sites as a type of memory medium allows us to 

escape the ambiguous conflation of material cue and discursive topos in the concept of lieu de 

mémoire and thus lends conceptual lucidity to our analysis of memory. By positing collective 
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memories as metaphysical formations that are stored in memory media and then actualized in 

social contexts, this approach to memory deconstructs the premise of place histories: that the 

identity of the site is continuous throughout its history and can be projected backwards into the 

past and forwards into the present. Although place histories may account for changes in a place’s 

naming, material changes, and changes in the place’s function, the assumption is that there is 

some organic unity that makes a place the same place throughout its history. In fact, this is a 

construction of historical narrative and serves to reinforce the identity of a place as it is presently 

conceived. The need of the discourse to teleologically arrive at a particular identity determines 

the events of the narrative. By looking at the evolution of collective memories, we are able to 

construct a different kind of narrative, one that is not place-centric, but idea-centric, in the sense 

that places are but one medium among a vast network of media that store and convey mnemonic 

meaning resulting in the collective memory. Furthermore, the site is not always a memory 

medium, but becomes one only when it is encoded with mnemonic meaning. The identity of the 

site is tied to the mnemonic meaning that it stores and conveys. But at times that the site does not 

carry these cultural meanings, it cannot be considered as having the same identity.  

 A striking example of this is the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park, which, in site histories, is 

traced back in time to the Yuanmingyuan Imperial Palace from its construction and destruction 

(approx. 1703-1900). But there is a huge narrative gap of some seventy or so years before any 

substantive attempt is made to reassert the identity of this area of land as Yuanmingyuan to the 

public with the establishment of the Yuanmingyaun Administration in 1976 and subsequent 

construction of the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park (1984-1988). During that intervening period, the 

land was not Yuanmingyuan, but had been replaced by a variety of other associations, functions 

and meanings that place histories neglect by naming it as part of Yuanmingyuan history and thus 
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allowing the reader to draw a line between the imagined garden of the past and the park of the 

present, constructing a seamless narrative (See Ch.4). By tracing collective memory through 

different media in different time periods, the approach of this dissertation allows sites like 

Yuanmingyuan to have discontinuous identities.  

  Ying Yang Petersen argues that the demand for tourism in China is conditioned by 

preexisting knowledge of places that most Chinese gain from classical literature and paintings. 

“Few Chinese people have traveled extensively, but most are familiar with the many famous 

places and landscapes in China through poetry and paintings.” (Petersen 143). She thus 

acknowledges the prominent role of media in shaping collective memory of sites. At the same 

time, it must be pointed out that the collective memory of place formed from literature is quite 

different from the modern tourist site: what is imagined is a notion of the site as it was in the 

past, while what one visits is a modern site, in many cases reconstructed or restored, that is, in 

fact, a remediation of the source texts. Even if the site has been well preserved and there is a 

claim of organic continuity between the site of the past and the site of the present, the place that 

people imagine is derived from mediations of the old site and not the site itself. What they 

consume as tourists is a new site that has been altered (preserved) according to the fantasies of 

producers, which are also derived from media. Thus the equation of the old (no longer 

accessible) site and the new (preserved) site is as much the product of the collective memory as 

the collective memory is the product of media. By distinguishing between the physical site as a 

material medium and the imagined site as a metaphysical collective memory, the model helps 

clarify this discursive relationship. It is thus particularly useful in understanding tourism sites in 

China, which often make claims of organic continuity with the past, but can be more accurately 

understood as modern externalizations of collective memories rooted in past media.  
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Chapter Four The Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park: National 
Humiliation and Historical Dis-Placement 

 

I. The Yuanmingyuan Phenomenon 
   

 The Yuanmingyuan, a historical imperial garden whose loss has been intermittently 

mourned since its destruction by French and British soldiers in 1860, was ceremoniously re-

found in the 1980s through the construction of the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park. In the last two 

and a half decades since construction of the park began in 1984, scholarship on Yuanmingyuan 

has proliferated, spanning the whole breadth of the garden’s three hundred-year history from its 

initial construction under the Kangxi Emperor beginning in 1701 to the present day 

Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park in northwestern Beijing. Chinese scholarship on the Yuanmingyuan 

has included numerous book-length studies, innumerable articles, and repeated academic 

discussions, which have focused on many different aspects of the Yuanmingyuan and can largely 

be subsumed under the following five categories: 1. histories of the historical garden’s rise and 

decline (Chang; Zhang Enyin, Yuanmingyuan Bianqian; Yuanming Daguan; Wu Boya; Brizay), 

2. studies of the Qing Dynasty garden’s scenes and architecture aimed at reconstructing the 

original (Guo Daiheng, Qianlong; Yuanche; Re-relic; Jiao Xiong), 3.compilations of historical 

materials related to Yuanmingyuan, its destruction and reconstruction, including memoirs, 

poems and official documents (Shu; Wang Daocheng,Yuanmingyuan: Lishi; Zhang and Yang; 

Yuanmingyuan Guanlichu; Brizay), 4. accounts of the golden age Yuanmingyuan focused on its 

artistic attributes and cultural role (Sun Ruoyi; He Zhongyi; Zhang Chao, Jia), and 5. research 
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and arguments related to the debate over whether to preserve, restore or renovate the existing 

Yuanmingyuan ruins (Wang Daocheng,Yuanmingyuan Chongjian; Guojia Tushuguan). 

 English-language scholarship on Yuanmingyuan, on the other hand, has been far less 

prolific and mostly confined to shorter articles and chapters or references to Yuanmingyuan in 

the context of longer historical works, with the notable exception of Wong Young-tsu’s book-

length study, A Paradise Lost : The Imperial Garden Yuanming Yuan published in 2001.21 

Works by scholars outside of China can be generalized into the following categories: 1. critical 

histories of the Yuanmingyuan that attempt to make up for what they see as errors or gaps in 

previous histories (Barmé; Thiriez; Wong; Ringmar). 2. analyses of the modern day Ruins Park 

(Broudehoux 42-93; Lee), 3. studies on Yuanmingyuan loot, especially the Haiyantang Zodiacs 

(Fotopoulos; Hevia, "Loot's”; "Plunder”; Kraus), and 4. works addressing Yuanmingyuan in the 

context of national historical memory (Kutcher; Cohen, Paul, China 148-176; Hevia, 

“Remembering”). 

 The rise in English-language scholarship on Yuanmingyuan over the past decade seems 

to indicate not only that foreign scholars have also begun to pay attention to the historical 

significance of the Yuanmingyuan for China, but that the phenomenon of ongoing significance 

attributed to Yuanmingyuan in contemporary society and media has been found to be just as 

interesting an object for exploration as the historical place itself. One of the unresolved tensions 

that repeatedly emerges in the vast body of scholarship on Yuanmingyuan is the relationship 

between the Yuanmingyuan of the past, i.e. the “golden age Yuanmingyuan” shengqi 

Yuanmingyuan盛期圆明园 that was burned in 1860, to which scholars often refer to as 

                                                
21 A Chinese edition of this book was published in September 2005 under the title Zhuixun Shiluo de 
Yuanmingyuan 追寻失落的圆明园, and a parallel text version in both Chinese and English was 
published in Sept. 2010.  
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irreconcilably lost and an object of mourning, and the modern Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park 圆明

园遗址公园, often ambiguously referred to as simply “Yuanmingyuan,” presented as either a 

reconstruction or a renovation or in more symbolic terms as a rebirth or afterlife, and inserted 

into the narrative of the place as part of Yuanmingyuan’s ongoing history. Qing historian Wang 

Daocheng has pointed out that the construction of the park was never meant to be confused with 

a reconstruction—the aim of building the ruins park was, from the beginning, clearly stated as to 

preserve, renovate and utilize the remaining Yuanmingyuan ruins by building a park around 

them (Wang Daocheng, “1980 Nian”). And yet, the ruins park, perhaps owing to the fact that it 

fuses the principles of preservation and reconstruction by featuring a section of partially 

reassembled ruins within a larger public park that mimics the layout and some of the key features 

of the Qing dynasty garden, is not always clearly distinguished from the Qing dynasty garden in 

the minds of tourists and those who come to know of the park. In fact, many of the Chinese 

citizens I interviewed between 2009 and 2012 were not aware that the majority of topographic 

and architectural features in the ruins park were constructed in the 1980s atop land that had long 

been occupied by farmers, factories and landfills, including much of the plant life, the vast Fuhai 

福海 Lake and most of the currently standing structures outside the Ruins of the Western Palaces 

Xiyanglou Yizhi ⻄西洋楼遗址 section.  

 The question of how the old Yuanmingyuan and the new Yuanmingyuan are related is 

encapsulated in the preservation versus restoration debate that has been waged on and off since 

the 1980s. The central point of contention in this debate—what should be done with the existing 

site of the Yuanmingyuan—implies that the relationship between past and present is still under 

construction. So-called “restorationists” advocate rebuilding the Yuanmingyuan to full scale 

based on historical records of the garden during its golden age under the Qianlong Emperor. 
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Various arguments have been put forth in favor of this position, among them the idea that the 

current Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park’s overemphasis of the Ruins of the Western Palaces section 

misrepresents the historical reality of the primarily Chinese-style Qing garden and that 

restoration is a distinctly Chinese value as opposed to the Western ethic of preservation. Anti-

restorationists, on the other hand, have cited many arguments against restoration, among them 

concerns over the excessive amounts of money and land required for construction and doubts 

about the long-term utility, historical authenticity and international reception of such a project. In 

reality, the debate encompasses much more than these two basic positions. An equally important 

point of contention is between the “ruins faction,” which advocates keeping the ruins and natural 

environment as they are, following what they see as the Western ethic of preservation, and the 

“renovation faction” which favors taking further measures to repair and protect the ruins and 

expand the park.22 Other issues at stake are whether or not to restore select portions of the garden 

and whether to expand or rebuild the on-site museum. Along with these debates, renovations to 

the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park have been ongoing since the park’s official opening in 1988, 

while plans to rebuild the historical Yuanmingyuan have been proposed and shelved at least 

twice.23 This lack of consensus and decisive action despite repeated discussions and heated 

debates has allowed the ruins park to acquire many diverse associations, in some cases 

completely unrelated to the garden’s history as an imperial pleasance, leading China historian 

                                                
22 For a collection of resources on the Yuanmingyuan debate, see Wang Daocheng, ed., Yuanmingyuan 
Chongjian. 
23 In 2001, a plan was proposed to build a new Yuanmingyuan in Beijing at a separate location from the 
Ruins Park that would include a museum, a traditional culture entertainment center and a science district 
with software for recreating the original appearance of Yuanmingyuan. This plan was later abandoned 
(See Dong Tao). Another plan to rebuild the golden age Yuanmingyuan in Hengdian was announced in 
2006 but before construction began it was abruptly halted in 2010 and the project was similarly 
abandoned. (See Wang Daocheng, ed., Yuanmingyuan Chongjian, 267-350; Xu Peiyu). 
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Norman Kutcher to speculate that if the garden were rebuilt, memory would no longer be so 

“individualistic and autonomous” (Kutcher). 

 Differing interpretations of the garden’s historical significance have long been a major 

point of conflict in debates over what to do with the modern day site. In general, restorationists 

prioritize the cultural and artistic value of the glorious Qing dynasty garden, while anti-

restorationists prioritize the memorial function of the ruins as symbols of historical wrong and 

national humiliation. Several scholars have drawn attention to the fact that over its three 

hundred-year history, the garden has undergone several waves of destruction, and that there were 

very few physical traces of the Qing garden left immediately preceding the construction of the 

Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park in the 1980s.  Australian sinologist Geremie Barmé outlines these 

waves of destruction in order to criticize Chinese histories that place the blame for 

Yuanmingyuan’s destruction on foreign imperialists while overlooking the subsequent 

destruction brought about by Chinese themselves, and to dismiss the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park 

as an overly commodified and historically reductive nationalistic propaganda site (Barmé). Wang 

Daocheng, Professor at Renmin University’s Qing History Research Institute and the “world's 

leading authority on Yuanming Yuan” (Kutcher), in contrast, emphasizes the utter defacement of 

the original garden by the 1970s in order to point out that the current formation of the ruins and 

green environment was the direct result of interventions from the 1980s and thus the ruins 

faction’s opposition to further renovations in favor of “preservation” is unreasonable (Wang 

Daocheng, Zhuanjia). Current head of the Yuanmingyuan Administration Zhang Chao, in the 

same vein, outlines the changing history of the park in order to emphasize the crucial role the 

construction of the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park played for preserving the physical remains of 

Yuanmingyuan and to promote continued renovation as the best means of historical preservation 
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(Zhang Chao, “Yuanmingyuan”). What these appeals to Yuanmingyuan history all accomplish, 

though with different aims in mind, is to dispel the misconception that the Yuanmingyuan Ruins 

Park was the natural evolution of the imperial pleasance, Yuanmingyuan, built in the Qing. 

Citing historical evidence, they convincingly illustrate that the connection between the modern 

site and the past site had to be substantively revived in the 1980s and that it must continue to be 

reified if the association with Yuanmingyuan is to continue, whether by preserving the remaining 

ruins or restoring lost landscapes and architecture.  

 It is often the tacit assumption of visitors to the ruins park that the connection between 

the past and present is a natural consequence of the chronological sequence of events occurring 

at the site called Yuanmingyuan. But when we examine these assumptions, we find that it is the 

narrative discourse projected by producers that welds these events together and identifies them, 

as opposed to other events, as significant and meaningful pieces of Yuanmingyuan history.24 

Thus, in a sense, the tie between the historical Yuanmingyuan and the 1980s Ruins Park was 

constructed by the producers of the ruins park and writers of “Yuanmingyuan” history, such as 

the scholars identified above, are complicit in this project. By taking the approximate land mass 

of the garden, Yuanmingyuan, and simply tracing its changes through time, assuming a 

consistent entity called “Yuanmingyuan” despite alternate identities of the site, or periods in 

which it was not considered “Yuanmingyuan” at all, they are writing the Yuanmingyuan back 

into existence. In other words, the identification of the site as Yuanmingyuan is a result of the 

conviction that it is, in fact, Yuanmingyuan, as opposed to something else, and the material 

evidence to back this claim is only secondary. Of course, to acknowledge the non-continuous 

existence of the historical entity called “Yuanmingyuan” by no means implies that 

                                                
24 For a lucid discussion on the paradox of narrative and discourse, see Culler, 169-187. 
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Yuanmingyuan is not real; rather it implies that there are ideological forces at work that cannot 

be explained by a history of the material site alone. 

  Approaching Yuanmingyuan as simply a place, as most of the major scholarly works on 

Yuanmingyuan have done, is insufficient for explaining its significance because it overlooks the 

discontinuity between the imperial pleasance and the modern ruins park and, by privileging the 

identity of Yuanmingyuan over alternate identities, “denies the equal validity of different layers 

of historical time (Broudehoux 82). It also implies that continuity in the site was a natural 

consequence of time, when, in fact, this continuity was imposed by human agents who were 

giving material substance to a mental conception of the land as “Yuanmingyuan” that persisted 

in their psyches even when the site had long ceased to resemble the garden of the past. What 

propelled and still propels people to assume continuity within the narrative of Yuanmingyuan 

history is not material continuity within the site, but the shared idea of the site as significant, a 

persisting collective memory that has, in turn, been fueled by the re-association of the material 

site with “Yuanmingyuan.” Thus I propose that, in order to understand what is at stake in the 

debate over the park’s future, whether to preserve an existing place, re-form it or re-place it, and 

the polysemic significance of the place called Yuanmingyuan, we must turn away from the 

emplacement of Yuanmingyuan and examine, instead, Yuanmingyuan as a changing idea that 

has accumulated multiple and sometimes contradictory associations over time. In other words, I 

propose that we de-center the site called Yuanmingyuan and examine, instead, Yuanmingyuan as 

an evolving collective memory dialectically related to the site.    

 

II. Looking Back at Yuanmingyuan from the Perspective of Collective Memory 
 

The Construction of the Yuanmingyuan and the Origins of a Collective Memory 
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 Proponents for the reconstruction of the Yuanmingyuan often claim that the Chinese 

populace ought to know what the “original” Yuanmingyuan was like, while anti-restorationists 

have often objected on the grounds that a restoration would be “inauthentic.” Both viewpoints 

implicitly assume the prior existence of something “original” or “authentic” to which to aspire. 

However, a deeper examination into the historical origins of Yuanmingyuan reveals this notion 

to be a construct of subsequent collective memory.  

 1707 is usually identified as the beginning of Yuanmingyuan, when the Kangxi Emperor 

first came to see it in its initial stages of construction (Zhang Chao, Jia 32) although, other 

scholars set its beginning at 1701 when construction first began (Chang Runhua 4) and many 

scholars point to 1709 when the Kangxi Emperor gifted the garden to his fourth son and the 

future Yongzheng Emperor, Yin Zhen, and bestowed the name “Yuanmingyuan” (Chang 

Runhua 6; Wang Daocheng, Yuanmingyuan Chongjian 2). The Yuanmingyuan is thought to have 

been constructed atop the remains of a Ming Dynasty garden  (Chang Runhua 4) and during the 

reign of the Kangxi Emperor, “Yuanmingyuan” was only the name used to designate a small 

garden among an interconnected complex of gardens and natural landscape in the region 

nicknamed the “Three Mountains and Five Gardens” Sanshan Wuyuan三山五园.25 This 

relatively small garden was greatly expanded under the Yongzheng and Qianlong Emperors, and 

two other gardens were added to the east and southeast, the Changchunyuan 长春园 in 1745 as 

                                                
25 The three mountains were Xiangshan ⾹香⼭山, Yuquanshan ⽟玉泉⼭山 and Wanshoushan 万寿⼭山; the five 
gardens were Changchunyuan 畅春园, Jingmingyuan 静明园, Jingyiyuan 静宜园, Yuanmingyuan 圆明
园 and Qingyiyuan 清漪园；see Chang, 3-4; Wang Daocheng, Yuanmingyuan Chongjian, 3; Zhang 
Chao, Jia, 25; Barmé misidentifies two of the mountains in his note 28, when he includes the 
Changchunyuan ⻓长春园 and Qichunyuan 绮春园 that later became part of the Yuanmingyuan.  
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an extension of the Yuanmingyuan and the Qichunyuan 绮春园 in 1769, which was originally 

formed from a conglomeration of several smaller gardens and had formerly been bestowed upon 

the Kangxi Emperor’s thirteenth son, Yunxiang, and after him, Grand Secretary Fu Heng and his 

son, Fu Longan. In 1774, the three gardens were formally brought under the same administration 

and collectively called “Yuanmingyuan” (Zhang Chao, Jia 33-36; Barmé).26 

 The golden age Yuanmingyuan that most people envision nowadays (courtesy of prolific 

visual reproductions and models) and think of as the “original” to which reconstructions aspire, 

is the much larger and consolidated Yuanmingyuan that was expanded under the Yongzheng and 

Qianlong Emperors in the several decades following the initial construction of the originally 

modest garden. In other words, the “original” Yuanmingyuan as projected in modern times was 

not the first version of Yuanmingyuan in existence, but rather a particularly compelling version 

of Yuanmingyuan selected from the expanding site’s history of transformations, objectively no 

more or less authentic than the ruins park of today. Its “authenticity” was a subjective quality 

retrospectively imposed upon it by human agents who valued that particular version of the site 

over others.  

  From a theoretical perspective there are no originals at all, only re-presentations, or as 

some scholars call them, re-mediations, emphasizing the tendency of media to “comment on, 

reproduce and replace each other (Erll and Rigney, “Cultural” 3, citing Bolter and Grusin). All 

mediations are, in fact, re-mediations in the sense that their producers encountered prior 

mediations (premediations) that informed their production. In the Yuanmingyuan’s case, whole 

sections were modeled after past, existing or fictional gardens. According to Wang Daocheng, 

                                                
26 Barmé gives the dates of completion of the Changchunyuan and Qichunyuan as 1751 and 1772 
respectively 
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most of the scenery within the three gardens that comprised the Yuanmingyuan can be 

generalized according to three categories: 1. Those that imitate Jiangnan scenery, 2. Those that 

recreate scenes from poems and paintings of earlier eras, and 3. Transplantations of famous 

gardens from Jiangnan (Wang Daocheng, Yuanmingyuan Chongjian 4-8). Even many of the 

decorations and amusements in the garden were creative adaptations of existing places and 

objects. For example, the French Jesuit missionary Jean Denis Attiret describes a small township 

within the Yuanmingyuan with all the elements of a bustling town where eunuchs played various 

roles such as merchants, artisans, soldiers and even thieves to amuse the Emperor and his 

entourage (Attiret).  

 In fact, anyone who delves into the history of the Yuanmingyuan will quickly recognize 

the fact that the construction of the Yuanmingyuan cannot be seen as a finite act but must be 

viewed as an ongoing process of creation, maintenance, reform and expansion, just as its 

destruction must be seen as an extended saga of decline punctuated by several rather severe 

phases of ruination. In this sense, the Yuanmingyuan ought to be conceptualized as a dynamic 

representation constantly undergoing change rather than a static object or place. And yet, the 

logistics of reconstruction, and, to an equal extent, of cultural memory production, require the 

crystallization of time into a generic image that can be easily represented and conceptualized. 

This is what necessitated the invention of the “golden age Yuanmingyuan” marked sometime 

around the middle of the reign of the Qianlong Emperor (1735-1796) when the Yuanmingyuan 

was at its greatest territorial extent and height of prosperity. The obvious problem with this type 

of designation of a motionless state of Yuanmingyuan is that it is, in fact, impossible to 

concretely measure or accurately describe the exact appearance of something dynamic over a 

range of time. Extant sources only enable scholars to average out Yuanmingyuan’s appearance 
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over an approximate time period. Reconstruction, for example, may involve negotiating a map 

from one year and a written account from a few years later to approximate the garden’s 

appearance within that given time frame. In other words, the process is imperfect and requires 

the collapsing of multiple layers of time.       

 A related problem from the perspective of collective memory, is that this chronologically 

reductive notion of Yuanmingyuan has now come to stand for the pre-1860 Yuanmingyuan in 

general, while the long process of construction leading up to that state of Yuanmingyuan and the 

subsequent changes to Yuanmingyuan after 1860 have been overlooked. Barmé alludes to this 

when he notes “long before the devastation launched by the British and French in 1860, there 

were indications that, like the Qing empire itself, the Garden of Perfect Brightness was beginning 

to show its age” (Barmé 126). Because the golden age Yuanmingyuan and the ruined 

Yuanmingyuan of 1860 became two historical horizons in the memories of later collectives, from 

their distanced perspective, what was burned in 1860, was not the aging and less glorious 

Yuanmingyuan of the Xianfeng Emperor, but the prosperous paradise of the Yuanmingyuan of 

the Qianlong Emperor, thus the sense of loss was all the more acute.  

 But if Yuanmingyuan’s history can be seen as an ongoing stream of events, any portion 

of which might end up frozen in representation and passed down to a consuming collective, then 

what factors contributed to certain moments entering collective memory, as opposed to others? I 

argue that there were two dominant factors that affected the content of later collective memories. 

The first was the availability and completeness of representations at any given time. Not only 

was the Yuanmingyuan as a representation constantly evolving, but new representations of 

Yuanmingyuan were also continuously being produced and circulated, affecting collective 

memory of the garden in tandem with the site. Court artists painted scenes from the 
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Yuanmingyuan and literati wrote poems about it, spreading its fame among the elite. Among 

such works were the paintings of the Forty Scenes depicting unique sights from the garden 

commissioned by the Qianlong Emperor in 1744, who wrote accompanying poems for each 

scene himself. After the Yuanmingyuan was burned and looted in 1860, this 80-page collection 

of pictures and poems was taken from the Yuanmingyuan and ended up in France, where it 

remains today in the French National Library in Paris.27 A copy of the collection was brought to 

China in 1980, and in 1983 a volume containing prints of the paintings adjacent to reprints of the 

poems was published in China (Wang Daocheng, “Yuanmingyuan Sishi” 2). The paintings have 

since been widely reproduced in books, advertisements and commodities and have served as key 

references in restoration attempts. In this way, they have come to exert a significant influence on 

the collective envisioning of the golden age Yuanmingyuan.  

  Similarly, the Western Palaces that were built by Italian missionaries at the commission 

of the Qianlong Emperor in 1747, although a very small and stylistically divergent section of the 

then massive, Chinese-style garden, survived the burning of 1860 relatively intact because they 

were built primarily of stone in the Western architectural tradition rather than wood. Since the 

ruins of the Western Palaces are the best-preserved feature of the Yuanmingyuan today, they 

have come to stand for the entire park and are the object of most tourists’ visit to the park or “the 

telos of the Yuanmingyuan tour” (Lee 169). Within the Western Palaces, the Xieqiqu, 

Haiyantang and Dashuifa fountains are the most complete surviving structures and are most 

prominently featured in the tour. The images of the ruins of the Haiyantang and Dashuifa 

                                                
27 Although many objects from Yuanmingyuan that ended up in Europe are assumed to have been taken in 
1860 when French and British soldiers infamously looted the imperial garden, many were actually looted 
afterwards by locals, sold to antiquities dealers, and ended up being purchased by foreigners who took 
them abroad. In this case, it’s unclear what trajectory the paintings followed to end up in Paris. See 
Fotopoulos, 612-614. 
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fountains especially are widely reproduced on the covers of books, brochures, maps and other 

commodities associated with the Yuanmingyuan, making them the most widely recognized 

images associated with the park today. Wang Daocheng, in calling for the partial restoration of 

select scenes from the golden age Yuanmingyuan, draws attention to this phenomenon, noting 

that the Western Palaces only encompassed two percent of the massive complex of structures and 

landscapes that made up the three gardens of Yuanmingyuan and thus cannot be equated to, 

much less represent Yuanmingyuan (Wang Daocheng, “Baohu” 121).  

 

Figure 2. The ruins of the Dashuifa. Taken by author in January 2010. 

  Because it is representations that shape collective memories of historical events, 

memories do not only vary over time, but also across different collectives and in different places 

depending on the circulation of representations. For instance, Europeans in the 18th and 19th 

centuries were subject to a different pool of representations depicting Yuanmingyuan than 

Chinese at the time. The vast majority of Europeans had no knowledge of Yuanmingyuan’s 

existence, and those that did learned about it from the accounts of travelers, Jesuit missionaries 

and diplomats who had been stationed in China and seen the Yuanmingyuan, as well as the 

tertiary accounts of poets and other writers. These removed representations were the basis of an 
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evolving collective memory of Yuanmingyuan among European elite quite different from the 

one in China. 

 This leads to the second major factor affecting the content of collective memory: the 

cultural spheres in the context of which individuals consume and produce, by which I mean the 

different yet potentially overlapping social collectives in which the individual participates and in 

which distinct pools of representations circulate and similar experiences may be shared. This can 

range from a large-scale collective such as the nation to a small-scale one such as a family. 

Representations never stand alone in a vacuum, but are influenced by the traditions previously 

acquired by their producers and the prior media or premediations they have consumed via 

socialization within these different cultural spheres.28 For example, Erik Ringmar argues that 

European accounts of the Yuanmingyuan varied according to “the latest aesthetic principles 

embraced not in China, but in Europe,” meaning that the aesthetic values circulating via 

representations among the cultural sphere of European elite affected their interpretation of the 

Yuanmingyuan (Ringmar 274). Correspondingly, representations produced by Europeans were 

both different from Chinese ones and changed over time and across collectives in step with 

disparate cultural trends. Ringmar characterizes European attitudes towards the Yuanmingyuan 

in the 18th and early 19th centuries as “variations on the notion of wonder” (Ibid. 287) that ranged 

from ”the marvel of medieval travelers” (Ibid. 275-277) to “the picturesque of diplomats” (Ibid., 

283-287) indicating that attitudes varied not just between Chinese and Europeans but between 

different European social collectives at different times.  

                                                
28 Premediation is a term used by Astrid Erll, which she defines as “the fact that existent media which 
circulate in a given society provide schemata for a new experience and its representation.” See Erll, 
Mediation 111. 
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 Poems, memoirs, government documents and other types of representations offer a good 

indication of the discourses surrounding Yuanmingyuan in play during the mid-Qing; however, it 

would be erroneous to equate this to a popular collective memory on the same scale as the 

collective memory today. Certainly, Yuanmingyuan figured prominently in the cultural-political 

life of Chinese elite through the late Qing, but it is unclear to what extent the greater populace 

shared in the memory, since the physical garden was located in the then suburbs of the capital 

and only visitors approved by the Emperor were allowed into its confines. Furthermore, while 

the Qing saw unprecedented growth in vernacular literature and the distribution of printed 

materials, a majority of the population remained illiterate and it is difficult to determine to what 

extent Yuanmingyuan was alluded to in popular literature, plays and songs. A widespread 

popular collective memory of the Yuanmingyuan was not formed until the 20th century, when the 

destruction of the garden in 1860 and 1900 was presented as a humiliation to the entire Chinese 

nation. 

 

The Destruction of the Yuanmingyuan as a National Humiliation 

 

 The looting and burning of the Yuanmingyuan by British and French soldiers in 1860 

was the passionate subject of many representations in the direct aftermath of the event and 

continues to be re-presented in modern times. However, a comparison of early representations of 

the event with later 20th century ones suggests that each successive representation was not simply 

a transmission of those preceding it, but a re-invention of the event influenced by the traditions 

and cultural contexts contemporaneous with its producer. Although the burning of the 

Yuanmingyuan has become virtually synonymous with imperialist oppression and national 
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humiliation in modern-day China, these associations were not immediate in 1860, but 

incorporated into the Yuanmingyuan discourse around the turn of the century and gradually 

developed into their current state. The burning of the Yuanmingyuan in its direct aftermath in the 

1860s was interpreted in various ways by different collectives. The act was condemned by 

European elite as the needless destruction of art.29 In China, it was mourned by the imperial 

family as a personal loss and lamented in the poetry of several Chinese literati as the loss of a 

beautiful imperial garden (Wong 164). However, there is no evidence to suggest that the general 

populace saw the destruction of the Yuanmingyuan as anything other than the destruction of the 

Manchu emperors’ pleasance, nor was it yet presented as an affront to the Chinese nation as a 

whole. Min-Ch’ien Tyau in his 1922 history, China Awakened, argues that in 1860: “most 

Chinese, when they saw the flames of the Summer Palace, read in it not the weakness of China, 

but the decadence of the Manchu house” (Tyau 183). 

 A shift in popular perceptions of the event occurred in the early 1900s after the further 

destruction of the garden that took place in the aftermath of the Boxer Rebellion, when 

Yuanmingyuan was invoked in the context of an emerging national humiliation discourse.  

National humiliation in this period referred to the ill treatment China suffered at the hands of 

foreigners during and after the Opium Wars, including the imposition of a series of “unequal 

treaties” that demanded China cede territory over and pay indemnities to the foreign invaders.30 

Commemoration of this unhappy period of history was meant to inspire outrage at the 

                                                
29 For example, see Hugo.  
30 The “unequal treaties” refer to more than twenty treaties imposed on China between 1842 and 1933 by 
several foreign nations, including Great Britain, the United States and Japan. The term figured 
prominently into national humiliation rhetoric from the 20th century onwards and is still commonly 
referred to in the context of the history of imperialism in China today. In 1997, the same year as Hong 
Kong’s repatriation to China, a “never forget the national humiliation” wall was erected in the 
Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park displaying the text of the unequal treaties, reaffirming the link between Hong 
Kong, Yuanmingyuan and the unequal treaties as symbols of national humiliation. 
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humiliations inflicted upon China and a desire to redeem the country, thus promoting a 

previously unknown sense of national unity among the populace.31 According to Paul Cohen, the 

Chinese national humiliation discourse was introduced mainly in the writings of “a small (albeit 

rapidly growing) minority of Chinese intellectuals” in the early 1900s in an effort to promote a 

collective sense of Chinese nationalism that they felt was lacking (Cohen, Paul, China 169). The 

looting and burning of the Yuanmingyuan was cited within the context of this discourse as a 

concrete symbol of Chinese national humiliation. For example, late Qing reformers Liang 

Qichao and Kang Youwei both wrote about the profound sense of shame they felt at viewing 

Yuanmingyuan loot abroad.32 This interpretation of the Yuanmingyuan’s destruction as an 

affront to the Chinese nation was initially not state-supported, but, rather, anti-imperialist and 

anti-Manchu, part of the discourse of unrest that fomented the Xinhai Revolution of 1911. From 

this period on, the discourse of Yuanmingyuan was intimately tied to the discourse of national 

humiliation, and this accounts for why the memory of Yuanmingyuan was kept alive through the 

20th century and eventually reinvented in the 1980s. 

 However, the prominence of the Yuanmingyuan as a symbol of national humiliation 

waxed and waned according to changes within the national humiliation discourse itself. Outrage 

over Japan’s issuance of the “Twenty One Demands" in 1915 prompted the Republican state to 

write national humiliation into the Chinese school curriculum and promote the slogan “never 

forget the national humiliations” wuwang guochi 勿忘国耻 (Cohen, Paul, China 154). That same 

year a National Humiliation Day was established to commemorate the event, shifting the focus 

                                                
31 For accounts of national humiliation and its significance to Chinese nationalism, see: “Remembering 
and Forgetting National Humiliation in Twentieth Century China” in Cohen, China; “National 
Humiliation (Guochi), Liberation (Jiefang), and the Construction of the Patriotic Chinese Subject” in 
Hevia, English; and “A Century of Humiliation” in Gries. 
32 Liang in 1893 and Kang in the early 1900s, see: Hevia, Loot’s 336 and English 334. 
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of memory away from the Opium Wars and Yuanmingyuan to the emergent threat of the 

Japanese. By the 1920s, twenty-four national humiliation days had been officially recognized, 

among them the invasions of 1860 and 1900 when Yuanmingyuan was looted, burned and 

destroyed by foreigners. Thus the destruction of the Yuanmingyuan was commemorated as one 

event among a saga of humiliations to China. In 1927 when the Nationalists came to power, they 

began to exercise tight control over National Humiliation Day observances and public displays 

of nationalism, in order to exert control over the popular nationalism that could potentially be a 

threat to the authority of the state. Therefore, what had begun as a revolutionary movement 

instigated by a small minority of scholars became an official movement targeted towards the 

entire national collective. From 1915 through the 1940s, there was a supersaturation of 

representations related to national humiliation, which Paul Cohen argues actually contributed to 

the attrition of the memory of the historical events, not only because the content and import of 

national humiliation was diffused to various more immediate and not necessarily related 

concerns but because routinization and repetition dampened its emotional impact (Cohen, Paul, 

China 156). 

 In the context of the national humiliation discourse, the founding of the People’s 

Republic of China in 1949 was presented as a victory over imperialists and an end to the century 

of humiliations. National humiliation was adapted to communist ideology in the form of a strong 

anti-imperialism that reinvented Chinese peasants and officials during the Qing as heroic 

resistors against the onslaught of imperialism (Hevia, English 335). These types of narratives 

were widely distributed among the Chinese populace via books, video, art, songs, plays and other 

types of media. In 1951, a statement issued by Premier Zhou Enlai underscoring the need to 

preserve the Yuanmingyuan ruins with the aspiration of restoring the garden when the means to 
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do so became available temporarily re-inserted Yuanmingyuan into contemporary discourse. 

However, subsequent attempts at preserving the site were short-lived and ineffective. 

Yuanmingyuan in this period remained a symbol of national humiliation at the hands of 

imperialists, but was reframed as a masterpiece of the laboring masses of Chinese people in 

addition to a manifestation of the decadence of the Manchu Emperors.33  

 Following Mao Zedong’s death and the end of the Cultural Revolution in 1976, the new 

administration became a major actor in “producing, preserving and restoring national history” 

(Hevia, English 340). Yuanmingyuan, though it had sat on the bench of political rhetoric for 

decades, had long been linked with national humiliation and played well into a notion of national 

cultural heritage beginning to take hold in China. Renovations of the Yuanmingyuan ruins began 

in the 1980s and, by the 1990s, representations of Yuanmingyuan proliferated in both the 

academic and popular realms. The renovation of the Yuanmingyuan ruins can be situated within 

a broader nationalist resurgence supported by state agents and aimed at inspiring strong 

nationalist sentiment among the populace by reviving the memory of China’s historical 

humiliations. The overarching national humiliation narrative in this period was re-invented to 

suit the contemporary context. Cohen identifies two major changes in the narratives of the 1990s: 

1. They emphasized Chinese victimization by imperialists and China’s heroic resistance, rather 

than Chinese deficiencies. 2. They presented the humiliations as something of the past that had 

been redeemed instead of something in the present to be redeemed (Cohen, Paul, China 166-

167). 

 Narratives of Yuanmingyuan in the 1990s clearly reflected these trends within the greater 

national humiliation narrative. First, elaborate accounts of the glory of the original 

                                                
33 For example, see Chen Qinghua, Yuanmingyuan. 
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Yuanmingyuan were juxtaposed with the violence of Yuanmingyuan’s burning in 1860, 

emphasizing imperialist brutality rather than Chinese deficiency. Secondly, a third phase of 

Yuanmingyuan history, the renovation of the Yuanmingyuan ruins and opening of the 

Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park was presented as evidence that China had left behind the era of 

humiliation and emerged as a rich and powerful modern nation under Communist leadership.34 

This second change served to project the new government regime as the heroic leader of a 

Chinese people that had always been great, but had been victims of both the Manchu regime and 

the foreign imperialists. The narratives of the 1990s were, therefore, entirely different from the 

nationalist ideas promoted by intellectuals in the early 1900s that emphasized, first, the need for 

reform of Chinese culture itself as one of the causes of defeat by the West, and, second, the need 

for a new regime to replace the incompetent Qing state. Late Qing incompetency was certainly 

renewed as a theme in the 1990s narratives, but its purpose was to legitimate the current regime 

as worthy by contrast. Unlike the nationalist narratives that originated with intellectuals in the 

1900s, 1990s Yuanmingyuan narratives were overseen by state-affiliated groups as a means to 

promote official nationalism, just as the representation of the Twenty-One Demands had been 

overseen by the Nationalist Government in the 1920s and 1930s. In the 1990s, the 

Yuanmingyuan became part of the patriotic education campaign meant to reinvigorate the 

populace after the death of Mao with a new sense of Chineseness that relied less heavily on 

Marxist ideology and more on the notion of national culture.  

 

The Tumultuous History of the Site and its Relationship to Collective Memory 

 

                                                
34 For example, see Yuanmingyuan Administration, “Yuanmingyuan Shi.” 
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 A major question that arises from the above historical account is, if Yuanmingyuan was 

such a crucial part of the collective memory of national humiliation all the way from the 1900s to 

the present day, then why is it that the site was either exploited or neglected for most of the 20th 

century before the substantive preservation efforts of the 1980s? An examination of the site’s 

history reveals that, in addition to the looting and burning of 1860 and the invasion of 1900, two 

events that were grafted into collective memory as national humiliations, there was almost 

continual plunder of the garden’s remains by various segments of the Chinese populace 

throughout the 20th century, although this was de-emphasized or excluded from popularized 

accounts. In other words, the destruction wrought by imperialists in 1860 and 1900, although 

undeniably severe, did not reduce the Yuanmingyuan garden to the scant piles of dilapidated 

stones and rubble featured in the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park today; the ruination of 

Yuanmingyuan was a drawn-out process that involved many waves of destruction. This fact was 

not overlooked by late 20th century scholars, who divided the destruction into four waves 

designated by elements: the English and French armies’ looting and burning of the 

Yuanmingyuan in 1860 was designated as the “fire plunder”; the destruction of old trees and 

famous shrubs in the garden brought about by the chaos of foreign invasion in 1900 was 

designated as the “wood plunder”; the exploitation of surviving objects and stone structures for 

building material by warlords, profiteers and corrupt officials at the end of the Qing and 

beginning of the Republican Era was designated as the “stone plunder;” and finally, during the 

Cultural Revolution, the destruction of the garden’s basic landscape to make way for farmland 

and construction projects was designated as the “earth plunder” (Zhang Chao, 

“Yuanmingyuan”). In reality, even this is a simplification of the long process of destruction that 

reduced the garden from the vast network of architectural and natural wonders under Qianlong to 
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a few dilapidated stones by the 1980s. Other periods worth noting are the reuse of building 

materials from the Yuanmingyuan in the construction of the Yiheyuan beginning in 1885 (Wong 

175-181; Barmé 139); the occupation of the land by farmers during the second Sino-Japanese 

War from 1937-1945 (Wong 186; Barmé 140); and, arguably, the construction of the ruins park 

in the 1980s, when reforestation efforts in an area roughly corresponding to a section of the Qing 

garden were hastily undertaken, land was dug up and filled to make lakes and structures were 

erected without regard for the ruins that remained buried (Barmé 142-154). 

 In order to understand why these waves of destruction were allowed to befall a site that 

had become a national symbol and, apart from the abandoned reconstruction attempts by the 

Tongzhi Emperor from 1873-1874 (Mokros), substantive measures to preserve the site were not 

taken until the 1980s, we must look at two important factors: who had jurisdiction over the site at 

any given time, and Yuanmingyuan’s changing significance among shifting collectives. Cohen 

points out that the national humiliation narrative “did not have the same significance or salience 

in every period. Nor, at any given juncture, was it uniformly prevalent among all segments of the 

population, or equally energized even within a given segment at all times” (Cohen, Paul, China 

171). This was also true of the more specific collective memory of Yuanmingyuan, which, as 

outline above was intimately linked to national humiliation since the 1900s. Although the ruined 

Yuanmingyuan after 1900 was presented by Chinese intellectuals as an important symbol of the 

brutality of the foreign imperialists towards the Chinese nation and the incompetence of the Qing 

regime, the Yuanmingyuan site itself was, after all, the private property of the Qing imperial 

family then headed by the Dowager Empress Cixi, who gave up on her dream of restoring the 

Yuanmingyuan and decided instead to mine it for building materials to construct the Summer 

Palace Yiheyuan 颐和园 as an expansion of the still largely intact Qingyiyuan 清漪园.     
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 Even after the Xinhai Revolution of 1911, the physical site of Yuanmingyuan continued 

to be plundered. It was officially still the property of the last emperor, Puyi, as part of the terms 

of his abdication, however Republican-era authorities and warlords took advantage of Puyi’s 

political impotence to plunder the site, claiming many of its remaining treasures for themselves 

(Wong 183). Although Yuanmingyuan was by then remembered as an established symbol of 

national humiliation, it was also remembered as a symbol of the decadence and incompetence of 

the newly overthrown Qing regime. The extensive damage the site had undergone made 

renovation unfeasible and, left in the hands of the enfeebled imperial family, it was an easy target 

for corrupt officials and opportunists, who were focused on their own wealth rather than the 

site’s historical import. In the chaos following Yuan Shikai’s death in 1916, the remaining 

retainers in the garden had difficulty keeping away thieves and the garden was further looted.   

 In 1924 the Nationalist Army expelled the imperial family from the Imperial Palace and 

took over Beijing’s historical sites, including the physical site of the Yuanmingyuan.  As the 

Nationalist government consolidated its power in the late 1920s, the national humiliation 

narrative was converted from a popular movement to an official one. New authorities acting on 

behalf of the state began to supervise National Humiliation Day celebrations and other public 

displays of nationalism in an attempt to exercise control over cultural memory production. “The 

idea wasn’t to make all memory of China’s past disappear, but rather to assert the state’s 

prerogative to serve as arbiter of what was to be remembered—and how” (Cohen, Paul, China 

170). The new regime, however, did not support preservation of the Yuanmingyuan ruins, but 

authorized even more pieces of the dilapidated buildings to be sold off for money beginning in 

1928. In 1931 a group of scholars organized an exhibition of Yuanmingyuan documents and 

artifacts and proposed the idea of protecting the ruins of the Yuanmingyuan as a means of 
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preserving culture as well as the memory of national humiliation, but this suggestion was not 

pursued by the government (Shu 354-360; Wang Daocheng, Yuanmingyuan: Lishi 427). 

 Why did Nationalist leaders, who were attempting to legitimate their authority by re-

configuring national symbols, not see in the Yuanmingyuan, as they did in the Imperial Palace 

and Summer Palace, which were re-appropriated as public spaces, ideological opportunity and 

take steps to preserve it as the post-Mao regime of the 1980s would do half a century later? 

Certainly, there was the fact that the Yuanmingyuan had undergone devastating damage and 

even partial preservation would require considerable effort and resources. But the more 

compelling reason seems to have been the fact that, in response to the immediate threat of the 

Japanese, the Nationalist government had shifted the discourse of national humiliation to focus 

specifically on the Twenty One Demands of 1915 as the exemplary moment of national shame to 

be commemorated. Since a specific hatred of the Japanese was deemed more useful than a hatred 

of foreign imperialists in general, the burning of the Yuanmingyuan in this period was no longer 

the central symbol of imperialist aggression. Preserving the site of Yuanmingyuan was not 

deemed necessary for promoting the national humiliation narrative and, as for Yuanmingyuan’s 

other associations, the Yiheyuan was a much more intact symbol of imperial negligence. 

 Beginning in the 1930s the site of the Yuanmingyuan was steadily converted to farmland 

and utilized for new construction projects, causing the site to become further distanced from its 

associations with either the Qing imperial garden or national humiliation. In the midst of the 

Second Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945), the national humiliation narrative continued to focus on 

the humiliations imposed by the Japanese, diminishing Yuanmingyuan’s relevance to public 

discourse. Meanwhile, the site was accumulating alternative meanings as the entire face of the 

topography was transformed for farming, building and other purposes. For several decades, life 
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moved on without Yuanmingyuan and what was preserved was a distant memory, kept alive only 

through narratives in textbooks and other media. 

 After the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, political leaders felt the 

need to legitimize the new state, reify the unity of the nation and promote national identification 

among the populace. Looking back into history’s arsenal of powerful national symbols, they 

discovered Yuanmingyuan, which had long been associated with national humiliation. In 1951, 

Premier Zhou Enlai issued a statement affirming the need to preserve the Yuanmingyuan ruins 

with the aim of rebuilding the garden when the means to do so were found. He later observed 

that the Yuanmingyuan ruins was “a classroom left to us by the imperialists” (Zhang Chao, Jia 

353). In other words, Zhou recognized the ideological value in preserving the Yuanmingyuan, 

not just as a physical site, but as a reminder of the humiliations belonging to the entire nation. 

Preserving the site was to be a means of reviving these memories among the Chinese populace. 

Although a substantive preservation of the site did not take place until more than three decades 

later, Zhou’s statement publicly acknowledged the Yuanmingyuan’s potential value to the idea 

of nationhood in the new People’s Republic of China, put the preservation of Yuanmingyuan on 

the political agenda, brought the concept of Yuanmingyuan back into social consciousness and 

thus rekindled the flame that would become the Chinese people’s new memory of 

Yuanmingyuan.   

 Starting in 1956, in response to Zhou’s directive and environmental concerns about the 

dying ecosystem around Yuanmingyuan, the Beijing municipal government requisitioned the 

land, designated it for cultural protection, and began to replant the barren earth.35 However, this 

                                                
35 The Yuanmingyuan of the Qing was famous for its natural landscapes and vast expanses of water. By 
the 1950s the land had suffered terribly from deforestation and over-farming and many of the water 
sources had dried up completely. This is why early preservation attempts focused on restoring the land 
before excavating and reassembling the ruins. 
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short-lived preservation attempt was ineffective because no substantive measures were taken to 

prevent further destruction to the site and crop shortages compelled an increasing number of 

people to reoccupy the land for farming in the late 1950s and early 1960s (Wang Daocheng, 

“1980 Nian”). Reforestation efforts were halted in 1961, and were not renewed for almost two 

decades because of the advent of the Cultural Revolution, which dominated Chinese politics and 

society from 1966-1976. 

 From 1976 onwards, efforts were renewed with increasing vigor; officials from all levels 

of government, along with experts and scholars in relevant fields, worked together to achieve the 

preservation of a portion of the Yuanmingyuan ruins and the construction of a public park 

around them. The Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park, although it did not correspond to the Qing 

Yuanmingyuan in scope and terrain, nevertheless mimicked the basic structure of the historical 

garden and reproduced some of its key features, including Fuhai Lake and several more specific 

scenes and structures. The park was formally opened to the public in 1988, but continued to be 

modified throughout the 1990s and into the 21st century. 

  That commemorations of the burning of the Yuanmingyuan as a national humiliation 

through most of the 20th century were concurrent with almost continual exploitation and neglect 

of the site itself indicates two important facts: First, that the historical fact of Yuanmingyuan’s 

destruction by imperialists was considered ideologically more important than the actual material 

site. Second, it indicates that a collective memory of Yuanmingyuan came to exist independently 

of the physical site, conveyed via other media of representation such as anniversary celebrations 

and textbooks. And yet, if the memory could be sustained independently of the site via other 

representations, then why in the 1950s and 1980s was so much effort and emotion fueled into the 

ruins themselves? The concern for the site in these two periods was largely directed at its 
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capacity as a means of both reviving and preserving national memory. Underlying this was the 

fear that if the ruins were allowed to disappear, then the memory too would disappear. The 

materiality of the ruins as something tangible and visible was considered essential to the 

preservation of the memory. Even those arguing for reconstruction were motivated by a desire to 

preserve a the memory of Yuanminyuan, albeit a different one, via the tangibility of the 

reconstructed garden. 

  What this emphasis on materiality points to is the fact that human memory is fickle and 

in order for memories to remain distinct and influential they must be repeatedly recalled by fresh 

representations that reassert their relevance in contemporary contexts. The construction of the 

ruins park was an effective means of reasserting the relevance of Yuanmingyuan history 

(although it was not the only means to do so) because its public function as a park ensured that it 

would be frequented and consumed by visitors, and, more importantly, because it successfully 

inspired a chain of remediations in the popular, political and academic realms. 

 But what about the 1980s, as opposed to other periods, allowed for the successful 

preservation of the Yuanmingyuan ruins? In answering this question, it is crucial to point out that 

preservation rarely means, as the word would imply, keeping a site the way it was found or even 

simply preventing further change; rather, preservation is almost always a kind of intervention 

that implies valuing one meaning of a site over another and taking measures to ensure that that 

meaning is represented at the expense of the others. In the case of the Yuanmingyuan ruins, the 

Yuanmingyuan Administration decided that, in order for the ruins to be preserved, the farmers 

who had occupied the land for decades must be evicted and the land that had been used to plant 

crops completely remodeled into lakes, paths, wooded areas and other park-like landscape. 

Pieces of the ruins, long scattered or buried, had to be excavated, cleaned up and repositioned in 
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the semblance of the structures of which they were once a part so that when people looked upon 

them they would understand that they were once buildings. This kind of preservation, while by 

no means unique to Yuanmingyuan, is done because people see value in the time period the 

object is supposed to represent. In the case of Yuanmingyuan, its value was in its moments of 

destruction, passed down in representations of national humiliation that had been circulating 

through much of the 20th century. In this sense, it was the collective memory of Yuanmingyuan, 

supported by texts and other various representations, that eventually motivated people to pay 

attention to the physical remains, whereas in the 1900s, it was remediations of the burned site 

that fed into a collective memory of the event. This dialectical interplay between site and 

collective memory is easily overlooked in histories of the Yuanmingyuan as a material site. 

 Nonetheless, it would be overly simplistic to suppose that the memory associated with the 

ruins was the sole motivation for people to preserve them. Previous state regimes from the 1900s 

on had declined to preserve the ruins, either because it was deemed unnecessary in the particular 

context or because economic constraints or political turmoil had prevented them from doing so. 

In the 1980s a number of factors combined to make the preservation of the Yuanmingyuan ruins 

both useful and economically and politically feasible. In the post-Mao era, the Marxism that had 

served as ideological glue for the People’s Republic for decades began to weaken and was 

quickly supplanted by a new nationalism that, perhaps to make up for the destruction of Chinese 

culture and rejection of history during the Cultural Revolution, focused on renewing and 

celebrating the historical heritage of the nation. This new nationalism built upon the old 

discourse of national humiliation to project a new phase in Chinese history in which China, 

having overcome its historical humiliations, was emerging as a wealthy and powerful nation 

among a global arena of nations. This new nationalism converged with an international discourse 
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of cultural heritage increasingly influential in China and the rapid economic growth and 

infrastructural development that characterized the reform era to encourage the production of new 

monuments and public spaces for commemorating the nation’s past. The Yuanmingyuan Ruins 

Park can be seen as symptomatic of these trends; it can also be seen as reificatory of them.  

 

III. Conclusion: Yuanmingyuan, the Once and Future Thing 
 

  I began this chapter by posing the question: how is the new Yuanmingyuan (ruins park) 

related to the old Yuanmingyuan (imperial garden)? I rejected the idea that the connection was 

reducible to the material remains of the site on the grounds that for several decades this 

connection was either unacknowledged or disregarded. By examining the development of a 

collective memory of Yuanmingyuan distinct from the history of the site, and drawing attention 

to the way it was shaped by available media and contemporary cultural contexts over time, I 

have shown that the construction of the ruins park in the 1980s went beyond the denotations of 

architectural preservation and restoration; it was an act of remediation through which the 

memory of Yuanmingyuan was re-imagined, reproduced and re-envalued. What links the old 

Yuanmingyuan and the new Yuanmingyuan is not material continuity, but a continuously 

evolving collective memory premediated by the old site, remediated by the new one and 

continuing to be regenerated by emergent representations. 

  What is at stake in the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park, then, as a cultural medium with the 

ability to affect consumers, is not actually the past, but the future. The debate over what to do 

with the ruins has not just been about how best to commemorate a long-deceased 

Yuanmingyuan, but what ideologies, lessons and cultural characteristics are to be valued and will 
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be emphasized in the next generation of remediations, informing the future collective memory of 

the national populace. 

 Since its construction in the 1980s, the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park has continuously 

evolved in relation to a collective memory supersaturated with associations and meanings. In the 

last decade or so the previous focus on the Yuanmingyuan’s destruction as part of national 

humiliation and loss has given way to a more culturally-oriented focus that celebrates the 

splendor of the golden age Yuanmingyuan as part of the unique artistic and architectural tradition 

inherited by modern Chinese. This was substantively manifested in the renovation of the 

museum exhibit set up in the Western Palaces section, which was formally reopened in 2013 

with completely new content. While officials and scholars involved in managing the park and 

promoting the Yuanmingyuan discourse have been producing media reflecting this cultural 

emphasis both within the park and via external publications, it remains to be seen how this shift 

will affect mainstream collective memory.36  

 A part of this cultural trend that has been observable in popular media since the beginning 

of the 21st century is the “Yuanmingyuan Zodiacs,” which have, over the years, become widely 

recognized symbols of national patrimony. This association was thrust into the public eye in 

2000 by the auction of two bronze heads depicting animals from the Chinese zodiac that were 

supposed to have been looted from the Haiyantang fountain in 1860. The association between the 

Zodiacs, Yuanmingyuan and national humiliation was reasserted by subsequent auctions of 

additional heads in 2007 and 2009. These media-hyped events ignited an escalating chain of 

remediations in press and popular media as well as at the ruins park itself, where a Zodiac exhibit 

was set up and books and other souvenirs began to incorporate the zodiac theme. On December 

                                                
36 This observation is based on interviews conducted between 2009 and 2013. 
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20, 2012 a movie entitled Chinese Zodiac (Shier Shengxiao ⼗十⼆二⽣生肖) was released in theaters 

all over China. Its plot centers around the retrieval of the Yuanmingyuan Zodiacs by a mercenary 

art thief played by Jackie Chan and has strong moral undertones condemning selfish profiteering 

in antiquities while glorifying repatriation as a patriotic and moral act (Chinese Zodiac). 

Following the Zodiac craze, the main museum exhibit at Yuanmingyuan that was re-opened in 

2013 after renovations featured replicas of the Zodiacs as its front display. This Zodiac trajectory 

of the Yuanmingyuan discourse is but one example of how the memory of Yuanmingyuan has 

managed to stay relevant by merging with new discourses and attaching to new objects, which 

are subsequently re-mediated, their meanings widely dispersed through the broad network of 

domestic and, increasingly international media.37 

 

Figure 3. Zodiac display in front of Yuanmingyuan museum. Taken by author in May 2014. 

 

                                                
37 For a more detailed analysis of the Yuanmingyuan Zodiacs, see Fotopoulos. 
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 While the Yuanmingyuan Ruins Park is a particularly large and well-funded domestic 

heritage site and is an enduring topic of scholarship through the 21st century, it was by no means 

the only site to have been consciously restored in the 1980s as part of a primarily ideological 

rather than economic project. One site that began restoration work before Yuanmingyuan is the 

Mountain Resort at Chengde. Scholars often draw comparisons between these two sites because 

they were both Qing imperial gardens, were constructed around the same period of time, 

underwent a similar process of ruination in the early 20th century, and followed a similar 

restoration trajectory in the latter half of the 20th century. However, whereas the Yuanmingyuan 

was preserved as a ruins park and drew upon national humiliation narratives from the early 20th 

century, the Mountain Resort was, from the beginning, restored as a restoration of the original 

Qing dynasty garden and was linked to a discourse of Chinese multiethnic unity.   
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Chapter Five The Mountain Resort at Chengde: Ethnic 
Unification and The Renovation of History 

 

I. Origins and History 
 

An Imperial Symbol 

 

 The Mountain Resort, literally “the Mountain Villa for Escaping the Heat” Bishu 

Shanzhuang 避暑山庄 was commissioned as an imperial retreat by the Kangxi Emperor in 1703 

around the same time as Yuanmingyuan. Its location in the geographic region of Rehe 热河 (also 

called Jehol and today the municipality of Chengde) was strategic for several reasons.38  About 

250 kilometers northeast of Beijing, it was approximately halfway between the Great Wall and 

the Kangxi Emperors’ favorite hunting grounds at Mulan and thus a convenient lodging en route 

to and from the annual imperial hunt. The imperial hunt at Mulan, formally begun by the Kangxi 

Emperor in 1681, was a state ritual that strengthened ties between the Manchus and their Inner 

Asian allies, reinforced the traditional identity of the Manchu imperial elite as people of the 

northern steppes, and allowed the imperial family to show off their bravery, martial prowess and, 

by extension, fitness to rule through the besting of wild game (Elliot and Chia). Similarly, the 

Mountain Resort at Jehol was a kind of ritual center on the border between China and Inner Asia, 

where the Emperor met with leaders from groups outside of the central plains region traditionally 

considered China (including Mongolian, Tibetan, Turkic, and Russian groups) who the Qing 

                                                
38 The name of the region and the geographic territory it includes have shifted over time. For a more 
detailed description of the differences between these names and how they have been used historically, see 
Foret xiii-xv. 
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Emperors were working to incorporate into the empire. Representatives from different groups of 

Inner Asian subjects would travel annually from the northern and western territories of the 

empire in order to pay tribute to the emperor, discuss matters of state, and reinforce their 

imperial ties through feasting, the exchange of gifts, and public rituals. 

As several scholars working on New Qing History have pointed out, the ideological battle 

of consolidating diverse and historically separate groups of people into a greater Chinese empire 

ruled by Manchus had to be fought on multiple fronts and involved strategically disseminating 

different narratives to different subject peoples (Rawski). The Imperial Retreat at Chengde was 

one of the mechanisms by which such narratives were disseminated. On the one hand, as Kangxi 

wrote in his preface to a collection of thirty-six woodblock prints depicting scenes from the 

garden, the Resort embodied Chinese aesthetic ideals of a simple rustic dwelling where one 

might commune with nature and reflect upon moral questions. On the other hand, being on the 

border between China and Inner Asia, it could also be associated with the uncultivated land and 

freer lifestyle of the north from which the Manchus traced their origin.39 

The original ideological message of the Resort simultaneously spoke to the Qing 

Emperors’ legitimacy as inheritors of the previous Chinese dynasties based on virtuous rule and 

observance of Chinese tradition and their role as spiritual and political rulers of the traditionally 

non-Chinese peoples who had been incorporated into the empire. This was evident in the 

architecture of the garden. The main entrance, as per Chinese tradition, faced south and led into a 

network of formal halls in which the emperor held court and officials carried out administrative 

tasks. Beyond these were the residential buildings of the imperial household. Collectively, this 

                                                
39 This distinction can actually be read into the Chinese versus the Manchu version of Kangxi’s preface. 
See Elliott and Lowe. 
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cluster of buildings has traditionally been considered the “palace region” of the garden complex 

and is not unlike the imperial palace in Beijing that was built in the Ming.  

Northeast of this was the much larger “lake region”—a network of eight lakes 

interspersed with temples, pavilions, bridges and walkways through which the Emperor and his 

cohort could stroll. This evoked the Jiangnan garden aesthetic of southern China and has often 

been compared to Yuanmingyuan. Philippe Foret notes in his groundbreaking work Mapping 

Chengde that Chinese literati writing of the Mountain Resort tended to focus on the lake region 

of the garden because of its appeal to Chinese aesthetics and thus retrospectively inflate its 

importance (Foret 44-45). 

The two remaining regions, which strayed from Chinese garden landscaping norms, were 

the “plains region” and the “mountain region.” The former recalled the northern steppes of 

Mongolia and was used to entertain guests in tents and host outdoor competitions. The latter was 

uneven, forested terrain accessed mainly by horse or carriage and also carried a wild northern 

aesthetic unseen in traditional Chinese gardens. This made up the majority of the garden and was 

dotted with temples and pavilions from which one could catch interesting views of the garden. 

These two regions are what distinguishes the Mountain Resort from other Chinese gardens (most 

notably the Yuanmingyuan) and their inclusion within the garden holds great symbolic 

significance as a metaphor for the Qing empire’s expansion outside of traditional Inner China 

into the mountains and plains of Inner Asia. In fact of the thirty-six exemplary scenes from the 

Mountain Resort that the Kangxi Emperor had depicted in wood-block print, mountains are 

visible in every single one of these scenes, indicating the value the emperor placed on them 

(Foret 38). Later the Qianlong Emperor added thirty-six more scenes and wrote accompanying 

poems, publishing everything together in a volume of what were called the Seventy-Two Scenes. 
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These have served a similar function to the Forty Scenes of Yuanmingyuan as the basis for 

descriptions of the Mountain Resort and later as models for restoration.    

The entire garden complex was enclosed by a massive wall, often compared to the Great 

Wall of China in miniature, and beyond it to the north and east were several temples in various 

styles called the “Eight Outer Temples” 外八庙. Most of these were not year-round religious 

centers, but were used to host foreign dignitaries from Inner Asia when they came to pay tribute 

to the Qing Emperor. The inner/outer dichotomy encompassed in the layout of the Mountain 

Resort, with the imperial garden and palaces within the wall and the temples without it mirrored 

the Qing Empire in microcosm. At its center was the imperial seat of power, integrating northern 

landscapes and aesthetics into the traditional Chinese core, and spread out to its northeast and 

west like constellations were buildings of worship representing recently pacified subjects. To the 

south was the urban landscape of what would become Chengde city, representing the common 

people over whom the emperor ruled. 

In general, the buildings within the palace region where the imperial household resided 

were built in a much simpler, more rustic style than the temples without that housed foreign 

dignitaries, which incorporated styles from various regions within the empire while at the same 

time exhibiting a great deal of architectural innovation. Many of the Outer Temples were 

modeled after famous buildings from various regions of the Chinese empire; at the same time, 

they were stylistically so different from their models that they were clearly not meant to be 

replicas.40 In this sense, they both paid homage to buildings that would have been religiously 

                                                
40 Puning Temple, built in 1755 was modeled after Samye, the oldest known Tibetan Monastery. Pule 
Temple, built from 1766-1767, was modeled after Tiantan, a Daoist style imperial temple in Beijing. 
Anyuan Temple, built in 1764, was modeled after Zunghar temples, which were destroyed during the 
campaign against the Zunghar people in 1755. Putuozongcheng Temple, constructed from 1767-1771, 
was modeled after the Potala Palace in Lhasa. Luohan Hall built in 1774 was modeled after Biyun 
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important to many of the cultural leaders they housed as guests and exhibited an air of exoticism 

as architecturally distinct creations. It is clear that the Outer Temples were built as political 

statements, not only as a means to display the emperor’s lavish wealth and generosity to his 

guests, but as a means of showing that he supported the religions and customs of all peoples in 

the empire. The Mountain Resort and its Outer Temples were thus not merely ornaments for the 

emperor’s summer amusement, but political monuments that served symbolic purpose in 

reinforcing the territorial claims of the empire.41 

  

Decline of the Symbol 

 

 The Mountain Resort flourished as a diplomatic center in the reigns of the Kangxi and 

Qianlong Emperors and continued to be used by the Jiaqing Emperor (1796-1820), but was 

rarely used from the 1820s on due to mounting political problems both internally, with popular 

uprisings and widespread opium use, and externally, with escalating demands from foreign 

countries leading to the Opium Wars. In 1821, the Daoguang Emperor had much of the precious 

artwork and furnishings stored in the Mountain Resort moved to the official palace in Beijing for 

safekeeping.42 In 1860, during the second Opium War when French and British soldiers invaded 

the capital and infamously burned down the emperor’s favorite imperial garden Yuanmingyuan, 

the Xianfeng Emperor fled to the Mountain Resort and died there a year later. After this point, 

the imperial family, in effect, abandoned the Resort although it remained officially under 

                                                
Temple, a Buddhist temple in Beijing. Finally, Xumifushou Temple, built in 1780, was modeled after 
Tashilhunpo, the Panchen Lama’s monastery in Tibet. 
41 For more insight into the architectural significance of the Mountain Resort and Outer Temples, see 
Chayet in Millward. 
42 Based on the timeline displayed at the Mountain Resort. 
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imperial jurisdiction until 1912. Unlike the Yuanmingyuan, which was the object of failed 

restoration attempts by the Tongzhi emperor in the 1870s and remained in imperial use until the 

20th century, the Mountain Resort lost its relevance after political meetings between the emperor 

and the leaders of Inner Asian groups ceased to occur. In 1901, the Dowager Empress Cixi had 

most of the remaining precious objects at the Mountain Resort moved to Beijing to supplement 

those that had been lost during the latest sacking of the city by the Eight Nation Allied Armies, 

formalizing the Resort’s status as an obsolete former imperial residence. 

The Mountain Resort was, from the beginning, built as a cultural text in which leaders 

from various groups in the empire would read imperial power and legitimacy. In the late 20th 

century, it would be rewritten to serve as a different kind of cultural text, one that would 

reinterpret the diplomatic rituals of the past between the Qing Emperor and leaders of groups he 

had incorporated into his empire as evidence of the multiethnic unity of the Chinese nation and 

thus legitimize the contemporary boundaries of the Chinese nation as claimed by the state. 

 

Forgotten Symbol 

 

Much like the Yuanmingyuan, the Mountain Resort did not simply sit in stasis until the 

1950s when it was reclaimed as a national monument and public park by the PRC government. 

The landscape was constantly changing and being endowed with new meanings through the first 

half of the 20th century, although contemporary histories tend to deemphasize this period of time. 

Up to the early 20th century, there was an abundance of sources on the Mountain Resort, 

including court records of significant events and reports on the status of construction projects, 

stele inscriptions, gazetteer entries, poetry, maps, prints, and the memoirs and travelogues of 
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visitors. The historical record grows thinner with the fall of the empire after 1911, when the 

garden lost affiliation with the state but became subject to the attentions of individuals and 

organizations with different motives and attitudes towards the formerly glorious imperial 

pleasance. 

Once the empire, whose power and legitimacy the garden had symbolized, fell into chaos, 

the garden fell victim to erosion and looting. Like Yuanmingyuan, the Mountain Resort was first 

picked clean of its remaining valuables by warlords and local looters. In 1912 during 

Yuanshikai’s short-lived presidency, Xiong Xiling was appointed regional governor of Rehe. He 

had most of the remaining valuables in the Mountain Resort moved to an exhibit in the Imperial 

Palace Museum in Beijing in 1914 and took up residence in the Mountain Resort himself. From 

the 1910s to the 1930s a string of subsequent governors and warlords took up residence in the 

Mountain Resort and exploited its architectural and natural resources for their own projects. It 

was during this time that much of the garden’s architecture was destroyed and most of the old 

trees in its mountainous forest were chopped down for lumber (Zhao and Niu 217). 

In the early 20th century, while Yuanmingyuan became the center of an emerging 

domestic discourse on national humiliation focused on the pivotal moment of the 1860 burning 

by French and British imperialists, the Mountain Resort received little attention from Chinese 

scholars or officials. Instead, it was foreigners who took an interest in the garden’s historical and 

architectural significance and documented its condition in journal entries and photographs. Most 

famously, Swedish explorer Sven Hedin visited the site in 1930 believing that in one of the 

remaining Outer Temples he had found the most compelling example of a lama temple in Asia. 

He built a replica of this hall (the Wanfaguiyi Dian 万法归一殿 in Chinese, nicknamed the 

Gyllene Templet or “Golden Temple”), to send to the United States for exhibition and published 
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a book about the history and architecture of the Mountain Resort in 1933, which he named Jehol: 

City of Emperors.43 

From 1933-1945, Chengde was occupied by the Japanese and became part of the puppet 

state of Manchukuo. Surveying the landscape and architecture of the region and documenting its 

history became part of a greater project of Japanese imperialism, whereby the landscapes, 

architecture and cultural relics of China and Korea were seen as part of a shared Asian heritage 

that Japan, as the “big brother” of Asia, was most qualified to manage and protect (Xu Subin; 

Lin Zhihong, “Riben”; “Zhimin”). In 1933, the Japanese Foreign Office and Manchurian 

Railway sponsored an expedition to investigate the geography and geology of Jehol and 

published five volumes on the topic in Japanese in 1937 (Foret 148; Xu Subin 85). Shortly after 

the first expedition, the Japanese-Manchurian Culture Society commissioned the scholar of 

Chinese architecture Tadashi Sekino to conduct another survey of Jehol. He ended up publishing 

a multivolume work on the topic in Japanese, Nekka (Jehol) in 1934 and a lecture paper on the 

history and architecture of the Resort called “Summer Palace and Lama Temples in Jehol” in 

1935. Sekino proposed that measures should be taken to preserve the cultural relics in Jehol and 

other parts of Manchuria and even drafted a projected budget for preservation costs (Xu Subin 

89). The architectural historian Chuta Ito continued Sekino’s work, conducting another survey of 

Jehol’s architecture in 1935, proposing a ten-year plan for the restoration of Jehol architecture, 

and establishing the Jehol Restoration Office 热河重修工务所, which operated until 1943 

although restoration work was abandoned due to lack of funds (Lin Zhihong, “Riben” 8). In 

1936, a group of Japanese scholars began work on a museum for moveable objects inside the 

                                                
43 Only one replica ended up being built, which was exhibited in the Chicago World’s Fair in 1933. For 
more details, see Roskam. 
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palace section of the Mountain Resort that they completed in 1941 and called the “Rehe 

Treasury” 热河宝物馆 (Kuroda). The museum included several exhibits containing thirteen 

categories of items, including stele inscriptions, maps and gazeteers, Buddhist statues and scrolls 

(Kuroda, 1-2). 

Most scholarship on this period of Chengde history comes from Japanese sources. In 

Chinese sources, the period of Japanese occupation is presented as another phase of destruction 

for both the city of Chengde and the Mountain resort. According to over a dozen accounts of 

Mountain Resort history I read, in 1943 Japanese soldiers removed an entire building, the 

golden-roofed Zongjingge 宗镜阁 from the greater temple Zhuyuansi 珠源寺 in the western 

mountain district of the Mountain Resort. Sources vary on whether or not the building was 

destroyed and what Japanese motives were for doing so.44 The fact that historiography in this 

period becomes muddy and both Chinese and Japanese accounts are ideologically charged to the 

point where it is difficult to tell what actually occurred speaks to the enduring impact the period 

of Japanese occupation has on contemporary collective memory both in China and in Japan.  

After official Japanese surrender in 1945, Japanese troops withdrew from Chengde and 

the site became a battleground in the civil war between Nationalist and Communist forces. 

According to multiple Chinese sources, the Nationalist forces destroyed much of the remaining 

architecture in the Mountain Resort while setting up military camps and constructing buildings 

there during this time.45 In 1945, Communist forces temporarily took control of the area, 

establishing the earliest prototype of the Mountain Resort Administration Ligong Guanlichu 离

                                                
44 This story is present from the earliest Mountain Resort histories of the 1970s and always told in the 
context of highlighting the villainy of the Japanese imperialists. I was not able to find any non-Chinese 
accounts of the event.  
45 For example, see Zhao and Niu 217. 
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宫管理处, but the area was quickly retaken by the Nationalists. In 1948, Communist forces 

achieved definitive victory over Nationalist forces in Chengde and reconstructed the Mountain 

Resort Administration in 1949. 

In the 1950s after the formal establishment of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, 

old buildings and landscapes from the imperial past were reclaimed by the new Communist 

Government as part of a project of nation-building that served to bolster the legitimacy of the 

new regime. Tiananmen Square in Beijing was converted from an imperial symbol of power 

exclusively owned by the emperor to a symbol of the Communist triumph and a public domain 

of the people. A new Monument to the People’s heroes commemorating those who had fought in 

the “War of Liberation” against the Nationalists was erected in 1958 along with the Hall of the 

People (where the CCP National Congress would convene) and the Chinese Revolutionary 

History Museum (now the National Museum of China) in 1959.46  

As mentioned in the previous chapter, it was also at this time that the Yuanmingyuan 

Administration was established and, at the suggestion of Premier Zhou Enlai, initial, temporary 

measures to prevent further destruction to Yuanmingyuan were implemented. Similar measures 

to preserve the Mountain Resort were also initiated. The Rehe Cultural Relics Preservation 

Office离宫管理处 was established in 1949 and formally opened in 1952. In 1954, the Rehe 

Cultural Relics Management Committee was established and limited repairs were started on 

some Mountain Resort architecture. In 1956, the Chengde Mountain Resort Museum Chengde 

Ligong Bowuguan 承德离宫博物馆 was opened in the palace district. By 1961, the museum 

consisted of seven buildings, was staffed with seven people and charged an admission rate of 5 

                                                
46 For a more details on historical re-appropriations of Tiananmen Square, see Watson. 
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cents (分). There was also a small zoo nearby among some of the ruins of the Lake Region 

(Zhang and Zhang 1-3). 

In 1961, the Circular Promulgating the First Group of Key National Cultural Protection 

Units was approved by the State Council. The Mountain Resort and four of its Outlying Temples 

were among 180 other relics, sites and monuments, designated to be protected and administered 

by local governments (Murphy, Appendix II, 184). Preservation and reforestation work began on 

sections of the Mountain Resort and some of the Outlying Temples. However, this was minimal 

and short-lived, due ostensibly to economic deficiencies, but likely also to a lack of consensus 

over whether remnants of the imperial past should in fact be preserved, what constituted 

preservation, and the sorts of meanings preserving old structures had for the new Socialist 

order.47  

 From 1966 to 1976 the Cultural Revolution fundamentally transformed China’s political 

and social atmosphere. The inchoate preservation attempts of the 1950s and 1960s were largely 

undone by a more radical ideology that saw the material remains of the imperial past as remnants 

of backwards and outdated feudal society that must be destroyed to make room for modern 

Socialist constructions. 48 Because of its status as a Cultural Protection Unit, the Mountain Resort 

Museum and surviving ruins escaped significant damage, but according to a Chengde Provincial 

Gazeteer, in 1966 during the “Four Olds” campaign, 4,890 temples were demolished; 29, 750 

“objects of superstition” were burned and 1, 499 Buddha statues were smashed among other 

things in the city of Chengde (Li Xin and Hebei 220). According to a separate Rehe Communist 

Party Gazetteer, the architectural remains of several temples in Chengde, including the 

                                                
47 For more insight into these debates, see Lai et. al. 
48 See Murphy’s discussion of attitudes towards heritage preservation during the Cultural Revolution 48-
50. 
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Putuozongcheng 普陀宗乘, Xumifushou 须弥福寿 and Puning 普宁 Outer Temples, were 

devastated by ardent youths from a local agricultural school. Large Buddha statues adorning the 

temples were destroyed and the carved floor tiles and painted walls were smashed (Wang 

Shaokui et. al. 347).  

Nonetheless, there is also evidence that there was opposition, both locally and by high 

ranking officials, to the destruction of the Chengde’s old buildings and temples. In 1967, just 

after the Four Olds movement incited the destruction of countless irreplaceable artifacts, an 

advisory, the Opinion Concerning the Protection of Cultural Relics and Books in the Cultural 

Revolution was passed by the State Council. This advisory “though couched in the mandatory 

revolutionary slogans, was actually aimed at saving sites” (Murphy 49). In accordance with this, 

the Cultural Relics Bureau of Hebei Province issued a statement urging the people to protect 

cultural heritage amidst the destruction of the Cultural Revolution (Zhao and Niu 218). 

According to some Chengde locals I interviewed, many local people were opposed to the 

destruction of the temples, seeing them as an integral part of their local identity.  

In 1974 there was an exhibition of Mountain Resort artifacts in the main hall of the 

palace district (ibid. 219). After the results of a survey report were published that same year, 

several national leaders including the Head Secretary of the State Council Wu Qingtong 吴庆同 

recommended that the Mountain Resort and its Temples be preserved and implemented measures 

to remove interfering buildings and relocate residents living on key parts of the Resort (ibid. 

218). The Chengde Municipal Cultural Relics Administration Chengdeshi Wenwu Shiye 

Guanlisuo 承德市文物事业管理所 was formally established in 1975 to preserve existing 

structures and reverse some of the damage that had been inflicted on cultural relics. 
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 After the death of Mao and the official end of the Cultural Revolution, there was an 

official shift in national government policy wherein architecture and artifacts from the past were 

held up as “national treasures” 国宝 to be preserved and celebrated. In 1976, the first of three ten 

year plans, the Mountain Resort and Eight Outlying Temples Ten Year Restoration Plan 

Bishushanzhuang yu Waibamiao Shinian Zhengxiu Guihua避暑山庄与外八庙十年整修规划 

was implemented to rehabilitate the Mountain Resort and its surrounding temples. This long-

term and expensive project to renew much of the old landscape and restore a portion of the 

ruined buildings of the Resort was part of a greater ideological project within China that, though 

often presented as a continuation of policies begun in the 1950s, was in fact a new development 

in several significant ways. First, it was a reaction to the destruction of the Cultural Revolution 

and signified widespread disillusionment with the wholescale rejection of the past and traditional 

Chinese cultural identity that was a mark of radical Maoism during the period. Second, it was 

part of the project of legitimacy-building of the new Deng Xiaoping regime, which, although 

ostensibly perpetuating Socialism as the official state ideology, actually moved away from it 

both by embracing select aspects of the imperial past as China’s proud national inheritance and 

pursuing tourist enterprises on a Western model. While preserving and restoring architecture and 

artifacts from China’s past had previously been used as a means to bolster state legitimacy in 

both the 1950s and 1930s, the restoration projects of the 1970s and 1980s marked the beginning 

of an ideological shift that actually distinguished and distanced the new regime from the Maoist 

regime that it was succeeding.  

This ideological shift is arguably the most important difference between the preservation 

projects of the 1950s through 60s and those of the 1980s and 1990s. In the former period, 

preservation legislation and policy were aligned with Marxism and primarily motivated by anti-
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imperialism (the desire to prevent further looting and exploitation by foreigners) and the 

lionization of the working class (by celebrating what were seen as their historical cultural 

creations). New cultural heritage ideology, however, was part of a rising new nationalism 

whereby cultural and historical artifacts were increasingly viewed as the shared heritage of all 

members of the Chinese nation and part of their national identity of which they should be 

proud.49 Manifestations of this new orientation of cultural heritage discourse can be seen in a 

reinterpretation of the Qing emperors Kangxi and Qianlong, (who were once seen as decadent 

exploiters of the laboring masses, but now Chinese civilization-bringers and cultural unifiers), as 

well as a new treatment of retrospective non-Han groups in pre-national history textbooks (as 

proto-Chinese minorities who were gradually incorporated into a multiethnic Chinese empire) 

and the revival of the national humiliation narrative (whereby the looting and destruction of 

cultural artifacts by foreigners was seen as a humiliation to the Chinese nation) in contrast to 

narratives of heroic resistance to imperialism more prevalent during the Mao era.  

Along with the physical reconstruction of the Mountain Resort and other sites, a new 

narrative was forged of Chinese national identity that redrew China’s connection with the 

imperial past in a way that both allowed Chinese to feel pride in select aspects of the old regime 

while simultaneously identifying with Chinese Communism as a progressive and distinctive 

national ideology. The ways in which these seemingly incompatible ideas were woven into 

historical narratives using the site of the Mountain Resort as a medium will be the primary focus 

of my study below. 

 

                                                
49 Murphy makes a similar observation about a transition between “notions of the importance of national 
patrimony, conceptually different from anti-colonialism” that gradually emerged in the 1970s and 1980s, 
3. 
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III. Preservation and Ideology 
 

By the 1950s it was estimated that less than a fifth of the original architectural structures 

were left in the area that had once encompassed the Mountain Resort and its Outer Temples 

(Wang Fushan 256). The landscape had also been severely damaged, with the once forested hills 

and plains almost completely denuded of trees, lake waters depleted by an estimated two-thirds, 

and an alarming progression of soil erosion (Feng 28). The larger city of Chengde had expanded 

into the site of the once sequestered imperial garden and many buildings, including factories, 

schools, and residences occupied land that had once been enclosed in the garden (Hou). 

Between 1976 to 2006 a series of three ten-year preservation plans were implemented by 

the Chengde Municipal Cultural Relics Administration with approval from the State Council to 

rehabilitate the Mountain Resort and Outlying Temples. The objectives of the preservation plans 

were summarized in two slogans: “Emphasize protection; prioritize recovery” baohu wei zhu, 

cangjiu diyi 保护为主，抢救第一 and “Effectively protect, sensibly utilize, and bolster 

management” youxiao baohu, heli liyong, jiaqiang guanli有效保护，合理利用，加强管理 

(Zhao and Niu 221). In other words, these enormously expensive state projects were to prioritize 

the protection and recovery of structures in danger of collapse or destruction. This involved the 

removal of existing structures and inhabitants that had come to occupy the land in the 

intervening century and the rehabilitation of remaining ruined buildings, and the restoration of 

many that had been destroyed.  At the same time, they were to effectively manage and use the 

park, which essentially involved turning it into to a functional tourism venue  

 Due to the enormous size of the Mountain Resort and the dire state of its natural 

environment, which had been subject to deforestation and soil depletion, as well as the 

challenges of constructing authentic restorations, this was a project of enormous scale and 
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although the third restoration plan formally concluded in 2006, renovation and landscaping 

projects continue to the present day. 

From 1976-1986, the first ten-year plan, for which 134.8 million yuan was allocated, was 

implemented (Wang Fushan 257). The first step from 1976-1978 involved removing non-cultural 

relic fei wenwu 非文物 structures that had been built during the 20th century, including 18 work 

units, and resettling over 400 families who had taken up residence on the land (Zhao and Niu 

218). Reconstruction and landscaping efforts began in 1979 and focused on the Palace and Lake 

Regions of the Resort. By 1986 most of the Palace Region had been restored, including the main 

hall where the Emperor held court and the residential buildings of the imperial family. The basic 

landscape, major lakes, and some of the main buildings of the Lake Region were also restored 

(ibid.). During this period, many of the Outlying Temples were also cleared of 20th century 

structures and partially restored (Wang Fushan 257). Putuozongcheng Temple, Xumifushou 

Temple and Pule Temple were opened to the public between 1978-1979 (Zhao and Niu 219). 

The first plan was followed by a second ten-year plan from 1986-1995, for which 296.4 

million yuan was allocated. Removal of non-cultural relic structures and relocation of residents 

on the land continued as well as further restoration of old architecture. Restorations in this period 

focused on completing the Lake Area and rehabilitating the Plains Area, including the 

Wanshuyuan 万树圆 where the Qing Emperors had hosted guests in tents and held competitions. 

Restoration of the remaining Eight Outlying Temples progressed significantly during this period. 

A restoration of Puren Temple was completed, Putuozongcheng Temple’s signature building, the 

Dahongtai, was reconstructed, and an elementary school that had been established in Shuxiang 

Temple was relocated (ibid.). 
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A third restoration plan was implemented between 1996 and 2005. From 1995-2001 more 

than 80 million yuan was allocated for the restoration of several structures in the Mountain 

Resort as well as the Xumifushou and Pule Temples. Although the Mountain District, which 

encompasses 80% of the total land, had been only partially restored and was still undergoing 

reforestation efforts, the Mountain Resort Administration opened a tour bus ride in 1998 that 

allowed tourists to circumnavigate the Mountain District and visit a few of the restored structures 

along the way, including the miniature Great Wall surrounding the garden (Chen Yiqin 6). By 

1999, forty out of the famous seventy-two scenes of Emperors Kangxi and Qianlong had been 

restored (Zhao and Niu 219). From 2002-2003 an additional 700 million yuan was allocated and 

serious efforts were undertaken to reclaim most of the land of the original Mountain Resort by 

removing existing structures and revitalizing the landscape. More than sixty structures and an 

additional fifteen of the seventy-two scenes were restored. Several major exhibits in the Outer 

Temples were set up during this period. A “Sixth Panchem Lama Visits the Emperor” Liushi 

Banchan Qinjian Huangdi 六世班禅觐见皇帝 exhibit in Xumifushou Temple and a “Qing 

Dynasty Buddhist Fine Arts” Qingdai Fojiao Yishu Jingpin 清代佛教艺术精品 exhibit in the 

Putuozongcheng Temple as well as the Wanfaguiyi Hall were completed (Ibid. 220). 

Although a fourth restoration plan was not formally implemented after 2005, restoration 

and maintenance at the Mountain Resort has been ongoing and in the last decade the Palace, 

Lake and Plains Regions as well as the Puning 普宁, Anyuan 安远, Pule普乐, Putuozongcheng 

普陀宗乘, and Xumifushou 须弥福寿 Temples have all been more or less completed and open 

to tourists.50 Restoration work on the massive mountain region of the Resort as well as the Puren 

                                                
50 There were originally twelve Outer Temples, but four of them were completed destroyed by the 1950s. 
Of the retrospectively named “Eight Outlying Temples” that survived relatively intact, Pushan Temple, 
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溥仁 and  Shuxiang 殊像 Outlying Temples are ongoing as well as maintenance work on the 

ecological environment and restored architecture, which have faced considerable challenges 

from tourism (Chen Yiqin). 

While contemporary scholarship has emphasized the physical renovations that occurred 

during these time periods and generally celebrated the efforts of officials and scholars to preserve 

the history and culture embodied in the Resort, what is often overlooked is the extent to which 

these renovations were also ideological, that is the extent to which reconstructed buildings and 

landscapes, historical exhibits and narrative plaques reinterpreted history to support 

contemporary trends in historiography.  

In fact, even the way in which the preservation initiatives themselves have been narrated 

in contemporary scholarship and tourism literature is ideologically charged in several ways that 

are easily overlooked by the casual reader. Most notably, there is a sharp distinction made 

between the pre-preservation period and the post preservation period, starting ostensibly in 1949 

with the founding of the People’s Republic of China by the Chinese Communist Party. In the 

former period, the Mountain Resort’s architectural and environmental destruction is attributed to 

warlords in the early Republican period, Japanese soldiers during the colonial administration of 

Manchukuo from 1933-1945, and Nationalist soldiers during the Chinese civil war from 1945-

1949.51  

On the other hand, according to these narratives, after China’s liberation under the 

Communist regime in 1949, destruction finally ceased and was replaced by a patriotic 

commitment to protecting and restoring China’s cultural relics. This selective narrative draws a 

                                                
Puren Temple and Shuxiang Temple have been under renovation since 2011 and are not yet open to the 
public. 
51 These observations are based on my close reading of more than twenty published histories of the 
Mountain Resort and will be elaborated upon in more detail subsequently. 
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villain/hero binary, which neglects the proposals for the architectural preservation of the 

Mountain Resort expressed by officials and scholars affiliated with the Nationalist regime, 

foreign visitors to China, and Japanese architectural historians in the early to mid 20th century. It 

also fails to address the ambivalence among Communist Party members towards preservation 

and either omits the vandalism carried out on Mountain Resort structures during the Cultural 

Revolution completely or represents this as a minor slip in an otherwise unwavering commitment 

to heritage preservation from the 1950s on. The effect is to valorize the Chinese Communist 

Party as the restorer of the Chinese patrimony that was barbarically savaged by the Party’s 

political enemies in the preceding eras. 

Another political aspect of the preservation narrative is its treatment of the removal of 

existing structures and relocation of households residing on the land of the original Mountain 

Resort as one of the progressive accomplishments of the preservation initiative. In these 

narratives, there are no details about the history of these buildings, what they were used for, and 

how eviction affected the local residents. Rather, there is a hegemonic assumption that the 

destruction of these historical artifacts and lived communities and their replacement with an 

“authentic” restoration of the Qing garden is justified and in the interests of the entire Chinese 

nation. 

A similar ideological perspective underlies the entire renovation process of the garden 

from the 1970s onwards. These renovations were not only physical alterations to restore 

buildings and landscapes from the past, but ideological interventions that repeatedly re-wrote the 

narrative of the site in order to keep pace with contemporaneous political ideology. As a cultural 

text, the site became a medium for promoting a shifting narrative about the historical and cultural 

significance of the Mountain Resort and Outlying Temples, one that changed to accommodate 
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itself to new political and social developments, especially in policies towards minorities and 

attitudes towards foreigners. These narratives were made accessible through the site’s 

periodically changing architecture, museum exhibits, explanatory plaques, tourist activities and 

tourism literature among other things.  

In fact, it was the restoration and official opening of the Mountain Resort to the public in 

the late 1970s that spurred the proliferation of academic publications and tourism literature about 

the history of the Mountain Resort and its architecture after almost a century of virtually no 

Chinese scholarly interest in the mountain resort (Foret). Since the 1980s, there have been at 

least fifty book-length publications related to the Mountain Resort’s history, architecture or 

scenery in Chinese alone.52 Although historical narratives about the Mountain Resort across 

these works cover similar content in more or less detail, I have discovered that there are 

identifiable rhetorical and thematic shifts that occur in the literature, which roughly correspond 

to the three ten-year renovation plans initiated from 1976-1985, 1986-1995 and 1996-2005, in 

which “new editions” of the site as a cultural text were produced. Below, I will trace these 

discursive shifts in the literature, and then I will explain how they were related to renovations of 

the site. 

   

Late 1970s to early 1980s: Marxist Historiography 

 

Early accounts of the Mountain Resort’s history are steeped in Marxist rhetoric and 

employ a Maoist interpretation of history. The Mountain Resort is presented as the crystallization 

of the working peoples’ wisdom, a product of their arduous labor, and the finest example of the 

                                                
52 This estimate is based on my personal research and efforts at collecting and cataloguing these works. 
Also see Hevia’s description in Hevia, World 228. 
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ancient art of garden-creation.53 The Emperors Kangxi and Qianlong, though acknowledged as 

capable rulers and bringers of historical progress in their attempts to consolidate multi-ethnic 

China, are also criticized for their opulence and exploitation of the masses who pay the price for 

the Emperors’ private pleasance and extravagant temples with their “blood and sweat.” The 

exorbitant cost of construction projects and maintenance is emphasized. As one source puts it, 

the amount of silver spent to repair the Putuozongcheng Temple “would be enough to feed 

100,000 working people for a year” (Chengde Muncipal 34). Another source contrasts the 

grandness and vastness of the Mountain Resort with the small and underdeveloped village 

around it in which the proletariat was forced to eke out a living (Jin 108). This emphasis on the 

contributions and struggles of the proletariat exemplifies a Marxist historiographical trend from 

the 1950s. It can also be seen as a politically correct justification for attributing value to what 

otherwise could be (and during the Cultural Revolution was) regarded as the decadent creations 

of the feudal emperors exemplifying the bourgeois exploitation of the masses and, in the case of 

the Buddhist temples, feudal superstition. By proposing that the primary value of the Mountain 

Resort and Outlying Temples lies in their status as artistic creations of the working people, the 

narrative diligently follows Mao’s dictate that “The people, and only the people, are the impetus 

for the creation of world history.”54 

Brushing against this identification with the plight of the masses somewhat 

uncomfortably is the repeated assertion in late 1970s and early 1980s accounts that the history of 

the Mountain Resort and Outlying Temples reflects the Qing emperors’ efforts to consolidate the 

                                                
53 There are variations in wording, but the tropes of the “working people’s” 劳动人民 “wisdom” 智慧 as 
well as “blood and sweat” 血汗 are repeated in 1950s-1980s descriptions of various architectural and 
cultural artifacts. 
54 This is quoted in the earliest 1976 source after an assertion that the Mountain Resort is the 
crystallization of the wisdom, blood and sweat of the working people. Chengde Bishushanzhuang 9. 
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multi-ethnic Chinese nation, an effort which, from the teleological Marxist perspective is 

historically progressive, inevitable, and “objectively accords with the fundamental interests of 

the people of all ethnicities” (Jin 63). These texts interpret Kangxi and Qianlong’s multiple 

military campaigns in the northwest, as “pacifying rebellions” 平定叛乱. The leaders of these 

rebellions are depicted as “vicious” xiongmeng 凶猛 and “ambitious” yexin 野心 “ethnic 

separatists” minzu fenliefenzi 民族分裂分子, in many cases conspiring with Russian “invaders” 

qinlüezhe 侵略者 to threaten China’s multiethnic unity. These separatist ringleaders are 

contrasted with the leaders of other minority tribes who willingly submitted themselves to Qing 

rule and were appropriately rewarded and welcomed in the spirit of national unity.  

The valorization of Qing imperial conquest as a positive development and condemnation 

of “minority” rebellion against Qing hegemony as destructive separatism mirrors CCP policies 

towards state-designated Chinese minorities at the time, but seems to run suspiciously counter to 

the Marxist valorization of the exploited classes and encouragement of revolution against 

oppressive bourgeois forces.55 This theme is present in late 1970s to early1980s narratives’ 

interpretation of the mid to late Qing from the latter part of the reign of the Qianlong Emperor on 

in which “land and wealth were increasingly collected in the hands of the bureaucrats and 

landlords, taxes, ethnic conflict and class conflicts increased sharply, and there were large scale 

peasant uprisings everywhere” (Tianjin and Chengde 5). In contrast to the separatist rebellions of 

minorities during the reigns of Kangxi and Qianlong, the White Lotus Rebellion during the reign 

                                                
55 In fact, Zhang Yuxin 张羽新, who claims to have started the ethnic unification interpretation of the 
Mountain Resort through the publication of his 1974 essay “Woguo Tongyi Duominzu Guojia Gongu he 
Fazhan de Lishi” 我国统一多民族国家巩固和发展的历史 [The History of the Consolidation and 
Development of Our Country’s Multiethnic Nation] also says that he was subsequently denounced for 
“singing the praises of the feudal bourgeois” Kangxi and Qianlong Emperors in 1977. Zhang and Zhang 
5-6.  
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of the Jiaqing Emperor from 1794-1804 is characterized as a righteous peasant uprising that, 

though ultimately unsuccessful, marks the beginning of the decline of the oppressive Qing 

regime (Jin 100). The narration of later Qing history is particularly critical of the Qing rulers 

Xianfeng and Dowager Empress Cixi, who are characterized as incompetent, cowardly, and 

woefully neglectful of the public good in their pursuit of their own private pleasures.  

Another prominent theme in the narratives from this era is anti-imperialism. While the 

Russians in the time of Kangxi and Qianlong are represented as threatening neighbors with 

designs on Chinese territory who try to bribe and cajole minority groups to defect against China, 

the British and other foreigners are represented as capitalists zibenzhuyizhe 资本主义者 (in the 

Marxist pejorative sense) and colonialists zhiminzhuyizhe 殖民主义者 who ruthlessly exploit 

China’s weakness for commercial and political gain. Exemplary of this is Ambassador 

Macartney, whose embassy to the Qianlong Emperor in 1793 is described as part of an English 

capitalist plot to force open China’s markets. In the narration of the Republican era, the looting 

of the Mountain Resort and its destruction is blamed on warlords, Japanese “bandits” Rikou 日寇 

or “fascists” faxisizhuyizhe 法西斯主义者 and Nationalist “reactionaries” Guomindang 

fandongpai 国民党反动派. One account claims that the tiles on one of the golden-roof temples 

are discolored because greedy Japanese tried unsuccessfully to melt them off with chemicals 

(Perdue). Almost all accounts condemn the Japanese plunder of the golden-roofed pavilion, 

Zongjinge 宗镜阁 from the Zhuyuan Temple 珠源寺 in 1944 as an example of Japanese avarice 

and disregard for the destruction of cultural artifacts. The cumulative effect of these portrayals is 

to represent the Westerners, Japanese and Nationalists as the ones responsible for damaging and 

pillaging the Mountain Resort and Outlying Temples, while the Communist Party is held up as 

the savior of national cultural heritage who preserves the and returns it to the people by opening 
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it up as a public park (as opposed to the private pleasure garden of the empire that it was 

historically). No mention is given of the Cultural Revolution at all, creating a seamless hero 

narrative extending from the founding of the PRC in 1949 to the time of the works’ publication 

in the early 1980s. 

Following the theme of sympathizing with the proletariat’s plight and valorizing their 

struggles to oppose exploitation and imperialism, during the 1980s there were at least two 

anthologies of popular legends about Chengde published that were ostensibly gathered from 

among the people over many years (Chengde Diqu; Lu). The compiler of the earliest 1984 

anthology summarizes the following diverse themes in these legends: praise for the discipline 

and wisdom of the proletariat in overcoming nature; praise for unswervingly loyal love; praise 

for the righteous war against evil; praise for ethnic harmony and unity; and censure of the ruling 

class’s extravagance and arrogance (Lu 1). Of these, the last theme is particularly prominent, 

with the emperor depicted in several legends as tyrannical and exploitative of the people.56 

  

Late 1980s to Mid 1990s: Ethnic Unity and the Golden Age of Kangxi and Qianlong 

 

In the late 1980s to early 1990s, published Mountain Resort narratives, which were still 

generally either academic in nature or part of tourism literature, abandoned much of the heavier 

Marxist rhetoric of class struggle and ideological war and placed an increased emphasis on the 

theme of ethnic unity, now formalized by the political slogan minzu tuanjie 民族团结.57 

Although one can still find occasional nods to the role of the laboring masses in the construction 

                                                
56 For example, see the two stories translated by Gernant in Millward. 
57 This term was present in some early 1980s works too, but in later works becomes a repeated set phrase.  
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of the Resort, concern for their historical plight virtually disappears, and the discrepancy 

between the depiction of the mid-Qing emperors as both bourgeois exploiters and national 

unifiers is resolved by the deletion of the former and the embrace of what is called the “golden 

age of Kangxi and Qianlong” KangQian shengshi 康乾盛世 in which these two emperors are un-

ambivalently represented as having unified the Chinese nation through their benevolent policies 

of cultural and religious tolerance towards minorities, their tireless efforts to pacify the 

egomaniacal separatists in the northwest, and their militaristic measures to guard against the 

incursions of the avaricious Russian invaders (Hevia, “World”). For example, one source states 

that “In the early and middle years of the Qing, the dynasty’s basic national policy was to 

harmonize the borderlands and protect ethnic unification and national security” (Liu Yuwen 33). 

All of these activities are explicitly stated as having been done with the support of (not just on 

behalf of) the Chinese people of all ethnicities. As in the 1980s accounts, historical events related 

to the Mountain Resort are narrated from the perspective of ethnic unification, however whereas 

previous narratives presented Kangxi and Qianlong’s ethnic policies as pushing China towards 

the teleological inevitability of ethnic unification, newer narratives assumed a preexisting ethnic 

unity that the policies of religious and cultural tolerance of Qianlong and Kangxi served to 

strengthen and protect.58 It is emphasized that the majority of minorities ardently opposed the 

separatist rebellions of minority extremists and enthusiastically supported Qing pacification 

campaigns. This new narrative trend of glorifying Kangxi and Qianlong as exemplary rulers 

coincides with the publication of several books during this period focusing on the Kangxi and 

Qianlong emperors specifically.59 

                                                
58 Hevia also describes this shift in unification rhetoric in Restoration, 33-34. 
59 For example: Zhang, Qingchao Huangdi zai Chengde [The Qing Emperors at Chengde]; He, Kangxi 
Yuzhi Beiwen [Kangxi Imperial Stele Inscriptions] and Qianlong Yuzhi Beiwen [Qianlong Imperial Stele 
Inscriptions]; Wen, Qianlong Huangxi zai Chengde [The Qianlong Emperor at Chengde]. 
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The popular uprisings during Qianlong’s latter reign that previous narratives claimed he 

had cruelly suppressed are omitted and the White Lotus Rebellion during the Jiaqing reign 

becomes the fault line for the turn in the dynasty’s fortunes and the declining morality of the 

later Qing Emperors, which is generally narrated only briefly in contrast to earlier texts (Tianjin 

and Chengde 5). Anti-imperialism is still strong in these narratives and the unequal treaties, if 

mentioned, are generally described as “forfeiting sovereignty and humiliating the nation” 

sangquan ruguo 丧权辱国  but the object lesson is less about national humiliation as in 

Yuanmingyuan narratives, and more about China’s outstanding cultural heritage, loss of that 

heritage because of warlords, Japanese and Nationalists, and the restoration of that heritage 

under the benevolent leadership of the Chinese Communist Party.  

Replacing class struggle as a narrative theme to elicit the reader’s emotional 

identification is a new theme of patriotism in which the “bourgeois,” “capitalist,” “fascist” and 

“reactionary” enemy disappears and we are left with foreign “invaders,” “colonialists,” and 

“imperialists” threatening Chinese national unity and destroying national treasures.60 The 

decision of minority groups to relocate to Rehe and submit themselves to Qing rule is described 

not only in terms of ethnic unification but in terms of patriotism. For example, the return of the 

Torguts is said to reflect “the ardent love for the motherland of the people of every ethnicity in 

our country, their opposition to separatism, and their patriotic spirit of protecting the unification 

and dignity of the motherland” (Wang Zhengqian 11). The espoused value of the Resort no 

longer lies in its proletariat origin, but rather in its historical and political value as a “monument 

to ethnic unification” minzu tuanjie zhi fengbei 民族团结之丰碑 and its cultural value as 

                                                
60 “Invaders,” “colonialists” and “imperialists” were of course present in previous narratives but the over-
riding emphasis was still on class struggle and the struggle between opposing ideologies rather than a 
struggle between nations.  
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representative of three of China’s jidacheng “peak achievements” 集大成 in ancient garden 

aesthetics, ancient architectural aesthetics and religious culture (Li Yuehui 3).61 This celebration 

of Chinese history and culture as national achievements of which all Chinese people should be 

proud is one of the discursive themes of the patriotic education campaign beginning in the 

1990s.62 Under this new cultural-nationalist lens, the exquisite beauty and expert craftsmanship 

of Mountain Resort architecture and cultural artifacts are emphasized as the shared cultural 

heritage of all Chinese people.  

This trend was accompanied by numerous publications focusing specifically on the 

architectural and environmental aesthetics of the Mountain Resort and Outlying Temples. There 

was also a proliferation of tourism literature on the Mountain Resort in the late 1980s and early 

1990s, including guidebooks that give brief summaries of the Resort’s history and sights and 

include suggested travel itineraries and information about food and lodging.    

 

Late 1990s to 20th Century: World Cultural Heritage 

 

After the Mountain Resort’s acceptance onto UNESCO’s World Heritage List in 1994, 

Mountain Resort narratives increasingly included discussions on the importance of heritage 

preservation, environmental protection and the Mountain Resort’s role as an international tourist 

site. Amidst the usual rhetoric of ethnic unification and Chinese cultural achievement appear 

words like “world cultural heritage” shijie wenhua yichan 世界文化遗产 and the “culture of 

                                                
61 Both of these ideas can be found in numerous other sources. 
62 For a brief explanation of the patriotic education campaign, see Chapter One, 15-16. 
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humanity” renlei wenhua人类文化, signifying a more global outlook towards the meaning and 

utility of the Mountain Resort. 

While many of the themes from previous narratives—Qing benevolent ethnic policy and 

the unification of minorities, the ethnic syncretism of the Outlying Temples’ architecture, the 

incomparable beauty of the Resort’s Seventy-Two Scenes etc.—are continued, much of the more 

inflammatory rhetoric is neutralized and there seems to be a conscious attempt to accommodate 

global standards of scientific historiography by being more specific. For example, a 1980 text 

describes Japanese activites at the Mountain Resort in the following way: “During the period that 

the Japanese bandits ruled, they had the Chang Lake and Banyue Lake adjacent to the mountain 

district filled in to make a shooting range and turned the magnificent site of splashing waterfalls 

spewing out untold wonders into an unrecognizable wasteland” (Chengde Municipal 243). 

Whereas a 2002 text describes this in the following way: “in March of 1932, the Japanese 

invading army occupied Chengde, burnt down the Juan’ashengjing 卷阿胜境 Hall, filled up its 

inner lakes and made it into a shooting range” (Jin Tao 217). 

 There is also more allowance for historical discussion. For example, one source argues 

that Qianlong’s response to the Maccartney Embassy of 1793 was the product of cultural 

misunderstanding and that if the Qianlong Emperor had only been willing to keep an open 

dialogue with the British, they would have probably been able to reach an agreement much more 

favorable to China (Wang and Zhang 174). Some sources also include a more concrete 

discussion of how the garden was destroyed throughout the 20th century and preservation 

attempts from the 1950s. The Cultural Revolution, before omitted as taboo, is also briefly 

mentioned in some of these accounts as a time when “Mountain Resort architecture suffered 

partial damage” (Zhao and Niu 118). 
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Whereas before domestic tourists and overseas Chinese were the main focus of tourism 

literature, which was mostly monolingual, in the late 1990s and 20th century there was an 

increased emphasis on making the site accessible and appealing to international tourists. Tourism 

guides geared towards domestic and international tourists began to incorporate bilingual 

Chinese-English translation and even some scholarly works were partially translated. While most 

books were still exclusively in Chinese and addressed to a primarily domestic audience, there 

was an increased awareness that more information about the Mountain Resort should be made 

available to non-Chinese speakers.  

In addition to the publication of English-language material, the 1990s and 21st century 

saw a proliferation in other forms of educational media about the Resort, including 

documentaries, television programs, and internet websites. The official Mountain Resort website 

was formally established in 2010 and includes its own official blog and QQ account, reflecting a 

broader trend in the growth of digital media.63  

 

Continuities and Ruptures 

 

Although I have attempted to identify the major shifts in Mountain Resort narratives over 

time, it should be noted that these shifts were gradual, non-uniform and did not manifest as 

egregious re-writings of previous narratives, but, rather, as new layers added on top of previous 

content and interwoven with older rhetoric. There are some notable continuities between 

Mountain Resort narratives from the 1970s to the 21st century.  A description of the Mountain 

Resort according to its four geographical regions and seventy-two scenes is standard in almost all 

                                                
63 http://www.bishushanzhuang.com.cn/. 
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texts about the Resort and reflects the importance placed on these distinctions in earlier imperial 

texts. Ethnic unification, although read under the lens of Marxist teleology in earlier texts and 

patriotism in later texts, is the preeminent theme of almost every Mountain Resort narrative. 

Another idea that shows up repeatedly from the 1980s to the 21st century is the Mountain 

Resort as part of the project of spiritual civilization construction 精神文明建设, a concept which 

Deng Xiaoping introduced in a speech in 1980 as key to national success and as a moral 

counterpart to material civilization construction 物质文明建设. This concept has been seen 

widely as one of Deng Xiaoping’s strategies to justify capitalist economic policies and the 

implementation of foreign models and principles by claiming to maintain “Chinese 

characteristics” and hold to basic Communist moral principles. Within this context, the 

renovation of the Mountain Resort according to Western principles of authenticity and its 

success as a popular tourism venue are affiliated with Communist values of raising the social 

awareness and cultural level of the populace.64 

Anti-imperialism is generally much stronger in earlier narratives than later ones, with 

more content dedicated to the crimes of the English and Japanese. Many post 1990 texts do not 

even include narration of Qing history after Qianlong and if they do, mention Xianfeng’s death at 

the Mountain Resort and the signing of unequal treaties only briefly. This is an interesting 

contrast to Yuanmingyuan narratives, which tend to focus on the national humiliation of the 

garden’s destruction above all and Yuanmingyuan’s former glory and contemporary restoration 

only secondarily. This differences might be accounted for by the fact that the Yuanmingyuan 

was explicitly preserved as a ruins park, and thus the lesson of national humiliation was derived 

                                                
64 Kirk Denton mentions the term briefly within a broader study of the ideological implications of 
museums in the post-Mao era in his article, “Museums, Memorial Sites and Exhibitionary Culture in the 
People’s Republic of China,” 568. 
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from those ruins, whereas the Mountain Resort was fully restored to look like the garden at its 

height and thus its object lesson was necessarily tied to the ethnic unification of the golden age 

of Kangxi and Qianlong. 

The theme of ethnic unification, though described in subtly different ways across 

narratives, is consistently the most prominent theme and object lesson of all Mountain Resort 

narratives, with the Mountain Resort and Outyling Temples repeatedly extoled as symbols of 

ethnic unity. Held up as examples of the ethnic unification of Qing China are selective accounts 

of the following five historical events, which become a sort of “canon” that are incorporated into 

almost every subsequent account of Mountain Resort history: 1. The Pacification of Galdan’s 

Dzungar rebellion by the Kangxi Emperor in 1696, 2. Three Dorbet chiefs’ submission to the 

Qing and warm reception by the Qianlong Emperor in 1753, 3. The Qianlong Emperor’s 

pacification of the Dzungar rebellion led by Amursana from 1755-1758, 4. The Torguts’ “return” 

from Russia in 1771, and 5. The Sixth Panchen Lama’s visit to the Mountain Resort to celebrate 

the Qianlong Emperor’s birthday in 1780.65 All of these events are held up as proof that China 

was historically multi-ethnic, that minorities willingly agreed to be part of China, and that those 

minorities who opposed were dangerous separatists who were pacified with the support of other 

minorities. 

The historical connection between these events and the Mountain Resort and Outlying 

Temples has to do with the Kangxi and Qianlong Emperors’ reception of guests there, lavish 

celebrations, and construction of commemorative temples and steles relating to these events. 

They are recorded in imperial histories and poems personally penned by the Kangxi and 

Qianlong emperors. These interpretations are very much ideologically charged political 

                                                
65 For example, all five of these events appear in Chengde Bishushanzhuang Administration; Chengde 
Municipal; Jin Tao; Wang Zhenqian, Wang and Zhang; Wen Jie; and Zhang Pingyi. 
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interpretations, however, they are very different from the interpretations of these events from the 

1980s onwards. Qing imperial accounts focused on the charisma and divine legitimacy of Qing 

ruler-ship, the apparent success of Qing imperial policy in the Northwest, and the Qing empire as 

a successor to Genghis Khan’s Mongolian empire. The modern concepts of “ethnicity” and 

“ethnic unification”  under whose lens these events are interpreted in Mountain Resort narratives 

of the 1980s were not introduced until the 20th century as a justification for including the 

territories of traditionally non-Chinese groups within the modern boundaries of the the emergent 

Chinese nation-state.66 However, by the 1980s the interpretation of the Manchu emperors’ (who 

in the late 19th and early 20th century were widely considered “outside invaders” from whom 

China must be reclaimed)  conquest of many groups and territories that were not historically 

considered part of “China proper” as “ethnic unification” became a politically correct standard. 

By the 21st century this political myth of ethnic unification was so naturalized and Qing China so 

thoroughly equated to the modern Chinese nation-state that it is virtually impossible to find any 

other interpretations in Chinese-language scholarship.67   

 

Conferences at the Resort 

 

 The discursive shifts in Mountain Resort literature that I have identified are also reflected 

in a series of academic conferences held in 1983, 1993, 2003 and 2013 in commemoration of the 

1703 construction of the Mountain Resort. During these conferences, scholars and officials were 

invited to present their research on the Mountain Resort and discuss the future of preservation 

                                                
66 This issue will be elaborated on in Chapter Six. 
67 In fact, there have been numerous reactions against New Qing History claims that the Han ethnicity 
was a 20th century invention and that the Manchu Emperors were not completely sinicized. For two 
examples, see Huang; Xu Jieshun. 
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efforts and tourism development. Corresponding volumes of collected papers were published for 

the 1993, 2003 and 2013 conferences.  

The 1983 conference was attended by over 120 scholars from all over China, including 

Inner Mongolia and Heilongjiang, and its main topics of focus were restoration and revitalization 

projects in the Resort, the development of sustainable tourism, and bolstering academic research 

on the Mountain Resort’s history and architecture. In regards to the last goal, the renowned Qing 

historian, Dai Yi戴逸, proposed that a new field of study, “Mountain Resort Studies” 山庄学 

should be established, which became a reality in subsequent years with the formation of the 

Mountain Resort Research Institute Bishushanzhuang Yanjiuhui 避暑山庄研究会 (Li Yuehui 2; 

Dai). The conference reflected widespread support for the restoration of Mountain Resort 

landscape and architecture as part of a greater project of urban development and tourism that was 

characteristic of Deng Xiaoping-era rapid industrialization and commercialization.  

 The 1993 conference, attended mainly by domestic Qing historians and architects, took 

“the Golden Age of Kangxi and Qianlong and the Mountain Resort,” as its theme, reflecting the 

rehabilitation of figures who were previously considered “bourgeois exploiters” and a general 

shift in attitude towards the Manchu Qing emperors. Interestingly, this conference coincided with 

the 200-year anniversary of the Macartney Embassy to China in 1793 for which another 

conference was held at the Mountain Resort in the fall of 1993 that included several international 

scholars (Hevia, World 230). 

The 2003 conference was of particular significance because it marked the 300th year 

anniversary of the Mountain Resort’s building and was commenced with much fanfare. The 

theme of the conference was academic research on the Mountain Resort, which emphasized 

topics beyond the narrower concern of previous scholarship with the architectural style and 
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political history of the Resort (Zhao Ling, ed., Jinian). Topics included studies on the traditional 

rituals, entertainments and social events performed at the Mountain Resort, analyses of objects, 

art and literary works from the Mountain Resort, and detailed reports about archeological 

findings and the results of environmental surveys. In a preface to the volume of collected papers 

published after the conference, head of the Chengde Cultural Relics Office Shi Liwu 师力武 

stated that one of the overarching purposes of such research was “to make our management and 

protection work on the Mountain Resort even more scientific and even more aligned with the 

policies and laws of world heritage protection” (Shi 3).  

 At least two other significant conferences were held at Chengde in 2003 in celebration of 

the garden’s 300-year anniversary, the Chengde International Forum on World Cultural Heritage 

Chengde Shijie Wenhua Yichan Guoji Luntanhui 承德世界文化遗产国际论坛会 and the 

Chengde International Academic Seminar on Qing History Chengde Qingshi Guoji Xeushu 

Yantaohui  承德清史国际学术研讨会, both of which included presentations from international 

scholars and were multilingual, reflecting the more global outlook of Mountain Resort discourse 

in the 21st century. 

 In Chinese heritage preservation, state officials, site managers, and academics are closely 

affiliated and collaborate to set the agenda for specific projects. Thus academic literature on the 

Mountain Resort and the multiple academic conferences held at the Mountain Resort, while 

themselves somewhat removed from the popular consumption because of their specialized nature 

and audience, have unquestionably had a direct effect on the way that the site has been designed 

and constructed. . Conversely, the kinds of academic questions asked and studies undertaken 

have often been directly shaped by the needs of heritage preservation. In fact, it was the decision 

to restore the site in the 1970s that led to a proliferation of academic works and conferences 
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about the Mountain Resort and it is the continued national project of maintaining and expanding 

the site that have kept research and discourse on the Mountain Resort alive. Promoting academic 

studies on the Mountain Resort that could be directly applied to site preservation and 

management was an explicit goal in all of the conferences.  

What I am proposing is that there is a dialogue going on between the site as an evolving 

memory medium and academic literature about the Mountain Resort in which site managers, 

scholars (mainly domestic, but increasingly international) and representatives from local and 

national government are negotiating the contents, themes, and emphases of site narratives as 

embodied in architecture, imagery and texts. The site has been the seminal medium around 

which all other Mountain Resort media have centered and has transformed along with them in an 

ongoing discursive web. By understanding how the thematic emphases and rhetoric of academic 

media has changed over time, we are better able to understand how the site was designed and 

transformed over time in conjunction with them. 

 

III. The Site as a Cultural Text 
 

 

 The current site of the Mountain Resort, including its museum exhibits, architecture and 

natural features, should be understood as an amalgamation of different layers of Mountain Resort 

discourse inscribed at different times during the past four decades of restoration. Unlike 

published texts, its constituent parts were not all edited at one time for publication as a unified 

new edition. Different sections were added, modified or overwritten at different times according 

to the then prevailing objectives and ideas of the Mountain Resort Administration. Thus the 

message conveyed by the site is neither unitary nor necessarily internally consistent. Below, I 
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will conduct a semiotic analysis of the Mountain Resort museum and garden to elucidate some of 

the multiple discourses that are potentially activated when a visitor consumes the site. While the 

average domestic visitor may not pay close attention to all the nuances of the site’s design and its 

modes of semiotic communication, he or she will visit the site with preexisting ideas about the 

site’s significance and meaning that he or she has consumed from previous media or connected 

to previous experiences, which then will shape, and in some cases reinforce, the ideological 

messages conveyed in the site. Thus while my semiotic reading of the site is certainly not to be 

mistaken with collective memory, it represents some of the potential meanings triggered for 

visitors and constitutes a significant resource for approaching collective memory, especially 

because of its discursive relationship with other media.68 

 

The Palace (Museum) Region 

 

 Upon passing the ticket gate and entering into the Mountain Resort’s through the main 

palace entrance, visitors are immediately presented with a large stylized map of the Mountain 

Resort and a brief description which identifies the three Qing Emperors during whose reign the 

garden was constructed, Kangxi, Yong Zheng and Qianlong, and the garden’s major regions, 

Mountain, Lake and Plains, which represent Chinese territory. The garden’s natural features are 

emphasized and that it combines styles from China’s northern and southern traditions. Lastly, it 

mentions that the Resort was admitted onto UNESCO’s World Heritage List in 1994.69 Thus, in 

the sanitized language of scientific historiography, the introductory plaque sets the stage for all 

                                                
68 My semiotic analysis of the site is based on a series of visits in 2011, 2013 and 2014. The exhibits 
changed little between my visits, but may have changed since. 
69 For the full Chinese text of this plaque, see Appendix A1. 
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the important elements of Mountain Resort discourse: its historical significance as a place built 

during the golden age of Kangxi and Qianlong, its significance in legitimating Chinese territorial 

claims, its aesthetic and cultural significance as part of Chinese national heritage and its global 

significance in terms of UNESCO world heritage discourse.  

 The museum is structured as a series of courtyards with exhibits in the peripheral 

buildings and restored, fully furnished halls in the main buildings that visitors can peer into 

through glass windows. There are two major historical exhibits at the start and end of the palace 

region with textual narration about the garden’s highest and lowest historical periods, two 

historically themed exhibits on the Qing Emperors and Cixi, and several exhibits of cultural 

objects, including a chronograph exhibit, an exhibit on hanging screens, a twelve zodiac exhibit, 

a porcelain exhibit, and an enamel exhibit.70 

 The first exhibit visitors come upon is the main permanent museum exhibit, separated 

into two wings and entitled “The Prosperous Period of the Mountain Resort” 兴盛时期的避暑山

庄. A textual narrative with supplementary pictures and artifacts proceeds according to four 

subheadings (with only the introduction and headings translated into English): 1. The Origin of 

the Mountain Resort Bishushanzhuang de Youlai避暑山庄的由来 2. The Grand Occasion of the 

Mountain Resort Bishushanzhuang de Shengkuang 避暑山庄的盛况 3. Political Activities of the 

Qing Emperors at the Mountain Resort Qingdi zai Bishushanzhuang de Zhengzhi Huodong清帝

在避暑山庄的政治活动 4. Cultural Activities of the Qing Emperors at the Mountain Resort 

Qingdi zai Bishushanzhuang de Wenhua Huodong 清帝在避暑山庄的文化活动. The 

introductory plaque sums up the multiple themes of the exhibit by declaring that the buildings, 

                                                
70 These exhibits are less permanent and the number and topics have varied over time. 
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landscapes and artifacts in the Resort “record the glory of ‘the Golden Age of Kangxi and 

Qianlong,’ are “collective monuments to the diligence and wisdom of the working people of 

every ethnicity, to ethnic culture and to artistic fusion”; and are “witnesses to the history of our 

country’s consolidation and development of a unified multi-ethnic nation in the early Qing.”71 

Although the introduction gives a nod to the contributions of the working people, the exhibit 

narrative generally follows late 1980s to early 1990s trends and represents Kangxi and Qianlong 

in an overwhelmingly positive light as national unifiers who won over minority leaders with their 

benevolent policies. The canonical events of ethnic unification, including Kangxi’s pacification 

of Galdan’s rebellion and Qianlong’s welcome of the Torguts’ “return” are mentioned in 

captions. The Sixth Panchen Lama’s visit to the Mountain Resort to celebrate Qianlong’s 60th 

birthday is also mentioned and he is called “one of our country’s outstanding patriotic religious 

leaders.” Among the significant cultural activities that occurred at the Resort mentioned in the 

exhibit are the imperial hunt at Mulan, theatric performances at the Qingyin Pavilion 清音阁, 

and the compilation of the encyclopedic Siku Quanshu 四库全书, copies of which were stored in 

the Wenjin Pavilion 文津阁. The overall impression that the museum gives (being linguistically 

exclusive to Chinese-speakers) is that the early Qing Mountain Resort is representative of 

significant historical and cultural achievements of which Chinese people should be proud. This 

idea is bolstered by the smaller exhibits of cultural objects throughout the Palace Region. 

 The other major historical exhibit in the Palace District concludes the museum tour and is 

entitled “Emperor Xianfeng and Dowager Empress Cixi in the Mountain Resort: A Page of 

National Betrayal and Humiliation in Modern Chinese History” Xianfeng Cixi Taihou zai 

Shanzhuang—Zhongguo Jindaishishang Sangquan Ruguo de Yi Ye 咸丰帝慈禧太后在山庄—

                                                
71 For the full Chinese text of this plaque, see Appendix A2. 
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—中国近代史上丧权辱国的一页. The narrative subheadings are quite telling: 1. Xifang 

Lieqiang Ruqin,Sangquan Tiaoyue Qianding 西方列强入侵，丧权条约签订 (The Western 

Powers Invade, Treaties Forfeiting National Sovereignty are Signed) 2. Zhanzheng Fengyun 

Zaiqi, Zhengfu Fubai Wuneng 战争风云再起，政府腐败无能 (The Storm of War Rises Again, 

A Corrupt and Incompetent Government) 3. Lieqiang Bubu Jinbi, Xianfeng Canghuang Chutao 

列强步步紧逼，咸丰仓皇出挑 (The Powers Close In, Xianfeng Flees in Panic) and 4. Duiwai 

Quxi Toujiang, Duinei Canku Zhenya 对外屈膝头奖，对内残酷镇压 (Bending the Knee in 

Surrender Towards Outsiders, Cruel and Oppressive Towards One’s Own). The introductory 

plaque reminds visitors that although the prosperous period of the Mountain Resort during the 

early Qing is a proud part of Chinese history, the Mountain Resort also recalls the humiliating 

history of the late Qing when the corrupt and incompetent Qing Emperors signed the Unequal 

Treaties, ceded over territory, and paid indemnities to foreigners. In the spirit of patriotic 

education, visitors are urged to reflect on this shameful history and contemplate the truism that 

“the backwards will be beaten” luohou jiu yao aida 落后就要挨打.72  

The exhibits narrate the Opium Wars from the perspective of national humiliation with 

supplementary maps, photographs and document excerpts as well as a summary of the terms of 

each major Unequal Treaty. At the same time, hints of earlier Communist victor narratives are 

also present.  The first Opium War is characterized as “the first heroic struggle in the Chinese 

people’s resistance against foreign invaders.” The heroism and suffering of the people is 

contrasted with the Xianfeng Emperor, who is characterized as putting his own safety and 

enjoyment above matters of state by fleeing to the Mountain Resort along with funds from 

                                                
72 For the full Chinese text of this plaque, see Appendix A3. 
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various treasuries and traitorously acquiescing to the demands of the invaders. Outside the 

museum is a plaque with the slogan “never forget the national humiliation” wuwang guochi勿忘

国耻 inscribed on it and an inscription explaining that this is where the Xianfeng Emperor signed 

the Treaty of Beijing. The themes and tone of this last exhibit—lambasting the late Qing rulers 

for failing to stand up to foreign invaders and allowing China to suffer humiliation— are 

completely opposite from those of the entrance exhibit, which are full of praise for the 

benevolent policies and pacification campaigns of the early Qing Emperors as consolidating the 

unified multiethnic nation and reaching peak cultural achievements.  What visitors are left with 

is a sense, very similar to the one conveyed at Yuanmingyuan, that it is every Chinese person’s 

sacred duty to make sure China is strong and not weak, and that one should take pride in the 

China’s past cultural accomplishments while preserving a deep sense of humiliation about 

China’s past defeats. As Peter Hays Gries, has pointed out, this bipolar narrative logic, reinforced 

by countless other media including history classes and TV shows, engenders a deep national 

insecurity, whereby Chinese nationals are encouraged to interpret historical and political events 

through the binary lens of credits to or attacks on a unitary Chinese nation.73 

From a cultural memory perspective, what is interesting about this exhibit is that it does 

not reflect the thematic emphases of the majority of Mountain Resort literature, which is far 

more focused on the golden age of Kangxi and Qianlong. As mentioned previously, earlier 

literature narrates the history of the latter Qing under the lenses of anti-imperialism and class 

struggle rather than national humiliation and later narratives tend to either omit or abridge 

accounts of latter Qing history. In other words, this exhibit is generally taking content from early 

Mountain Resort narratives and repackaging it under the theme of national humiliation. The 

                                                
73 Gries. 
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decision to emphasize national humiliation here makes sense in the context of the patriotic 

education campaign, which the Mountain Resort was officially affiliated with in 1996 when it 

was designated a municipal patriotic education base. It might also be a reflection of the 

conscious link drawn between the Mountain Resort and Yuanmingyuan. Beginning in literature 

from the late 1970s, the Yuanmingyuan and the Mountain Resort are often compared not only 

because they were the two largest Qing imperial parks and were built around the same time, but 

because their restoration in the late 20th century was based on similar principles. Whereas 1980s 

Yuanmingyuan site narratives focused on the notion of national humiliation from the Republican 

era and cultural-nationalism was something gradually incorporated in the 1990s, Mountain 

Resort narratives possibly followed a different trajectory, beginning with an emphasis on ethnic 

unification and growing to incorporate national humiliation later, perhaps because of a perceived 

connection between the two. In fact, the burning of Yuanmingyuan as a national humiliation is 

referenced in the Mountain Resort exhibit with a picture. The fact that national humiliation 

figures prominently in the museum but not the literature only highlights the ideological 

inconsistencies in the glorification of the high Qing and simultaneous condemnation of the late 

Qing.  

 Complicating the messages sent between the opening and closing exhibit further are two 

smaller exhibits along the way, the “Twelve Qing Emperors Wax Figure Exhibit” Qingdai Shier 

Di Laxiang Zhan 清代十二帝蜡像展 and the “Articles for Daily Use of Dowager Cixi Exhibit” 

Cixi Shenghuopin Zhan慈溪生活用品展. The former features life-size wax models of each of 

the twelve Qing Emperors along with brief biographical descriptions. An introductory plaque 

explains Nuerhachi and Huang Taiji’s founding of the Qing Dynasty and mentions that the 

empire was at its height during the time of Kangxi and Qianlong. The empire’s 18th century 
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decline is attributed to the Taiping Rebellion on the domestic front and Opium War incited by 

capitalist invaders on the international front. The description concludes with the Xinhai 

Revolution of 1911 led by Sun Zhongshan toppling the Manchu regime and ending over 300 

years of feudal autocracy.74 The historical scene that each wax model depicts is telling of the 

contemporary historiographical divide between the early to mid-Qing as a time of progress and 

ethnic unification and the late Qing as a time of corruption and impotence.  

The founding emperor Nuerhachi is depicted in battle “unifying the Jurchens.” His 

successor Huangtaiji is depicted seated on a throne, declaring himself emperor of the new Qing 

dynasty. Emperor Shunzhi is shown chatting with the Fifth Panchen Lama. Emperor Kangxi is 

shown looking at a map, according to the caption, having just reclaimed Taiwan. Emperor 

Yongzheng is shown diligently working at his desk ostensibly on state affairs. Emperor Qianlong 

is depicted as a scholar, reading amidst piles of books. However, the textual narrative inscribed 

on the plaque below him foreshadows the impeding decline of the Qing, noting that while the 

Qing reached its height during his reign, “social conflicts were intensifying and foreign capitalist 

forces were spreading.”  Emperor Jiaqing is shown punishing the corrupt eunuch He Shen. It is 

after this that the depictions of the Qing Emperors become much less positive.  

Emperor Daoguang is shown seated on his throne anxiously fiddling with prayer beads. 

On the plaque we are told that China is in the midst of the First Opium War. Emperor Xianfeng 

is shown impotently lying on his deathbed at the Mountain Resort, attended by an anxious young 

boy (his successor?). The youthful Emperor Tongzhi is shown holding court with the two 

Dowager Empresses Cian and Cixi hovering ominously behind him, obviously controlling events 

from the shadows. Emperor Guanxu is shown looking contemplative in his island prison, 

                                                
74 For the full Chinese text of this plaque, see Appendix A4. 
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according to the plaque, having been put there by his aunt, Empress Cixi, after failed reforms. 

The plaque notes that he “could accept new ideas” and “made positive contributions” but died 

after his imprisonment. The last, Emperor Xuantong, is shown as a small child crying on the 

throne while his shoes are fastened by an attendant. The reductive message, quite different from 

those of the 1970s and early 1980s that labeled all the Qing emperors, including Kangxi and 

Qianlong as bourgeois exploiters, is that the Qing dynasty rose through progressive policies of 

ethnic unification, peaked in the capable and benevolent reigns of Kangxi and Qianlong and then 

rapidly declined because of imperial incompetence. 
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Figure 4. The first Qing Emperor Huang Taiji. Taken by author in June 2013. 

 

 

Figure 5. Xianfeng on his deathbed. Taken by author in May 2014. 
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On the other hand, the “Articles of Daily Use of Dowager Cixi” exhibit is filled with 

ambivalence about the Dowager Empress’ legacy in the late Qing. The long introductory plaque 

praises her as politically savvy and “more resolute and clever than the vast majority of men.” 

However, it continues, because she was too authoritarian and conservative, she failed to adapt to 

the times and allowed China to fall behind and suffer; she was also overly attached to her opulent 

lifestyle. The text further states that although she “came to realize the truth and wanted to reform 

in her old age” she was not given the chance. It concludes by admitting that she is a complex 

character and urging visitors to pass their own judgment.75 Among the items displayed in the 

exhibit are jade and ivory knick knacks, foreign cigarettes and a lyric effigy to Cixi, all 

suggestive of her opulent lifestyle rather than her political talent. The exhibit concludes with a 

blown-up photograph of Cixi dressed in imperial robes and seated on a throne. 

The museum itself, although renovated as recently as 2003, does not come off as 

ideologically and narratively consistent. The historiographical strategy whereby the 

accomplishments of the early Qing emperors are claimed as a proud and politically relevant part 

of Chinese history but the latter Qing emperors are condemned as decadent and incompetent 

tyrants who needed to be overthrown breaks down when one is asked to look at objects from one 

exhibit as proud parts of Chinese cultural heritage and similar objects in another as evidence of 

the irresponsible opulence of late Qing rulers.  The contradiction between the progressive 

“unification” campaigns and grand cultural achievements of the early Qing emperors and the 

cruel suppression of righteous popular rebellions and wasteful opulence of the latter Qing 

emperors also does not seem to make logical sense. Finally, the national pride/ national 

humiliation binary is unclear, asking the audience to make a distinction between past objects of 

                                                
75 For the full Chinese text of this plaque, see Appendix A5. 
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pride and past objects of shame that is completely different from the distinctions made not long 

ago during the Cultural Revolution. The Outer Temples of Kangxi and Qianlong, many of which 

had no permanent clergy but were maintained year-round to accommodate high-ranking guests, 

are proud cultural achievements, but the marble boat of Dowager Cixi is the epitome of 

corruption. 

As mentioned previously, these contradictions are a direct result of a shifting discourse 

on the Mountain Resort wherein historiography changed to adapt to contemporary ideological 

trends.  As a non-Chinese speaker of Mandarin to whom the narratives are not addressed, these 

inconsistencies seem obvious and jarring to me. However, they likely go unnoticed by the vast 

majority of domestic visitors who have been thoroughly familiarized with the rhetoric and logic 

of cultural-national pride and national humiliation and view them as either accurate and natural 

interpretations of history or inconsequential. 

 

The Lake Region 

 

Once visitors exit the palace-museum section of the Mountain Resort, they are presented 

with an entirely different spectacle: meandering paths twisting around iconic lakes surrounded by 

trees and dotted with bridges and pavilions over a backdrop of towering mountains. There are 

also entertainments like souvenir vendors, boat rentals and snack stands interspersed throughout 

the garden. The Lake region of the Mountain Resort serves not only as a tourist playground, but 

also as a public park for the locals, who are eligible to buy seasonal passes for a modest price. 

Several locals can be found fishing at the lakes of the Mountain Resort in the summer. In 

contrast to the museum, the sights in the lake region are accompanied by sparse textual 
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explanation. Instead, this section of the park activates the psychological aesthetic of authenticity, 

making visitors feel as if they are experiencing the imperial garden exactly as Emperor Qianlong 

did during height of the Qing. As with Yuanmingyuan, there is little evidence of the previous 

landscapes, people, and buildings that occupied the land before restoration and very little 

indication of the extent to which the current buildings and landscapes were reconstructed from 

scratch rather than rehabilitated from existing ruins or natural features. These are not issues that 

most tourists even consider as the mental image they have formed of the Mountain Resort from 

their previous experiences and previously consumed media is fulfilled by the contemporary 

restored garden.   

Furthermore, the added layer of world cultural heritage discourse evidenced by plaques 

bearing the World Heritage logo actually helps to bolster the cultural-nationalist logic of the 

museum narratives by framing the restored park as part of Chinese national culture that is being 

presented to a greater world audience. This is especially true for locals; many of the local people 

I talked to expressed their pride in the park as part of their local identity and something that they 

were proud to show off to me as a guest from abroad. There are allusions to the park’s cultural 

and historical significance sprinkled throughout the lake area, not only through numbered 

reproductions of Kangxi and Qianlong’s Seventy Two Scenes, but also in buildings like the 

Qingyin Chamber 清音阁, a theater where the emperor would watch performances, and multiple 

imperial steles. Although specifically associated with the golden age of Kangxi and Qianlong 

during the Qing Dynasty, the Lake Region can also be interpreted as broadly representative of 

ancient Chinese culture in a generic sense. In fact, the park has been the set for dozens of 

Chinese period dramas and movies set in imperial times, including Li Ang’s Crouching Tiger 
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Hidden Dragon (Wohu Canglong卧虎藏龙) and the nationally acclaimed series Huanzhu Gege 

还珠格格.  

 

Figure 6. Lake region of the Mountain Resort. Taken by author in June 2013. 

 
The Plains Region 

 

The plains section of the park, to the northeast of the lake region, speaks more to the 

ethnic unification aspect of Mountain Resort narratives. One of its main attractions is a fenced 

off area of Mongolian-style yurts that visitors can stay overnight in for a hefty fee.  An 

advertisement for this yurt hotel boasts that Emperors Kangxi and Qianlong hosted minority 

leaders and foreign envoys there.  There is also a pen with a couple deer in it, alluding to the fact 

that the Mountain Resort was once home to all kinds of wildlife and that members of the 

imperial court and their guests practiced hunting in its densely forested lands. In fact, the deer 
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pen is the remnant of an ultimately failed project to recreate the natural environment of the past 

by introducing wildlife into the Mountain Resort.  In 1981, around twenty deer were released in 

the grounds of the Mountain Resort as part of this project. The deer were a hugely successful 

tourist attraction and would interact with tourists and accept food from them. However, after 

many years of proliferating in an environment with no natural predators, the number of dear 

reached over 700 and they started to overrun the land, damaging trees and plants and posing a 

danger to tourists. Thus in 2012 the deer were relocated to a nature preserve and the garden was 

left with only a small pen of deer (Zhu Na). In a sense, the remaining deer pen highlights the 

tension between the ideal of restoration as an attempt to authentically re-create the past garden 

and the realities of restoration as a commodification of the past that ultimately caters to the needs 

and fantasies of tourists. 

 

Figure 7.The Yurt Hotel at the Mountain Resort. Taken by author in June 2013 
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The Mountain Region 

 

The last component of the park experience is the mountain region, encompassing 80%  of 

the entire park and accessible only via a guided car-tour that requires the purchase of an 

additional ticket. Although Philippe Foret has noted that the mountain region, not the lake 

region, was in fact the aesthetic emphasis of the garden’s design and the unique feature that 

distinguished the Mountain Resort from other imperial gardens such as Yuanmingyuan, it is by 

far the least developed part of the contemporary park. This is at least partly owing to its massive 

scale, since reforestation and land revitalization efforts require more funds, manpower and time. 

However, it is also true that most scholarship has tended to emphasize the palace and lake 

regions of the park for their political, cultural and aesthetic significance. This has likely 

contributed to making restoration of the mountain region less of a priority.  

The car tour lasts less than an hour and takes tourists through a winding road 

circumnavigating a select portion of the mountain region. When I took the tour in 2011, 2013 

and 2014 many of the trees had clearly only recently been planted and construction sites and 

workers were visible along the road. During the tour, the car stops at three scenic spots along the 

way and a tour guide leads visitors on short walk while shouting out brief descriptions of the 

sights. At the first stop, tourists can hike up a mountain path to a peak from which they can see 

the entire city of Chengde and are reminded that the emperors used to come here for its fantastic 

view. The second stop is “Two Horse Road” Er Ma Dao二马道 where tourists can climb onto a 

restored portion of the wall that once surrounded the Mountain Resort and catch a clear view of 

the  Outer Temples fanning out to the north and east of the Mountain Resort, which are often 

compared to constellations, embodying the relationship between what were once tribal leaders 
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and the great Qing and are now minorities and Greater Han China. The third stop is to an 

unimpressive restored building, which tourists are told is the “cold palace” lenggong 冷宫 to 

which members of the imperial household who had committed severe crimes were banished. 

This stop has more resonance with contemporary imperial dramas than with Mountain Resort 

history and was likely created as filler for the short but expensive tour. Several tourists I 

interviewed generally enjoyed the rest of the Mountain Resort experience, but felt the car tour 

around the mountain region was not worth their time or money. 

 

Figure 8. The restored wall on the Mountain Resort bus tour. Taken by author in June 2011. 
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The Outer Temples 

 

 The Outer Temples, although outside the walls of the Mountain Resort and requiring 

separate tickets to enter, are part of the Chengde tourism package and are an integral part of the 

ideological narrative. There were originally twelve Outer Temples, four of which were 

completed destroyed by the 1950s. Of the “Eight Outlying Temples” that survived relatively 

intact, the Puning, Anyuan, Pule, Putuozongcheng and Xumifushou Temples are open to the 

public. The Pushan, Puren and Shuxiang Temples have been under renovation since 2011 and 

were still closed for renovations when I visited between 2011 and 2014.  

From a semiotic perspective, the temples embody the role attributed to them in historical 

narratives as “monuments to ethnic unity” and send strong messages of religious tolerance and 

the celebration of ethnic culture and religion within a greater unified and harmonious China.  

One good example of this is the “Torgut Mongols Return to the Motherland Thematic 

Exhibit” Tuerhute Menggu Huigui Zuguo Zhuanti Zhan 土尔扈特蒙古回归祖国专题展 in the 

Wanfaguiyi Hall of the Putuozongcheng Temple. An embossed stone mural depicts a crowd of 

people, including women and children, led forward by determined men on horseback. The 

corresponding explanatory plaque features the quote “Our descendants will never be slaves; let 

us go to the place where the sun rises!”76 The text beneath describes how the Torguts, led by 

Ubashi, left the steppes of the Volga “to free themselves from the cruel domination of Russia” 

and suffered incredible hardship in order to “return to the motherland,” where they were warmly 

welcomed by Emperor Qianlong. The text concludes that “they used their lives and blood to 

                                                
76 This quote is actually not a reference to Mao, but was included in Sven Hedin’s 1933 description of the 
Torguts and cited as coming from Bergmann’s Nomadic Wanderings of the Kalmuks. Hedin 31. 
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compose a heroic epic, established a glorious model for the people of every ethnicity in our 

country’s resistance against oppression and protection of national unity, and left a precious 

spiritual treasure for the Chinese people!”77 The implication is, of course, that all minorities 

should follow the Torguts’ example in actively submitting themselves to the benevolent Chinese 

state. 

A recent study by Qing scholar James Millward has shown that “the return of the 

Torguts” was indeed heavily emphasized in imperial historiography and lavishly celebrated by 

the Qianlong Emperor through a feast at the Wanfaguiyi (literally “myriad methods returning to 

one”) Hall, the commission of a painting depicting the feast, and the composition of two essays 

inscribed on memorial steles. However, the official Qing interpretation of the political 

significance of the event was much different from contemporary ones. The Qianlong Emperor 

saw the event as an affirmation of the success of his and his grandfather Kangxi’s policies (both 

military and diplomatic) towards the Zunghars, Khalkhas, Tibetans and other groups; evidence of 

the success of his patronage towards Tibetan Buddhism; a fulfillment of the Confucian principle 

of the virtuous sage ruler and the Daoist notion of masterly inactivity; and Manchu legitimate 

inheritance of the Yuan legacy left by Genghis Khan and his descendants (Millward, Qing 

Inner). Thus the notion of “multiethnic unity” in the context of the modern notion of nation-state 

that the contemporary narrative promotes is effectively a reinvention of the original Qing 

political myth, which was itself a heavily politicized interpretation of history.  

While on the one hand carrying these strong political overtones, the Outer Temples have 

also become popular religious centers functioning as part of the lived space of the greater city of 

Chengde, not unlike the way Yuanmingyuan and the larger Mountain Resort serve as public 

                                                
77 For the full text of this plaque, see Appendix A6. 
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parks. Following a trend of relaxation of restrictions on religion in the 1980s, many temples 

across China were renovated or reconstructed and used for religious activities. Puning temple 

was officially declared a site for Buddhist activities in 1985, and since then multiple temple 

festivals have been held there every year.78 I visited one such temple festival in May of 2014 and 

found that the majority of visitors were local people coming to make offerings, shop, and enjoy 

the noise and excitement with their families. This function of Puning Temple as a religiously 

efficacious Buddhist temple is another potential reading of the site separate from the more 

political ethnic unification discourse. It is likely that for local Chengde people both types of 

meanings (and more) have been internalized and have the potential to be activated based on 

context. 

 

Figure 9. Puning Temple during the Buddha Festival. Taken by author in May 2014. 

                                                
78 This is stated on one of the sign boards in the site itself. 
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IV. Conclusion 
 

The Mountain Resort was built as a cultural text, one that asserted the political legitimacy 

of the Manchu Emperors as rulers of not just Central China, but also territories to the north and 

west that were part of the legacy of Mongol conquest. After the decline of the Qing in the mid 

19th century, the garden was abandoned by the Qing emperors and fell into disrepair. However, 

beginning in the late 1970s, the site was restored in successive waves in order to serve as a new 

cultural text, one that asserted the political legitimacy of the new CCP leadership after the great 

disaster of the Cultural Revolution and attempted to mediate the ruptures between an anti-feudal, 

anti-capitalist Maoism and a post-Mao reclamation of the feudal past and embrace of capitalist 

enterprises such as tourism. 

This new cultural text was a work-in-progress that, in dialogue with emergent scholarship 

and other media on the historical, cultural and environmental significance of the Mountain 

Resort, acquired many layers of discursive meaning. Consequently, the multiple potential 

meanings that came to be attached to the Mountain Resort, which are narrated or triggered 

through textual plaques, exhibits, photographs, architecture or landscape, do not form a unified 

internally consistent whole, but rather, reflect the ways in which historiographical rhetoric and 

themes have shifted over time to accommodate new social and political trends.  

Renovations to the Mountain Resort were implemented in a series of three ten-year plans 

from 1976-1985, 1986-1995 and 1996-2005. These renovations periods have tended to 

correspond to identifiable rhetorical and thematic shifts in Mountain Resort literature. This was 

because each renovation plan involved a re-evaluation of the site’s historical significance and 

educational purpose in the context of contemporaneous social and political developments. 
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Academic publications, tourism literature and popular media about the Mountain Resort were 

constantly referencing the changing site and many of the authors of Mountain Resort literature 

were also involved in the renovation of the park. Thus the park, as a cultural medium, was 

involved in a dialectical web of meaning-making with other types of cultural media. However, 

whereas other types of media tend to follow a process of re-mediation whereby new media are 

created that repackage material from previous media, the equivalent process for the site was 

renovation whereby the site itself would transform, keeping material from its previous 

incarnation while also acquiring new meanings generally related to social and political meanings 

in the present. As a result, the contemporary site of the Mountain Resort is not thematically, 

rhetorically or ideologically consistent, reflecting multiple layers of ideological content, 

including, among other things, a Marxist emphasis on class struggle and the plight of the 

working class, an emphasis on historical and cultural aspects of the past as proud parts of 

national identity, and a more global outlook towards embodied in the concept of world cultural 

heritage. 

Nonetheless, a consistent overall theme emerges in both the site of the Mountain Resort 

as a cultural text and other types of media: The Mountain Resort as a symbol of China’s ethnic 

unification. This is likely the object lesson that is best preserved in collective memory and shared 

by the greatest number of people. At the same time, it is important to point out that because most 

of the media promoting this interpretation of the Mountain Resort has been circulated 

domestically in Mandarin Chinese in the context of narratives in which the projected audience is 

“the Chinese people,” the collective memory of the Mountain Resort as a symbol of national 

unification is generally not shared by non-Chinese speakers or people who have not spent a 

considerable amount of time in mainland China. Non-Chinese visitors, particularly those who did 
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not speak Chinese fluently or had little exposure to historical and political discourses framing the 

site narratives, would likely experience the Mountain Resort very differently. 

Whether or not people exposed to the cultural discourses that would allow them to 

interpret the Mountain Resort “correctly” as a symbol of national unity actually choose to invest 

in this interpretation is another question. The current official interpretation of China as 

historically multiethnic and progressing towards increased ethnic unity is not unique to Mountain 

Resort narratives and is inculcated through a number of cultural media, including history 

textbooks. Thus it is likely that this interpretation of history is widely accepted in China. 

Nonetheless, more critical minds might also observe that the emphasis on ethnic unity 

and harmony in Mountain Resort narratives is more a political myth than a reflection of 

historical or present reality, considering the many “ethnic conflicts” both past and present. It 

would likely not be lost on everyone, especially today’s Chinese minorities, that the use of the 

terms “harmony” and “unity” euphemizes the more sinister ideological implication of the 

narrative: that should national “unity” and “harmony” be threatened, the state will not hesitate to 

use deadly force.  

Timothy Oakes has called PRC treatment of minorities in Guizhou “internal colonialism” 

(Oakes, Tourism). This label could just as easily be applied to PRC policies in Xinjiang and 

Tibet. In fact, Mountain Resort narratives deliberately invite comparison between the modern 

Chinese PRC and the Qing imperial regime under Kangxi and Qianlong, both of which have 

used policies of special treatment and cultural-religious tolerance along with the threat of martial 

violence to secure cooperation from non-Han groups. Although armored in the rhetoric of 

unification, the Qing Emperors’ campaigns to expand upon the territory formerly ruled by the 

Ming and incorporate new territories into a greater Qing empire were evidently campaigns of 
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imperialistic conquest. Narratives such those about the Mountain Resort help to justify mid-to-

late-20th century “internal imperialism” by citing historical precedent and euphemizing it under 

the banners of “unification” and “harmony,” while contrasting it with “imperialism” and 

“invasion” from outsiders. In the next chapter, I will give an example of another site of memory 

that has been influential in shaping discourse about China’s minorities. 
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Chapter Six The Temple to Yue Fei in Hangzhou: The 
Latest Retelling of an Old Political Myth 

 

I. Yue Fei’s Historiographical Problems 
 

 The Temple to Yue Fei Yuewang Miao 岳王庙 in Hangzhou enshrines the tomb 

of the legendary 12th century general who fought for the Southern Song Dynasty against 

the state of Jin to the north. According to his oldest surviving biography, Yue Fei was 

sentenced to death under false charges of treason fabricated by the court official Qin Hui 

秦檜 during the reign of the Gaozong Emperor. He was executed in prison and his son, 

Yue Yun 岳雲 and dedicated subordinate Zhang Xian 張憲 were also executed. Although 

sources vary on the precise manner of Yue Fei’s death, a rich narrative tradition arose 

surrounding these events, and the factual details of the life of the historical figure Yue Fei 

became heavily intermingled with mythical stories of his origins, abilities and deeds, 

which were passed down in varying forms to the present day.79  

 Historiography on Yue Fei’s life and death has been complicated by the fact that 

many important sources of information about him have been lost and most of those that 

survive either reflect retrospective historical bias or were influenced by the popular 

legends that began surrounding Yue Fei at the time of his death. Directly after Yue Fei’s 

death in 1142, not only did the Gaozong Emperor ban “private histories” and have many 

                                                
79 Perhaps the most influential written account of Yue Fei’s deeds, on which many subsequent 
accounts are based is Qian Cai’s 钱彩  fictional novel Shuo Yue Quanzhuan 说岳全传 published 
in the Qing Dynasty. For a modern reprint of this work, see Qian, 2002. For a partial English 
translation, see Qian, 2005. 
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of Yue Fei’s writings destroyed, but he had Qin Hui’s son, Qin Xi 秦熺 write the official 

history of his reign, the Gaozong Rili 高宗日曆. According to Song contemporaries, Qin 

Xi altered historical facts and slandered Yue Fei in his history in order to protect his 

father. The Gaozong Rili is now lost, although some historical material based on it still 

survives. Largely in order to defend his own father, Yue Fei’s third son, Yue Lin 岳霖, 

began to gather historical materials and write a biography of his father, which involved 

interviewing some of the surviving soldiers who had served under Yue Fei. However, 

Yue Lin died before his work was complete and passed the job on to his own son,  Yue 

Ke 岳珂. Yue Ke edited and compiled two volumes: the Eguo Jintuo Zuibian 鄂國金佗

稡編 and the Eguo Jintuo Xubian 鄂國金佗續編, which contain official documents 

pertaining to Yue Fei’s life, a full biography, and an investigation into questions 

surrounding his death. These two volumes are currently considered the best extant 

sources of information about Yue Fei, although there is a high probability that some of 

the historical facts were altered to paint a more positive image of Yue Fei and smooth 

over the tensions between him and the Gaozong Emperor to avoid antagonizing the 

state.80 Since Yue Ke was reconstructing his grandfather’s life several decades after Yue 

Fei’s death based on collected materials and interviews, his biography of Yue Fei’s life 

was already influenced by what were likely inflated and, to a degree, fictionalized 

accounts of Yue Fei’s deeds (Bao). In the Yuan, a revised version of Yue Fei’s biography 

was included in the History of the Song 宋史, compiled by Mongolian court historian 

Toqto’a 脱脱 (1314-1356). Although there are a few other scattered writings on Yue Fei 

                                                
80 See Wang Cengyu’s preface in Yue Ke.   
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from the Southern Song, subsequent scholarship on Yue Fei, including Deng 

Guangming’s 鄧廣銘 notable contribution, the Yue Fei Zhuan 岳飛傳, has largely been 

based on Yue Ke’s biography.  

 Popular imaginings of Yue Fei have historically been influenced by a variety of 

media, including orally transmitted stories, plays, poems purported to be written by Yue 

Fei himself, novels and, most notably, temples, which often contained statues and images 

depicting Yue Fei and figures related to him, as well as descriptive calligraphic 

inscriptions. Although there are many temples to Yue Fei scattered throughout China, 

most notably one at his birthplace in Tangyin County, Henan Province in the modern day 

city of Anyang, the Hangzhou temple that contains Yue Fei’s tomb has, both historically 

and in the last several decades, played a central role in shaping cultural memory about 

Yue Fei.  

 The Chaoye Yiji 朝野遗记, a private “official’s history” 官史 written by an 

unknown Southern Song official, states that after Yue Fei’s death, a prison guard named 

Kui Shun 隗顺 took pity on him and smuggled his body out of prison, burying his body 

near the Jiuqucong Temple 九曲從寺 (Anonymous 14a-b). After the Gaozong Emperor 

passed away, his successor, the Xiaozong Emperor, who ascended the throne in 1162, 

pardoned Yue Fei of his crimes, restored his titles and had his remains transferred to the 

base of the Qixia Mountain 栖霞岭 in Hangzhou. Afterwards, temples and shrines to 

honor Yue Fei began to spring up in several parts of China. In 1221, the Southern Song 

Court bestowed the Zhiguo Temple (the prototype of the modern day Temple to Yue Fei) 

next to Yue Fei’s gravesite as a place for his descendants to conduct offerings to him. 
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From this time on, the temple at Hangzhou was a crucial space for defining how Yue Fei 

was to be remembered and the significance of his life deeds and death. 

 The Temple to Yue Fei in Hangzhou was renovated, expanded, destroyed and 

rebuilt many times over the course of imperial history. Huang Donglan argues that the 

temple served as a medium through which politically expedient representations of Yue 

Fei could be promoted by the state in successive eras through temple renovation and 

ritual worship (Huang Donglan). This is no less true in contemporary times, except that 

after its reconstruction in 1978, the temple was transformed from a ritual site focused on 

Yue Fei’s tomb and death to a modern commemorative site focused on the Yue Fei 

Memorial Hall and Yue Fei’s life (Huang Donglan 82, 88). Extending this further, I 

would argue that the rites of ancestor worship were replaced by the ritual of tourism, 

whereby Yue Fei was incompletely transformed from a martial deity and hero of legend 

to a historical figure and modern patriot. This transformation was in a large part the 

product of historiographical complications wherein Yue Fei, who fought for the Han 

Song against the Jurchen Jin, needed to be reinterpreted to fit the ideological needs of a 

historically unified multi-ethnic Chinese nation.  

This problem came to public light in December of 2002 when the Chinese media 

was flooded with the following news: In a new version of its “Program for Middle and 

High School History Education” the Ministry of Education had declared that Yue Fei 

would no longer be considered a national hero. The following excerpt was reprinted in 

numerous newspapers: 

Using a historical materialism perspective to objectively analyze our country’s historical 
ethnic wars, this kind of ethnic war is not the same as national wars in which the Chinese 
nation fought off foreign invaders, it is a domestic war between ethnicities, a “fraternal 
dispute, a household argument”... as far as this view is concerned, we only call those 
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outstanding personages who represent the entire Chinese nation’s interests in opposing 
foreign invaders like Qi Jiguang, Zheng Chenggong etc. national heroes; as far as 
outstanding personages like Yue Fei and Wen Tianxiang, although we also affirm their 
effectiveness and role in opposing ethnic exploitation and oppression, we do not call 
them “national heroes.”81  
 

This passage immediately elicited heated controversy across mainland China and 

even in the independent territory of Hong Kong and in the nation of Singapore. Public 

opinion pieces flooded the national media as well as local and school publications, 

academic journals, online news websites and blogs. A small minority of people agreed 

with the view that it was no longer appropriate to call Yue Fei a national hero because it 

was insensitive to the feelings of minorities in the context of multiethnic China. At least 

one blogger pointed out that since Song people living in the 12th century had no concept 

of “nation” at all, the title “national hero” was completely ahistorical (Xu Jinru). 

Although ostensibly supporting the Ministry of Education’s decision, his point actually 

undermined the official justification for rescinding the title by exposing the presentist 

orientation of the concepts of “nation” and “minority.” 

However, the majority of voices who spoke out passionately defended Yue Fei’s 

right to the national hero title. These can be summarized intro three major arguments. 1. 

Patriotism and Yue Fei’s other virtues are universal. Although Yue Fei historically fought 

the Jurchens from whom the Manchu minorities of today claim descent, there is nothing 

wrong with calling him a “national hero,” since he exemplified virtues, especially 

patriotism, but also discipline, loyalty and concern for the common people with which all 

Chinese, regardless of ethnic affiliation, can identify (Fang). 2. To change Yue Fei’s 

historical assessment is historical distortion. National hero has been his historical 

                                                
81 See Appendix A7 for original Chinese. 
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assessment since China’s founding (1949) and the politics of the present should not 

prevent people from recognizing Yue Fei’s and other historical hero’s achievements 

(Chou). 3. National hero should be an ethnically syncretic category. Yue Fei was 

undeniably a national hero because he made notable contributions to Chinese history in 

defending his homeland, so were heroes of other ethnicities such as Yue Fei’s rival 

general, Wu Zhu 兀术, who loyally fought for the Jin (Aixin). The general consensus was 

that it was ridiculous to stop calling Yue Fei a national hero since popular celebration of 

him as a national hero was inextricably tied to patriotic education and patriotic sentiment. 

To overturn Yue Fei’s national hero status on account of his affiliation with what was 

retrospectively considered one ethnic group (the Han) against another (the Jurchens) in 

the context of the multi-ethnic Chinese nation was tantamount to historical distortion and 

a break with the tradition established in the 1950s with the founding of the PRC. 

 Days after the original news came out, a Ministry of Education representative 

stated in a press conference that there had been a major misunderstanding in the media. 

The statement about Yue Fei had not been part of the 2002 educational program; in fact, 

neither the new 2002 edition of the “Program for Middle and High School History 

Education” nor the previous 1996 and 2000 editions had contained any references to 

whether or not Yue Fei should be called a national hero. The passage the media was 

referring to was, in fact, part of a supplementary set of study guidelines written in 1996 

by some scholars and experts to help teachers understand some viewpoints and opinions 

of academic historians. The ministry representative stressed the fact that these were 

merely the opinions of some scholars in academia who thought that calling Yue Fei a 

national hero would be detrimental to the feelings of minorities, but they had nothing to 
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do with official education policy. Yue Fei’s status as a national hero had not been 

redefined, but, in fact, continued as it had always been since the 1950s (“Jiaoyubu”). 

 Despite the Ministry of Education’s intention of stopping the nation-wide 

controversy, debates continued. Several students, educators and historians noted that, in 

fact, national middle school and high school textbooks did not name Yue Fei a national 

hero, but treated him strictly as a “Song General in the war against the Jin,” illustrating 

that, whether official or not, evasion of the “national hero” designation was already a fact 

in history education (Jin Ying). Many articles ignored or dismissed the official statement 

of denial, continuing to rile against the perceived attack on the status of their beloved 

national hero Yue Fei, although, interestingly, one is hard pressed to actually find any 

writings in support of abolishing the epithet “national hero.” The one-sided debate died 

down in the media by mid 2003, but inspired further academic inquiries into Yue Fei’s 

life and the history of the Song-Jin conflict, causing debates in academia over the actual 

historical circumstances surrounding Yue Fei’s life and death that far outlasted the 

original national hero debate. A 2013 article by Fu Dan University historian Jiang Peng 

argues that despite recent important contributions to scholarship on Yue Fei and the 

Southern Song period, historical questions and conclusions pertaining to Yue Fei’s life 

remain heavily influenced by the modern nationalistic perspective, proceeding from the 

teleological preconception that Yue Fei was a national hero and Qin Hui and the Gaozong 

emperor were national villains (Jiang Peng). 

 Huang Donglan and Sun Jiang published a pair of articles in Chinese and English 

in response to these debates in which they traced the evolution of representations of Yue 

Fei over time.  By pointing out how the meaning of Yue Fei’s life and death was 
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continuously reinterpreted according to the political expediency of each era, they suggest 

that any argument over Yue Fei’s status as a “national hero” that appeals to notions of 

historical authenticity fails to grasp the fundamental mutability of historical memory. In 

this context, calling Yue Fei a national hero is objectively no more or less a distortion of 

history than calling him a victim of court politics and corruption, a loyal Confucian 

vassal, a filial son, a martial deity etc. Furthermore, they emphasize how ethnic tensions 

in each era were the primary incentive for altering the Yue Fei narrative. For example, 

Huang argues that the elevation of Yue’s status in the Ming and expansions of his temple, 

including the incorporation of kneeling statues of his enemies, were largely in reaction to 

mounting tensions with the “barbarian” peoples along Chinese borders, especially after 

the coup of Tumubao in 1449 when a Mongolian tribe captured the Zhengtong Emperor. 

In contrast, during the Qing the Manchu emperors, as themselves non-Han conquers of 

the Han Ming Dynasty, initially attempted to downplay the Yue Fei story, particularly its 

emphasis on Han resistance to a foreign enemy. In 1726, during the reign of the 

Yongzheng emperor, Yue Fei was removed from the “Martial Shrine” 武庙 built during 

the Ming. But the Qianlong Emperor took a different approach. Through his visits to and 

renovations of the temple to Yue Fei as well as his poetry, he attempted to convert the 

story from one about ethnic conflict between Han and Jurchen peoples to one about Yue 

Fei as an exemplary Confucian exhibiting both filiality to his family and loyalty to his 

state.  Thus, Huang and Sun suggest, in the context of historical evolution, “national 

hero” represents simply another attempt to reinterpret Yue Fei’s story in a way that 

deemphasizes the ethnic issue just as in the Qing the “Confucian vassal” narrative 
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deemphasized ethnic tensions between Yue Fei and the Jurchens from which the Qing 

Manchu rulers were descended. 

A close associate of Huang and Sun, Marc Andre Matten has also written a more 

recent 2011 article on the historical memory of Yue Fei, “The Worship of General Yue 

Fei and His Problematic Creation as a National Hero in Twentieth Century China.” Along 

the same lines as Huang and Sun, he argues that the de-ethnicization and de-

contextualization of Yue Fei in the national hero narrative of the 20th century is not an 

invented tradition, but has precedent in the de-ethnicization and decontenxtualization of 

the Yue Fei narrative in the mid-Qing that played on the dual meaning of minzu 民族 as 

both “nation” and “state” by reinterpreting Yue Fei’s loyalty as to the state rather than to 

his country. In the contemporary context of the multiethnic nation, Yue Fei’s fight 

against the Jurchen can be unproblematic insofar as loyalty to state preservation rather 

than xenophobia is emphasized. 

All three scholars emphasize the centrality of the temple to Yue Fei as a medium 

influencing collective memory and the subjectivity of historical representation, however 

they fail to adequately address why Yue Fei’s status as a national hero only recently 

caused public controversy in 2002. In fact, Yue Fei’s status as national hero can be traced 

back to the late 19th and early 20th when the Yue Fei story was used as cultural capital by 

anti-Manchu groups who blamed the alien Qing government for China’s failure to stand 

up to foreign imperialism. Secret societies like the King Yue Society Yuewang Hui 越王

会 and the Restoration Society Guangfu Hui 光复会 reemphasized the self/other 

differentiation in the Yue Fei story, and the notion of reclaiming one’s territory from 

outside invaders that had been prominent during the Ming (Matten, “Worship”; Huang 
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Donglan). Members conducted secret blood rituals before temple statues of Yue and 

swore to reclaim the motherland from the Manchu invaders.  

The historian Prasenjit Duara pointed out in his 1995 book, Rescuing History 

from the Nation, that although secret society ideology based on traditional Confucianism 

was incompatible with liberal revolutionary ideas based on Western theories of progress, 

the populist underground societies and elite revolutionaries were able to find common 

ground in their anti-Manchu sentiment. For the revolutionaries, anti-Manchu feeling was 

based on Social Darwinist models of racial superiority and a vision of a monoethnic Han 

Chinese nation, but for the underground societies, it was based on a more traditional 

notion of reclaiming the empire from illegitimate outside invaders embodied in the spirit 

of Yue Fei. This strange marriage of traditional ideas of Chineseness as a cultural and 

territorial category, with newly formulated ideas of nation 国家 and nationality 民族, led 

to a new conceptualization of Yue Fei by a student from Hubei studying abroad in Japan 

in 1903 as: “The first national hero in 5000 years of Chinese history”  (Zhu Ruixi). 

This appellation, which was originally premised on a racial distinction between a 

Han Chinese nation and non-Chinese groups, especially the Mongols, excluded from that 

nation should have become problematic in 1912 when China was officially declared a 

nation of five ethnicities (Han, Manchu, Mongols, Tibetans and Muslims) by the new 

government. However, historical narratives after this period, including narrations of the 

Yue Fei story, remained largely Han-centric, perhaps indicating that de facto policies and 

political views did not reflect the nation’s new multiethnic reality (Baranovitch 191). 

This may also have been because the interpretation of Yue Fei as a national hero was 

conveniently adapted to fit the context of the Sino-Japanese wars where instead of the 
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Manchus, the Japanese became the natural enemy of the nation to which the Jurchens of 

Yue Fei’s time were compared.  

It wasn’t until after the founding of the PRC in 1949, when the nation was again 

officially declared multiethnic and the ethnic classification minzu shibie 民族识别 

project of the 1950s categorized the entire national populace into 56 official ethnicities, 

that serious questions were raised about Yue Fei’s national hero status. However, these 

debates employed a Marxist definition of nationalism and were influenced by Marxist-

Leninist notions of class warfare and historical progress. Essentially, a few people 

published articles arguing that, although Yue Fei exhibited elements of national spirit by 

showing concern for the common people and wanting to drive out the Jin invaders, this 

spirit fell short of national hero status since Yue Fei ultimately was a blindly loyal pawn 

of the emperor and subscribed to feudal slave ideology. In one article, two examples were 

given to support this argument: The first is that according to his biography, Yue Fei put 

down a peasant uprising at the command of the Song emperor, and was thus suppressing 

peasants in an anti-revolutionary way (Qin Wenxi). The second is that although Yue Fei 

was on the brink of reclaiming Song territory from Jin and thus following the will of the 

people, he ultimately obeyed the emperor’s command to withdraw from the battlefield, 

and thus his feudal slave mentality outweighed his national consciousness (Ibid.). The 

issue of Yue Fei’s suitability to represent the multi-ethnic Chinese nation was never 

raised in the context of these debates. 

As Nimrod Baranovitch argues in his 2010 article, “Others no More: The 

Changing Representation of Non-Han Peoples in Chinese History Textbooks,” despite 

the official political embrace of the idea of multiethnic unity, history textbooks in the 
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1950s continued to interpret Chinese history as primarily the history of the Han people, 

and other ethnicities such as the Mongols and Manchus, who ruled China during the 

Yuan and Qing Dynasties respectively, as barbarian others. However, during the late 

1970s and early 1980s, Ministry of Education officials became more aware of this 

discrepancy and made conscious efforts to depict the ancestors of today’s “ethnic 

minorities” in less alien terms. They did this by projecting the borders of the 

contemporary Chinese nation-state backwards into history, claiming that all territories 

and peoples that had historically existed within that region were Chinese and their stories 

should be included within the scope of Chinese history. Whereas traditionally Song had 

been considered a Chinese dynasty while Jin and other states had been considered foreign 

political regions, in the new historiographical context, Song and Jin, along with a 

neighboring state, the Western Xia were all part of 12th century proto-China.  

As far as Yue Fei was concerned, the problematics of his national hero 

designation in the context of the multiethnic Chinese nation were finally noticed. His 

“national hero” appellation was removed from textbooks; instead he was described more 

soberly as a general of the Song in the historical conflict with Jin. Baranovitch illustrates 

that the narrative was gradually adjusted over time so that by the 21st century, this 

teleological vision of China as historically always multi-ethnic, and Chinese history as 

characterized by increasing ethnic integration, was brought to completion in the 

narratives of history textbooks. The transformation in the way history textbooks have 

portrayed what are now considered ethnic minorities and Yue Fei more specifically, from 

the 1950s to the 21st century, indicates a definitive shift in official discourse on minorities 

aimed at promoting ethnic unity and legitimizing China’s current boundaries.  
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 However, the 2002 “national hero” debate demonstrates that, despite widespread 

acceptance of the notion that contemporary China is indeed a multi-ethnic nation, the 

disassociation of Yue Fei in history textbooks since the 1970s with the title “national 

hero” has not been widely accepted by the national populace, which seems to be resisting 

a particularistic interpretation of Yue Fei as a hero of the Han in favor of a more 

universalistic interpretation whereby Yue Fei, though historically representing only a part 

of the proto Chinese nation, is metonymically a hero of the whole. While theoretically 

leaving room for non-Han figures to be treated in a similar fashion as national heroes (as 

proposed by one writer of Manchu ethnicity), it is unlikely that Yue Fei would have been 

so easily universalized had he been a non-Han legendary hero. Just as in the Qing during 

the reigns of the Yongzheng and Qianlong Emperors, Yue Fei was re-presented as the 

embodiment of the loyal Confucian vassal rather than a Chinese general resisting the 

Jurchens, the modern valorization of Yue Fei as national hero requires a discursive shift 

that highlights his universal values of loyalty, discipline and filiality rather than his 

particularistic ethnic affiliation.  

 But if history textbooks are of preeminent importance in shaping popular views 

towards history, and the “new” view of Yue Fei as simply a general in a “fraternal 

dispute” between subnational groups has been in circulation since as early as the late 

1970s, then what can explain the persistence of popular identification towards Yue Fei as 

a national hero? One explanation is generational. Since history textbooks targeted mainly 

at middle school and high school students began excising Yue Fei’s national hero 

associations in the late 1970s, then the generations affected were mainly those currently 

under the age of 40. Through the dozens of informal interviews that I conducted where I 
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asked about the meanings and significance of Yue Fei to individuals, I found that older 

generations tended to be more emotionally bound to the previous characterization of Yue 

Fei as a national hero that was instilled in them through the history education system and 

popular performances. Although I initially thought that this might be complicated by the 

fact that during the Cultural Revolution Yue Fei was denounced as part of the landlord 

class, I was told by one middle-aged Chinese couple that during the Cultural Revolution 

while they had to suppress their thoughts and speak the Party Line, they all along 

nurtured a great admiration and fondness for Yue Fei, which is why he was so quickly 

rehabilitated after the Cultural Revolution ended. Many middle-aged and elderly Chinese 

also talked of listening to oral storytellers tell the adventures of Yue Fei or reading about 

him in serial volumes when they were young. In contrast, several millennials alluded to 

the sheer amount of heroes from which to choose in contemporary media and suggested 

to me that Yue Fei was not particularly high on their list of heroes. Several young people 

were somewhat taken aback by my bringing up Yue Fei, confessed to me that Yue Fei 

had not made a particularly prominent impression on them or said that they had not 

thought about Yue Fei since they first learned about him in school as children. Of course 

these reactions were not uniform. I also interviewed one student in his late twenties who 

had fanatically listened to oral storytelling about Yue Fei as a child and was very 

knowledgeable about the complex mythology surrounding him. I also met one elderly 

woman from a rural village who had never heard of Yue Fei and only had a vague sense 

that he was a martial artist. 

 It is clear that the 2002 national hero debate stemmed from a discrepancy between 

the official, ethnically sensitive view of Yue Fei promoted in the 1970s and an unofficial 
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view of Yue Fei as a popular hero that has roots reaching far back into history, despite 

changes in the specifics of the discourse. Thus after 2002 there was a need to reconcile 

Yue Fei as a national hero, something that the national populace was clearly not willing 

to give up, with the historical multi-ethnicity of the Chinese nation.  There are at least 

two recent media representations that can only be properly understood in this context: the 

2013 television drama Jingzhong Yue Fei 精忠岳飞 and the temple to Yue Fei in 

Hangzhou, which was renovated in 2013. 

 

II. Having the National Hero and Consuming Multi-Ethnic Unity Too 
 

Jinzhong Yue Fei 

 

The 2013 television drama Jingzhong Yue Fei 精忠岳飞, rendered in English as 

Patriot Yue Fei is a 69-episode series that follows the life of Yue Fei from his early 

career as a common soldier through his meteoric rise to the rank of general commanding 

his own army (The “Yue Family Army” Yue Jia Jun  岳家軍) in the fight against the Jin 

to his undeserving death at the hands of the cunning Qin Hui. The script was written by 

Taiwanese screenwriter Ding Shanxi丁善玺 before his death in 2009, and directed by 

Hong Kong director Ju Jueliang鞠觉亮, known primarily for his kungfu movies. 

Heartthrob, model and actor Huang Xiaoming 黄晓明 stars as Yue Fei.  

The movie was marketed as a historical drama that was, for the most part, based 

on historical fact. In the words of Huang: “Patriot Yuefei is pretty much loyal to the 

original. Everyone wants to see the most historically realistic Yue Fei” (Zhang Yi). The 
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series draws heavily from two historical sources: A biography written by Yue Ke (Yue 

Fei’s grandson) about sixty years after his death in the Song (discussed at the beginning 

of this chapter) and Qian Cai’s 钱彩 popular wuxia 武俠 novel Shuo Yue Quanzhuan 说

岳全传 or “Telling the Complete Story of Yue.”82 The latter was first published 

sometime between the reigns of the Kangxi and Qianlong Emperors and was banned 

during the reign of the latter, most likely for its valorization of Yue Fei’s fight against the 

Jurchens. A different version of the novel was produced during the reign of the Tongzhi 

Emperor and various reprints, abridgements and illustrated versions continue to circulate 

today. Shuo Yue Quanzhuan, while following the basic outline of Yue Ke’s biography, 

incorporates popular legends, supernatural elements and purely fictional episodes to turn 

Yue Fei’s life into an exciting, action-packed novel. It is still extremely popular today, 

with hundreds of reprints and abridgements.83  

The TV series includes many details about Yue Fei’s childhood that are 

embellished from Yue Ke’s biography, such as Yue’s surviving a flood with his mother 

by huddling in a water jug when he was a baby and his tutelage under the martial arts 

master Zhou Tong 周侗, which are related in flashback form at various points throughout 

the show. However, most of the episodic arcs such as Yue Fei’s run in with bandits and 

numerous one-on-one fights are taken from Qian Cai’s novel. The fact that the drama 

draws heavily from fictional sources has not been lost by the drama’s numerous online 

                                                
82 Wuxia 武侠 is a Chinese fiction genre that features martial arts heroes. The term emerged in the 
early 20th century, but the genre itself has much earlier literary precedent. 
83 Based on a personal search of library catalogues and online booksellers. 
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critics, who have focused on the ahistorical elements of the movie and its extensive use of 

fictional material from unhistorical sources as their points of attack.84 

One such ahistorical element is in the portrayal of the enemy Jurchens from Jin, 

which clearly attempts to follow the contemporary ethos that historical “minorities” 

should be portrayed in a less negative light. For example, Yue Fei’s arch nemesis the Jin  

General Wu Zhu 兀朮, played by Korean-Chinese actor Liu Chengjun 刘承俊, who is 

traditionally portrayed as a bloodthirsty brute, in Patriot Yue Fei, repeatedly displays 

curiosity towards and respect for Han culture and people. In one plot thread, he rescues a 

Han literati from his soldiers, hires him as his Chinese tutor and cultural advisor, and is 

deeply affected by the Confucian notion that legitimate rulership should be based on the 

will of the people. At the end of the drama after Yue Fei’s death, Wu Zhu even burns 

incense before a shrine to Yue Fei and expresses his gratitude for having known such a 

worthy enemy. Wu Zhu is further humanized through his romantic relationship with the 

newly invented beautiful princess Ling Fei翎妃 who serves as a counterpart to Yue Fei’s 

wife Xiao’e 孝鹅. 

Complementary to this more progressive depiction of minorities is the opening 

theme song of the show, which remixes lines from the famous lyric “The Whole River 

Red” 满江红. The poem is typically taught in elementary school, has been set to music 

numerous times and is traditionally attributed to the historical Yue Fei, although some 

scholars believe it to have been forged in the Ming.85 The content of the song is about 

                                                
84 For example, see Yue Wangye. 
85 The scholar Yu Jiaxi 余嘉锡 in his book Siku Tiyao Bianzheng 四库提要辩证 published in 
1964 argues that the poem was most likely forged in the mid-Ming as there is no mention of it 
before this time in all of the received writings and biographies on Yue Fei. This view was 
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Yue Fei’s determination to purge the humiliation of the Jingkang Incident by reclaiming 

lost Song territory from the Jurchens. 86 Because it is so widely known, it was an ideal 

candidate for the theme song of a drama about Yue Fei.  However, the traditional poem 

contains the following two lines: “I long to feast on the flesh of the barbarians/ And laugh 

as I drink Jurchen blood” Zhuangzhi jican hulu rou/ Xiaotan heyin Xiounu xue 壯志饑餐

胡虜肉/ 笑談渴飲匈奴血.87 The Jingzhong Yue Fei theme song, in accordance with a 

modern sensitivity to ethnic conflict, excludes these lines. 

By deleting more overt signs of animosity between the Han people from Song and 

the Jurchens from Jin and through a more sympathetic representation of the enemy 

Jurchens, the TV series progressively implies that minorities, too, can be positive 

characters with their own ethnic heroes. However, in the context of the show, this seems 

to be true only insofar as they exhibit proper respect for the superiority of Han Chinese 

culture. While Wu Zhu is depicted as intelligent and receptive to civilization, many of his 

compatriots such as his subordinate Tuoba Yewu are depicted the traditional way as 

vicious and cowardly brutes. 

This is in stark contrast to Yue Fei’s compatriots, who are, depicted in overtly 

positive and heartwarming ways. Yue Fei is of course portrayed as a paragon of virtue 

and talent. The Yue Fei of the narrative has many of the qualities of the Yue Fei 

described in Yue Ke’s biography, many of the talents of the hero described in Qian Cai’s 

                                                
contested by subsequent scholars, most notably the highly regarded authority on Yue Fei, Deng 
Guangming 邓光铭, although a consensus has yet to be reached. See Yu and Deng, Zai. 
86 In 1127 they seized the Song capital of Bianjing, or modern day Kaifeng, along with the Song 
Emperor Qinzong and his father, the previous emperor Huizong. This event was later called the 
Humiliation of Jingkang Jingkang chi靖康耻. 
87 My translation. 
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novel, and also many modern virtues: He is impeccably upright in his actions, whether 

dealing with friends or foes and almost exaggeratedly respectful to his superiors, while at 

the same time acting outright rebelliously in his pursuit of what he believes to be right. 

He is peerless in physical combat but also a cunning tactician. He fraternizes with his 

subordinates, but also holds them to strict standards of morality and discipline. He is 

doting towards his mother and loving towards his wife, but puts his duty towards his 

country before both of them. He knows how to show the enemy mercy, but also when to 

kill without hesitation. 

 Although on one hand Yue Fei is depicted as the embodiment of traditional 

Confucian values (filiality xiaoshun 孝順, respect for rank and authority 尊老, kind but 

stern mentorship towards his juniors (\ai you 愛呦, and a balance of culture wen 文 and 

martiality wu 武 ), in fact, the depiction of Yue Fei is undeniably modern. The Analects 

attributed to Confucius advocates that a man maintain respectful distance from his wife 

and Yue Ke’s biography barely mentions the relationship between Yue Fei and his 

second wife, Li Xiao’e (his first wife abandoned him while he was away at war). In 

Jinzhong Yue Fei, Yue Fei is outright affectionate towards his wife and deeply 

sympathetic towards her burden as a woman. This is exemplified by the scene where he 

buys back her mother’s jade from the pawn shop, which she had sold to fund Yue Fei’s 

brother’s trip to join the army. The relationship between Xiao’e and Yue Fei is depicted 

according to modern Hollywood standards of romantic love. The first time they meet, 

Yue Fei saves her from bandits. Although they fall in love at first sight, Yue Fei initially 

resists marrying her because he knows he will have to go to war and leave her with the 

burden of caring for his family, thus showing that he is not a traditional egocentric male, 
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but a modern male sensitive to the burdens of his partner. Eventually he assents to the 

marriage out of obedience to the wishes of his mother and his superior, Xiao’e’s adoptive 

father Mr. Li.  

 Yue Fei’s internal struggle between his concern for the welfare and happiness of 

his family and his martial duty towards his country is a recurring theme in the show. The 

latter, of course, wins out and Yue’s dedication to the Song military is depicted as a noble 

sacrifice that his family selflessly supports. Yue Fei, with a quiet resignation, answers the 

summons of his superior officers calling him back to war and willingly embarks on 

suicide missions at their command. At the same time, the Yue Fei in the show is not 

blindly loyal to any one particular person—he is a man of principle and willing to 

humbly defy his superiors if he thinks it is in the best interests of the country. For 

example, in one telling moment in the show, Yue Fei, oversteps his place to write a letter 

directly to the recently enthroned Gaozong Emperor (a.k.a. Zhaogou) urging him not to 

withdraw and instead to continue to pursue the fight against the Jin. This audacious act of 

impudence (that is not in Yue Ke’s biography or Shuo Yue Quanzhuan) earns him a 

dishonorable discharge from the military and he is forced to return home. 

 From Yue Fei’s actions in the drama, we see a moral hierarchy emerge of the 

following virtues in ascending order: dedication to one’s wife and children (family love), 

respect for one’s mother (filiality), obedience to one’s superiors (obedience), and 

dedication to the best interests of one’s country (patriotism). In a narrative sleight of 

hand, the historical Yue Fei’s insistence on pursuing a war against the Jin is transmuted 

into an act of patriotism towards a yet unformed but imminent united China. Somehow 

Yue Fei, possessing a greater foresight than his compatriots, understood that it was in the 
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best interests of all peoples for China to be unified, and that’s why his stubborn insistence 

on war against the Jin was justified.  

 The ideological underpinnings of Yue Fei’s “patriotism” are best articulated in 

one of the central moments of the Yue Fei narrative: The tattooing of the four-character 

motto  jinzhong baoguo 尽忠报国 (protecting one’s country with the utmost loyalty) onto 

his back by his mother, which originally appeared in Shuo Yue Quanzhuan. In the 

original scene from the novel, the Gaozong Emperor has just ascended to the throne and 

Yue Fei is propositioned and bribed by the emperor’s political rival to fight against the 

crown. He adamantly turns this down. Next, an envoy from the emperor arrives and 

requests that he go to war on behalf of the empire. This he, of course, accepts and kneels 

before his mother to apologize for having to leave her. His mother, wishing to impress 

upon her son the importance of always being loyal to the country (in this context the 

rightful emperor) no matter the temptations to do otherwise, tattoos the four characters jin 

zhong bao guo on his back, after which he obediently thanks her for the lesson. In the 

original novel, this scene thus explicitly interprets loyalty to the country as loyalty to the 

state embodied in the person of the emperor.  

On the other hand, in Jingzhong Yue Fei, Yue Fei receives a request from his 

friends to return to the army to lend his aid on the battlefield. Yue Fei is reluctant to leave 

his wife and mother, so Yue’s mother takes up the needles and ink. Before she tattoos his 

back, she gives a long monologue explaining the significance of the characters： 

In general, the character “zhong” means to be loyal to one’s lord. Your mother is 
thinking, why not expand this a bit, make it so that what you’re loyal to is not just an 
emperor anymore, but to the principle of humaneness and justice, to humane and just 
matters, to humane and just achievements, to humane and just wars, to be loyal on behalf 
of humaneness and justice, to enhance one’s principles on behalf of humaneness and 
justice, even to die on behalf of humaneness and justice.  The character for “country” 
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in “protect one’s country” doesn’t just mean the Great Song, it means the country 
where all within the four seas are brothers, it means the country where all people 
are able to coexist in peace with one another, where the court rules with humanity and 
justice, a magnificent country where all the military is guided by humaneness and justice! 
Perhaps your loyalty, your country, are right before your eyes, are in the near future. 
Your mother is hoping that when the opportunity comes, you’ll be able to hold fast to 
your loyalty and protect your country, and pass down this vigor, this spirit to your 
children and brothers.88  
 
 This is a critical moment in the television series, because it plays into a modern 

discourse that seeks to justify the continued celebration of Yue Fei as a national hero 

despite the fact that he was fighting for what is now considered one ethnic group (the 

Han) against another (the Jurchens). It does so by making Yue Fei’s war about more than 

just driving out invaders from his home state of Song or loyalty to the emperor (which the 

scene in the Qian Cai novel was explicitly about). Here, the writers, through the voice of 

Yue’s mother, make his fight above all about his moral convictions and a higher good 

that serves the interests of all within the proto-Chinese region. Although couched in semi-

archaic phrases like “all within the four seas are brothers” sihai zhi nei jie xiongdi zhi guo 

四海之内皆兄弟之国 which is taken from the Analects 论语 and is often quoted in the 

context of China being a historically harmonious and peaceful country, the rhetoric 

employed here supports a modern interpretation of Yue Fei as a prototypical patriot of 

modern, greater multi-ethnic China, the first true “hero of the nation.” By making Yue 

Fei’s fight about ethnic unification—something Yue and his mother perspicaciously 

envisioned long before it became a political or ideological reality—the writers of the 

show are able to justify the contemporary continued celebration of Yue Fei as a national 

hero and eschew the uncomfortable tension between ethnic and national identity.  

                                                
88 Bold is my emphasis. See Appendix A8 for Chinese transcript. 
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Yue Fei Thought 

 

In fact, the 2002 Yue Fei debate and representations like Jinzhong Yuefei make it 

clear that the contemporary understanding of Yue Fei as a national hero, although it is 

traced back to the 1950s, is, in fact, a distinctively 21st century way of understanding Yue 

Fei, heavily influenced by the patriotic education movement of the 1990s, which held up 

patriotism aiguo zhuyi爱国主义 premised on a notion of a common national-cultural 

inheritance as a supreme virtue, and one’s nation as an object of pride. This was 

ideologically different from the patriotism of the 1950’s, which was dominated by anti-

imperialist discourse and Socialist ideas of historical progress and class struggle.89 

 What it means to love the nation now versus then is quite different. Besides an 

increased emphasis on the multiethnic unity of the nation (both currently and projected 

backwards into the past), the concept of patriotism in contemporary China is linked to the 

dichotomous notions of economic and ancient cultural inheritance. On the one hand, to 

love China today means to take pride in and be actively working towards China’s 

progress in terms of economic development, material advancement and technological 

innovation. This is a notion heavily disseminated in the late 1970s and 1980s during the 

Deng Xiaoping era with his policy of Opening and Reform begun in 1978 and marks a 

distinctive break from earlier anti-imperialism and general rejection of what were 

considered Western economic principles (capitalism) and the resulting bourgeois 

consumer culture. On the other hand, to love China today also means to selectively 

                                                
89 For a brief but lucid analysis of the development of Chinese patriotism after 1949, see Hevia 
332-345. 
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embrace China’s past, forgetting about the corrupt and superstitious feudal society 

rejected by Mao, and recollecting the proud common cultural inheritance of the Chinese 

national populace reintroduced by Deng. This concept of national cultural inheritance, at 

least in part inspired by global attitudes towards historical artifacts, architecture, 

landscapes and arts encompassed in the UNESCO Convention Concerning the Protection 

of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage of 1972 ratified by China in 1985 (See Ch.1), 

fed into national, regional and local government initiatives to preserve surviving material 

artifacts as well as immaterial cultural practices on an unprecedented scale.  

 In the 1980s and 1990s, Yue Fei was absorbed into this project. Not only were 

temples and sites related to his life preserved, renovated, and opened to tourists; his entire 

legacy was reinterpreted. He became part of the cultural inheritance of all Chinese (not 

just the Han) and the embodiment of ancient Chinese virtues that should be emulated by 

modern Chinese. Yue Fei’s virtues were reinterpreted (as they had been in the Qing, for 

instance) to cohere with contemporary notions of morality, especially patriotism, which 

was no longer about loyalty to China (defined as a racial group, the Han) against the 

barbarian (as in the early 20th century) or China (as a civilization) against the foreign 

imperialists (as in the Republican era), or one class (the proletariat) against another (as in 

the Mao era), but to China, defined as a cultural group, against all other nations on a 

world stage. Yue Fei’s morality, presented as part of Chinese cultural inheritance, was 

thus fused with the contemporary ideologies of the Communist Party, particularly this 

new version of patriotism that was promulgated via a widespread national campaign in 

the 1990s. 
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 This is exemplified by the National Yue Fei Thought Research Organization 

Quangguo Yuefei Sixiang Yanjiu Hui 全国岳飞思想研究会 or Yue Fei Research Org 

Yue Yanhui岳研会 established in 1988 and approved by the PRC Ministry of Civil 

Affairs. The group is composed of descendants of Yue Fei and proponents of “Yue Fei 

thought,” and is dedicated to researching Yue Fei, advertising and promoting Yue Fei 

patriotic spirit, and launching and organizing related events (Quanguo). In addition to 

having Yue Fei research institutes at several universities across China, they produce 

research, literature and promotional documentaries about Yue Fei and are involved in 

organizing Yue Fei-related exhibitions and events, working closely with temple 

managers, local officials and academics. Their aims as stated in their constitution on their 

website (yuefei.com) are:  

Persevering in the basic path of the Party; persevering in the Four Basic Principles;90 
implementing the policies and laws of the nation; and, following Deng Xiaoping’s theory, 
the important concepts of “the Three Represents” and scientific development;91 being 
guided by the construction of a Socialist harmonious society;92 broadly uniting noble 
patriots; studying, researching and advocating Yue Fei’s grand ideal of “serving the 
country with the utmost loyalty;”93 the integrity and culture encompassed in the 
statement, “civil officials do not care for money, military officials are not afraid to die”;94 

                                                
90 Sixiang jiben yuanze四项基本原则 “The Four Basic Principles”were put forth by Deng 
Xiaoping as non-debatable issues during a meeting in 1979. These included: maintaining a 
socialist path, maintaining a people’s democratic dictatorship (人民民主专政), maintaining the 
leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, and maintaining Marxist-Lenist-Maoist thought. 
91 San ge daibiao三个代表 “The Three Represents” were proposed by CCP Secretary Jiang 
Zemin in 2000 as what the Party should actively seek to represent. These included: advanced 
social productive forces, the progressive force of China’s advanced culture, and the fundamental 
interests of the majority.   
92 Hexie shehui 和谐社会 “Harmonious society” was a concept prominent in CCP politics during 
President Hu Jintao’s administration, tracing back to an ancient Confucian concept. 
93 Jinzhong baoguo 尽忠报国 The words Yue Fei’s mother is purported to have tattooed on his 
back.  
94 Wenguan bu ai qian, wuguan bu xi si文官不爱钱，武官不惜死 Words attributed to Yue Fei 
in Yue Ke’s biography. 
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and the traditional virtue of the Chinese people of “being both loyal and filial”,95 in order 
to contribute strength to the construction of Socialist spiritual civilization and the 
building of a harmonious society!96  
 
 Here we see that “Yue Fei thought” is neatly aligned with CCP thought through 

the juxtaposition of prevailing political rhetoric such as “the construction of spiritual 

civilization” and “harmonious society” with phrases associated with Yue Fei such as 

“serving one’s country to the utmost.” Yue Fei’s patriotism thus becomes not only loyalty 

to one’s country, defined as a group with a common cultural inheritance of artifacts, 

practices and values, but to the CCP who protects, embodies and implements this 

inheritance through its policies. In this new narration of the Yue Fei’s ambition, rather 

than as war-mongering against minorities or even worse, a kind of imperialism, is here 

conveniently interpreted as the same as the ambition of all proper Chinese patriots: to 

ensure social harmony and advance the Chinese nation guo 国 (as modernly conceived) 

both economically and culturally.97  

 

The Temple Renovations  

 

As previously mentioned, the Temple to Yue Fei in Hangzhou originated in the 

Song after Yue Fei’s death and political rehabilitation and had a long history of 

                                                
95 Zhongxiao liangquan忠孝两全. A Chinese set phrase. In Confucian tradition, loyalty and 
filiality were seen as going hand in hand. 
96 Shehui zhuyi jingshen wenming 社会主义精神文明 “Socialist spiritual civilization” and wuzhi 
wenming 物质文明 “material civilization”   were put forth as the two keystones of constructing a 
modern society by Deng Xiaoping. Spiritual civilization, which encompassed social ethics, was 
considered to be the more important of the two. 
97 Today guo 国 is used in a more modern sense as short for nation guojia 国家, but is also 
translatable as “country,” or “state,” since the term long predates the advent of the nation-state as 
a political structure. In Yue Fei’s context his guo would have referred specifically to the state of 
Song, which was one of the problems raised in the national hero debate of 2002. 
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renovation, destruction and restoration. During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) the 

Temple to Yue Fei was almost completely destroyed and many of its architectural 

materials were reused for other projects, including educational exhibitions on class 

struggle (Wang En 77). In 1978, the Zhejiang provincial and Hangzhou municipal 

governments invested funds towards the restoration of the temple, which was essentially 

a complete reconstruction based on photographs and documents from the Republican era. 

The restored temple consisted of three main sections: the Zhonglie or “Loyal Martyr” 

Shrine section to the north of the main entrance, the Tomb section to the west, and the 

Qizhong or “Inspiring Loyalty” Shrine section to the north of the Tomb section and West 

of the Qizhong section.98  Initially restoration only included the tomb and Zhonglie 

Shrine sections; this was opened to the public in 1979. In 1981 the Qizhong Shrine 

section was reconstructed including the Qizhong Shrine hall and its two subsidiary 

buildings on the east and west wings (Wang En 180).  

 

Figure 10. Entrance to the King Yue Temple. Taken by author in May 2014. 

                                                
98 A detailed description of the contemporary temple can be found in Huang, Donglan 79-82. 
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 From December 2012 to March 2013 the Yue Fei Temple Administration 

oversaw a series of renovations. Although newspaper articles the renovations claim that 

there have been no significant changes to the temple since the 1980s, there was actually a 

previous renovation in 2000, in which the memorial hall exhibits originally set up in 1984 

were expanded and updated (Wu Luchan). On March 15, 2013 the most recent 

renovations were completed; they included three major changes. 

 The first major change, the one most remarked upon in news articles, was the 

relocation of a bronze memorial statue of Yue Fei. Constructed in 2001, the statue is 

distinctively modern in style depicting a tall, muscular, determined Yue Fei in full armor 

with one hand clenched in a fist and the other gripping his sword. It was originally 

displayed in front of the Qizhong “Inspiring Loyalty” Shrine beneath a calligraphic plaque 

reading minzu zhi guang 民族之光 or “the light of the nation.” This was the central 

building in the memorial section of the temple. The statue was removed from the temple 

complex and placed in Yue Lake Square across the street from the main gate of the temple, 

making it publically accessible to people walking around the West Lake.  

 

Figure 11. Statue of Yue Fei in the Yue Lake Square. Taken by author in May 2014. 
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 The Yue Lake Square is an open area directly to the south of the front gate of the 

temple. It is named for the Yue Lake along its southern border, which feeds into the West 

Lake. At the contemporary site, Beishan Road 北山路 divides the temple on one end 

from the square on the other. During the most recent renovations in 2013, the statue was 

moved to the center of the square facing south and in direct line with the main temple 

entrance to the north and a memorial arch to the south inscribed with the four character 

phrase bixue danxin 碧血丹心 or “a loyal heart spilled his blood for a just cause.” From a 

geographic perspective this makes perfect sense since the statue becomes the centerpiece 

of the Yue Lake Square, positioned between the two major monuments associated with 

Yue Fei. It is also directly visible to tourists coming in via boat from the Yue Lake 

connected to the greater West Lake. 

 Newspaper articles announcing the relocation of the statue described it as a move 

aimed at greater historical authenticity. They argue that historically the arch was seen as 

the main gate of the shrine—the entry point through which visitors had to pass, and the 

square (which was not sequestered off from the rest of the temple by Beishan Road) was 

a sort of entry corridor to the main gate of the inner temple, which contained Yue Fei’s 

tomb. An old postcard photo from the Republican period is cited to support this view, 

depicting the arch, square and temple gate as a unified whole. By moving the statue from 

within the temple compound to the center of the square, the Yue Temple Administration 

claimed it was trying to move away from the modern aesthetic of a “public park” and 

reclaim the historical aesthetic of the shrine, for which the arch would be the initial 

entrance (Xu Bo). 
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 Of course even if this was the primary intention of the relocation, existing 

structures like Beishan Road, which is fenced off on the south so as to only be crossable 

from a crosswalk off to the side of the temple entrance, and the series of tourist shops and 

restaurants flanking Yue Lake Square, including a KFC and a fast food noodle chain, are 

major obstacles to the achievement of a unified shrine aesthetic. Furthermore, one might 

argue that the bronze statue, constructed in 2001 with a clearly 20th century artistic style, 

in fact, looks quite out of place in juxtaposition with the arch and temple, both of which 

imitate Qing architectural styles from the Kangxi period (Huang, Donglan 79). 

Furthremore, no such statue existed in photographs of the temple from the Republic era, 

which, in a literal sense, actually makes the placement of the statue historically 

inauthentic. 

 The 2013 relocation of the statue is more fruitfully be explained as the 

manifestation of a desire to re-assert the dominant contemporary understanding of Yue 

Fei as a hero of the people accessible to all Chinese. The 2002 “national hero” debate 

confirmed overwhelmingly Yue Fei’s place in modern Chinese collective memory as a 

hero of and for the people whose courage, nobility and loyalty can be admired by every 

Chinese citizen, regardless of ethnic affiliation. Moving the statue from within the 

confines of the temple complex—entry to which requires an admission fee—to the public 

square out front, surrounded by modern shops and restaurants, confirms the notion that 

Yue Fei can and should be a hero for all. On the other hand, justifying the move in terms 

of a return to the past shrine aesthetic allows the Temple Administration to claim the 

moral high ground, positing it as a move towards historical authenticity rather than an act 

of historical distortion motivated by the politics of the present, which was one of the most 
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repeated accusations that was leveled against the supposed rescinding of Yue Fei’s 

“national hero” status in 2002. 

 A second, more minor change was to the religious statue of Yue Fei within the 

Zhonglie (“Loyal Martyr”) Shrine, the major hall that stands directly in front of visitors 

when they enter the temple complex through the main gate. This statue is stylistically 

completely different from the bronze statue as it is colorfully painted, outfitted in what 

appears to be real embroidered silk robes, seated, and displayed in a very similar way to 

other major deities in Chinese temples—at the center of the altar, framed by 

complementary calligraphic couplets to either side.      

 The seated statue to be placed within the newly reconstructed shrine, designed in 

1979 by Zhejiang Art Academy professor Chen Changgeng 陈长庚, was left in the same 

location but was outfitted with an alcove, top panel and curtain during the 2013 

renovations (Wang En 91). The calligraphic plaque above it with the famous dictum 

“return my rivers and mountains”  huan wo he shan 还我河山 supposedly uttered by Yue 

Fei before going into battle, was moved higher up above the top panel so as not to be 

hidden by the curtains.99 These minor aesthetic changes essentially served two purposes: 

they made the statue appear more imposing, since it is bordered by brilliant red curtains 

and topped by a sturdy wooden panel; and they place a protective barrier between tourists 

and the statue, whereas before the statue was on a protruding pedestal well within the 

                                                
99 Although this famous phrase has traditionally been attributed to Yue Fei, former head of the 
Song History Research Institute Zhu Ruixi 朱瑞熙, in a widely accepted research article, argued 
that the phrase was actually invented in 1931 by a scholar named Zhou Chengzhong 周承忠. He 
argues that Zhou combined four separate characters taken from a stele rubbing attributed to Yue 
Fei to form the famous phrase. He then made a calligraphic scroll in imitation of Yue Fei’s style 
and had a photograph of it published in a local journal. The phrase quickly spread and became a 
popular slogan in the fight against the Japanese. See Zhu. 
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reach of potentially damaging fingers. This renovation could be interpreted within the 

context of a greater national initiative towards more careful preservation of cultural 

treasures, which has led to an increase in the erection of fences and barriers to protect 

valuable objects from potential harm caused by tourists.  

 The third renovation was a new design and new content for the Yue Fei 

Memorial, contained in the Qizhong (“Inspiring Loyalty”) Shrine and its subsidiary 

buildings. This is essentially the equivalent of a Yue Fei museum and is organized 

thematically among three buildings. The main building (the Qizhong Shrine) contains an 

exhibit focused on Yue Fei’s background and life story, including his involvement in the 

fight against the Jin. The western building contains an exhibit that outlines Yue Fei’s acts 

of valor, nobility and firm resolve in resisting the Jin and his wrongful death at the hands 

of Qin Hui and the Gaozong Emperor. According to Huang, the purpose of this exhibit is 

to “refute the school of thought that considers Yue Fei to have had a foolish sense of 

loyalty and to demonstrate his ‘struggle to oppose conciliation and surrender’” (Huang 

81), which was one of central issues around which Yue was criticized in academic 

debates of the 1950s and 1970s.  The eastern building contains an exhibit about Yue Fei’s 

legacy and features some old photos of the shrine. Before the 2013 renovations, these 

exhibits consisted mainly of sequential narrative plaques displaying text, pictures and 

excerpts from historical documents as well as a couple of artifacts.  

 The 2013 updates maintained the basic structure of the previous museum, but 

incorporated other kinds of media, including interactive digital touch-screen tablets with 

stories and pictures, a five-minute historical video, miniature figurines in display cases 

and dioramas of historical scenes and structures. These changes were intended to enhance 
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the story-telling power of the memorial section and help engage younger visitors. One 

substantive addition was a diorama of the Fengbo 风波 or “disaster” Pavilion. The entire 

temple to Yue Fei is full of objects, including plants, architectural restorations, pictures, 

steles and phrases that reference various episodes in Yue Fei’s mythical life; the Fengbo 

Pavilion diorama can be seen as an addition to the stockpile of symbols contained within 

the temple and would immediately recognizable to the majority of visitors who would be 

familiar with the story behind it, which I relate here: 

 According to a Buddhist temple history compiled in the Qing, as Yue Fei was 

passing Hangzhou, he dreamed of two dogs holding their heads. He asked a monk of 

Jinshan Temple, Dao Yue 道月 to interpret the dream. Dao Yue told him that two “dog” 

characters (quan 犬) make the character for “prison” (yu 狱) and as Yue was setting sail 

to leave, recited the following poem: “Beneath the Fengbo Pavilion the waves are 

torrential; make sure to be careful and keep the rudder straight.” Yue didn’t understand 

what this meant until he was wrongfully imprisoned and spotted the Fengbo Pavilion 

from his jail cell, recalling Dao Yue’s warning (Dao). In another version of the story, Yue 

Fei is framed by Qin Hui at Fengbo Pavilion, arrested in situ and thrown into jail. A third 

version of the story says he was executed at Fengbo Pavilion by the command of Qin 

Hui.  

 Thus, visitors familiar with one or more versions of this story would see the 

pavilion and immediately think of Yue Fei’s wrongful death. The diorama in the 

memorial is a full-scale slice of the Fengbo Pavilion made with red-tinted wood and a 

backdrop of winter scenery. The association of the Pavilion with Yue Fei’s death are 

explained on a narrative plaque in front of the diorama. The addition of the Fengbo 
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Pavilion achieves several goals: it reiterates one of the themes of the west wing exhibit: 

Yue Fei’s wrongful death. At the same time, it adds interest and novelty to the somewhat 

outdated and textually overwhelming museum with a tangible three-dimensional object. 

On another level, it creates unity both within the temple and the greater West Lake 

region, since the diorama references a full-scale restoration of the Fengbo Pavilion on the 

northern edge of the West Lake. It also resonates with another architectural element 

within the temple: the Refined Loyalty Cypress Pavilion on the west wall just inside the 

main gate—a Pavilion constructed around a fossilized cypress tree, which is said to have 

shriveled up and died the moment Yue Fei passed away, symbolizing remorse for the 

wrongful death of the beloved hero. Its epithet “Refined Loyalty” is taken from the title 

awarded to Yue Fei by the Gaozong Emperor for his military service while he was still 

living. Both Pavilions thus recall Yue Fei’s death; one is essentially the scene of the 

crime against him while the other provides irrefutable evidence of his innocence. In other 

words, objects such as these function as symbols that help perpetuate collective memory 

through inter-textual allusion. Part of the success of the temple as a site of memory is its 

use and constant renewal of such symbols. 

 Another change to the memorial hall was in the design and layout of its narrative 

texts. Originally, each narrative plaque consisted of plain text on a white background 

framed in glass. This was replaced with vertically arranged Chinese characters in an 

elegant font with a paragraph of English translation written directly on the wall. The 

English translation was a new addition, and although not completely fluent, was quite 

faithful to the Chinese text in the sense that there were few embellishments or rhetorical 

adjustments. This addition of English language translation reflects a greater trend towards 
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increased internationalization of previously primarily domestic tourist sites in China 

through measures such as translation of explanatory plaques in languages other than 

Chinese, non-Chinese language guides and increased advertising in languages other than 

Chinese.    

 The most significant change to the memorial was that the narrative content was 

greatly expanded, meaning significantly more and different written text was added. 

Whereas the previous museum narrative established in 2000 had been centered around six 

major themes elaborated in sequential narrative plaques plus a preface and an epilogue; 

the 2013 renovations doubled the content to 13 major themes plus a preface and an 

epilogue. The consequence of this is greater narrative cohesion and, in general, a longer 

total time required for visitors to be able to read through all the plaques. 

 The section to receive the greatest expansion by far was the west exhibit, which, 

as previously stated, was the section aimed at explaining Yue Fei’s significance in the 

context of his struggle against the Jin and wrongful death. This was, in other words, the 

most ideologically charged section of the museum, there to justify the valorization of Yue 

Fei and refute both the notion that he was blindly loyal and that he was only an ethnic 

hero representing the struggle between the Han ethnic group represented by the Song 

state and the Jurchen ethnic group represented by the Jin state. 

 As the last phase of my analysis, I want to examine more closely the subtle 

ideological differences between the narratives set up in 2000 and the new narratives that 

replaced them in 2013. To this end, I will compare the pre-renovation epilogue with the 

post-renovation epilogue. The first epilogue was displayed in the memorial hall from 

approximately the year 2000 to December 2012 and reads as follows (my translation): 
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Lenin said: “Patriotism is a kind of deep sentiment towards one’s fatherland that has been 
ingrained for hundreds and thousands of years.” In the early years of the Southern Song 
when ethnic conflicts dominated, Yue Fei was at the forefront of the times; he organized 
and led soldiers and the people in resisting the Jin, pledged his life to protecting the unity 
and progress of the fatherland, and embodied a lofty popular integrity and a magnificent 
patriotic spirit. He advocated employing a method of opposition in order to resist and 
expel outside ethnic invasions and oppression, and through this protected the progressive 
forces of production from suffering damage or even regression, in accord with the shared 
interests of people of all ethnicities. Throughout the past 800 years, Yue Fei, as the image 
of the patriot, has motivated the sons and grandsons of the Chinese nation to struggle on 
behalf of the honor and prosperity of the fatherland.100  
 

 One outstanding feature of this narrative is that it contains some very heavy-

handed Marxist ideology: a quote from Lenin and an emphasis on the forces of 

production and historical progress, which is used to justify Yue Fei’s fight against the 

Jurchen. This is clarified further in the original prologue (not included here), which 

characterizes the Jin as a slave society and thus suggests that by preventing the Jin 

invasion Yue Fei was promoting historical progress since the Song was a feudal state, 

considered a step up from slave society in the Marxist schema. On a second level, the 

epilogue justified Yue Fei’s war against the Jin in terms of ethnic unification since 

historical progress is, of course, in the interests of all ethnicities. The narrative also 

speaks to a 1990s ideological emphasis on “patriotic education.” In the 1990s, the temple 

to Yue Fei was declared a “patriotic education base” at the municipal, provincial and 

national levels and this is substantively reflected in the rhetoric of “patriotism,” “the 

fatherland,” and the “patriot.” Furthermore, “patriot” is here defined by reference to 

Lenin, who advocated for a Socialist patriotism focused on the interests of the proletariat 

class. Thus, Yue Fei’s “patriotism” here is implicitly interpreted as dedication to the 

interests of the people (the proletariat) rather than the Song state (the emperor), which is 

                                                
100 See Appendix A9 for Chinese transcript. 
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interesting considering that criticisms of Yue Fei in the 1950s centered around his 

abandoning the people in blind loyalty to the emperor when he withdrew from the war in 

response to imperial summons.   

 Compare this to the post-renovation narrative (displayed in the memorial hall 

from March 2013 to the present), which reads as follows (as it currently appears in 

English text in situ): 

 Yue Fei was a patriotic general of the Southern Song Dynasty, also a hero of the 
nation.101 When the Jin army invaded the Song Dynasty, the highly developed farming 
Culture in the Central Plains was vandalized by the backward Jurchen nomadic acts; this 
was a historical regression. Yue Fei’s heroic counterattack against their aggression was a 
cause of justice. He defended not only the House of Song’s territory, but the interests of 
the entire China. 
 Yue Fei practiced harsh military discipline. His incorruptible integrity, arduous 
will and enduring morale formed Man’s role model, both at the time and for future 
generations. It is rare and valuable especially that Yue Fei demonstrated the idea that 
people were the most important, least was the ruler. 
 Yue Fei, after all, was not a sage, and he had his drawbacks. But during his 
lifetime, his good deeds outweighed his defects. Yue Fei’s virtue and glory will have an 
immortal fame and motivate the children and grandchildren of the Chinese nation.102 
 
 The post-renovation epilogue continues to advocate many of the same themes as 

the previous one: historical progress is still the justification for Yue Fei’s fight against the 

“minority” Jurchen since the Song was culturally more advanced and resistance was 

ultimately in the best interests of all of China (minorities included). Yue Fei is still a 

prototypical patriot who motivates the children and grandchildren of the Chinese nation. 

His virtues are confirmed as transcending both ethnic affiliation and historical time 

period, as he is presented as a role model both “at the time and for future generations.” 

On the other hand, the epithet “hero of the nation” conspicuously absent from the 2000 

narrative, returns and Yue Fei is affirmed as a hero of and for the people who recognized 

                                                
101 Author’s emphasis.  
102 See Appendix A10 for Chinese transcript. 
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that the people should come first. This inclusion very likely reflects the influence of the 

“hero of the nation debate” started in 2002.  

 Another interesting change is that the narrative acknowledges and excuses Yue 

Fei’s flaws by noting that he “was not a sage” (shengshen 圣神), which seems to resist 

the more religious interpretation of Yue Fei as a martial deity and object of worship and 

even his popular characterization in novels as a figure with super-human abilities who is 

favored by the gods. Here, in a process of reverse euhmerization, Yue Fei, becomes a 

human being with flaws, just like you or me. This new-found ambivalence towards Yue 

Fei’s legacy is odd in comparison with narratives such as those promoted by the Yue Fei 

Thought Society and is most likely a reaction to the national hero debates, which exposed 

the ideological tensions within the Yue Fei narrative. Although Yue Fei’s national-hero 

status was ultimately confirmed by the national public, the national controversy, like the 

museum plaque left room for doubt about Yue Fei’s political correctness. 

The new 2013 narratives and, in fact, the entire memorial address themselves to 

the national hero debate by attempting to “return Yue Fei to history” through extensive 

citation of historical records rather than fictional materials and by humanizing Yue Fei as 

a historical figure rather than a martial deity or martial arts hero.103 This is a 

contemporary trend reflected in other Yue Fei media as well, including the previously 

discussed Patriot Yue Fei, which notably avoids supernatural elements present in other 

representations such as flying kung fu and divine intervention. In the words of the lead 

actor, Huang Xiaoming: “Jingzhong Yuefei is pretty much loyal to the original. Everyone 

                                                
103 Many articles calling for Yue Fei to keep his national hero status, demanded that historical 
truth be observed and that Yue Fei be “returned to history.” In fact, “Let Yuefei Return to 
History” 让岳飞归到历史 is the title of Jiang Peng’s article.  
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wants to see the most historically realistic Yue Fei” (Zhang). At the same time, both 

Jingzhong Yuefei and the temple exhibit actively draw on tropes from Yue Fei 

mythology, presenting scenes like his tattooing as historical fact and continuing to credit 

him with compositions such as the patriotic poem Manjianghong 满江红, although there 

is an ongoing debate among scholars whether this was actually written by Yue.104  

 The 2013 renovations to the temple of Yue Fei in Hangzhou, including the 

relocation of the imposing bronze statue, aesthetic adjustments to the seated religious 

statue and the upgrade of the Yue Fei Memorial Hall all illustrate that temple 

administrators and visitors alike continue to see the temple as a potent and relevant 

medium of cultural memory. Furthermore, an analysis of “minor” changes to the temple, 

especially the memorial exhibits, between 1979 when it was officially opened and March 

2013 when the latest changes were completed, shows that, despite projections of 

historical consistency and continuity, memory sites are always works-in-progress that 

must be constantly adjusted in tune with the concerns and interests of the remembering 

public. Often these adjustments are not well documented or easily detected by visitors; 

nonetheless they can have a far-reaching impact on popular cultural memory.  

 

III. Conclusion 

 
 Almost from the moment of his death, the story of Yue Fei’s life became a 

political myth that was retold in various historical contexts to accommodate the particular 

set of values that were seen as important or politically expedient at the time. Such stories 

                                                
104 See note 87.  
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about Yue Fei were disseminated through a variety of media, including histories, oral 

narrations, plays, novels and temples dedicated to Yue Fei. The pair of Nanjing 

University scholars, Huang Donglan and Sun Jiang examine the historical role that the 

temple to Yue Fei in Hangzhou played as a medium of memory contributing to a 

collective memory of Yue Fei. They argue that, as a ritual site for paying respects to the 

deceased spirit of Yue Fei, the temple was used as a means to re-interpret and spread new 

interpretations of Yue Fei based on the political necessities of each subsequent dynastic 

regime. The main point of divergence of such re-interpretations of Yue Fei’s legacy was 

whether he represented one group (the Han) against another (the Jurchen) or whether he 

should instead be seen as paradigmatic of certain human virtues (loyalty to the state), 

whether it was his life and the Song-Jin conflict upon which the narrative should center, 

or his death and martyr spirit. These two general meanings of the story, though nuanced 

by the discourses of each specific era, were activated to varying degrees in public media 

throughout imperial history and into the 20th century. 

 In the post-Mao era of the 1980s, a new interpretation of the Yue Fei story 

emerged that attempted to accommodate Yue Fei’s virtues with a contemporary value 

system focused on patriotism as loyalty to both the nation as defined by common cultural 

and moral inheritance and to the CCP as the representative of that culture. More recently 

in the 21st century this narrative has shifted in an attempt to reconcile Yue Fei’s fight 

against the Jurchens with the now widely accepted notion that China is and historically 

was multi-ethnic and that the history of the nation is one of increasing ethnic and cultural 

integration among peoples who lived on territories now considered within the boundaries 

of the Chinese nation-state. Within the context of this national narrative, if continued 
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commemoration of Yue Fei as a national hero is to be justified, Yue Fei’s life must have 

a meaning that extends beyond the conflict between one group and another, since these 

groups have retrospectively been identified as intra-national groups engaged in a fraternal 

dispute. Thus contemporary narratives have reinterpreted Yue Fei’s patriotism as loyalty 

to the vision of an imminent unified and multiethnic China rather than loyalty to the Song 

state in particular.   

 Yue Fei as the national hero of today is different from the Yue Fei as a national 

hero of the early and mid 20th century in significant ways. The Hangzhou temple to Yue 

Fei, as in the past, is a medium that has been re-inscribed in order to disseminate this 

narrative shift to a projected national audience. A comparison of exhibitions in the Yue 

Fei Memorial Hall set up in 2000 with those more recently revised in 2013 indicates 

subtle but significant changes in the way Yue Fei is being portrayed in response to the 

debate over Yue Fei’s status as a national hero prominent in the Chinese media in 2002.  

 First, Yue Fei is increasingly distanced from a Han ethnic connotation and thus 

the self/other differentiation narrative that was prominent in the past, especially during 

the latter Ming, the late Qing and the Republican era. Related to this is his 

universalization in the sense that his virtues of loyalty, discipline and incorruptibility are 

presented as something that can be admired and emulated by all members of the Chinese 

nation as part of a common national inheritance regardless of ethnic, class or regional 

disparities. Third, he has increasingly been represented as a hero of not simply the nation, 

but the people of the nation for whose security and livelihood he selflessly fought. The 

modern Yue Fei thus accommodates himself to Communist ideals in the sense that he 

was of the people, served the people and loved by the people, which is in stark contrast to 
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the Yue Fei who was denounced during the Cultural Revolution as part of the landlord 

class. Lastly, these narratives have tended to humanize Yue Fei, excise him of his divine 

or supernatural powers, and “return him to history,” thus lending the modern portrayal of 

the hero heightened historical authenticity—an imported value schema that was not 

widely embraced in China until the 1980s.   

 Such shifts can be considered strategies to justify the continued celebration of 

Yue Fei in an age where multiethnicity is considered a pillar of Chinese national identity, 

and thus the self/other differentiation implied by the historical Song/Jin conflict becomes 

too problematic. These are comparable to shifts in the Yue Fei story observed in the 

Yuan, which emphasized the villainy of Qin Hui and the Gaozong Emperor rather than 

the war against the Jin, or in the Qing, which valorized the ideal Confucian vassal as 

someone incorruptible, humble, and above all, loyal to his Emperor. The contemporary 

version of the story similarly changes the emphasis of the narrative and accommodates 

Yue Fei’s virtues to a contemporary value system, while attempting to preserve the 

tradition of national hero in response to the popular will. In this context, Yue Fei’s 

patriotism is redefined as neither to the state of Song or its emperor, but to a broader 

teleological concept of the emerging multiethnic nation. In this way, the more 

xenophobic aspects of the narrative are neutralized while historical specificity is retained. 

The fact is that the Yue Fei story has long transcended history and become a political 

myth, one that has been rewritten many times in the past and will likely continue to be 

rewritten in the future. 
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Chapter Seven Conclusion: Memory Fore-sites 

 

 In this dissertation, I have traced the evolution of specific representations of history 

circulating within contemporary Chinese society by examining the heritage sites, historical 

literature, academic publications and popular media involved in the process of dissemination. I 

have shown how dominant contemporary representations draw on older material while making 

selective modifications based on current ideologies and political prescriptions. I have shown that 

the construction of heritage sites from the 1970s to the 1990s, as well as subsequent renovations, 

were catalysts for public recollection and official reinterpretation, which was always politically 

motivated. At the same time, I have shown that heritage sites were not univocal and immutable, 

but evolving memory media that were periodically modified in response to changing historical 

discourse in both the academic and popular realms.  

Anyone familiar with collective memory theory would not be surprised by these findings, 

by the historical amnesia and myopia, mutability, inconsistency, multifariousness and 

subjectivity evident in the historical narratives at hertigate sites in China, as in every other nation 

in the world. As an idealized academic subject, history or more accurately, scientific 

historiography, aims for objectivity, comrepehensiveness, complexity, meticulous attention to 

detail, and, above all, to discover the truth of what happened to the best of human ability. But 

most narratives designated as “history” are not like this at all. Upon close examination, they are 

shockingly subjective, impose contemporary values and judgements in interpreting the past, 

draw self-serving conclusions, exaggerate the significance of some events and leave out others, 

and are motivated by ideological agenda rather than the desire to learn the truth. These are 
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precisely the narratives that communities of people consume and that shape collective 

understandings and imaginings of the past. In studying such narratives, it is not my aim to 

compare them against a gold standard of scientific historiography and question their truth value 

(although this is certainly being done by some and is academically productive in another way); 

rather, my aim is to understand the dominant narratives informing contemporary Chinese identity 

because these are what drive individual and collective actions, domestic and international 

policies, and, ultimately, how many self-identified Chinese perceive and choose to position 

themselves in relation to socially constructed others.  

 Academic inquiries that focus on Chinese perceptions of history or Chinese historical 

memory rather than history proper or even historiography, have been gaining momentum in the 

past decade. There have been numerous publications on Chinese public memory, trauma, 

censorship, museums, and monuments. One notable early work is Stephen Owen’s 

Remembrances, which gives us glimpses of the intimate experiences of the past in the Chinese 

literary tradition, suggesting that these experiences cannot be understood within a Western 

mimetic framework. Owen’s work along with the work of K.E. Brashier, who has emphasized 

mnemonic performativitity in imperial and pre-imperial China, have illustrated that studies of 

memory should not be confined to the modern period (Brashier, Ancestral; Public). Increasingly, 

China historians have brought historiography under the purview of memory by focusing on 

myth, popular stories, and sites of commemoration. Paul Cohen, in particular, has focused on the 

way stories about history have shaped social values and political discourse from the late imperial 

to the contemporary period (Cohen, China; History; Speaking). James Flath and Kirk Denton 

have focused on museums and other commemorative sites in contemporary China as purveyors 

of culture and ideology (Flath, “Managing”; “Setting; “This”; Denton, Exhibiting; “Museums”).   
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However historical memory in the Chinese context still remains largely under-theorized, 

with many China scholars jumping on the collective memory bandwagon branded with canonical 

thinkers like Halbwachs and Nora without contributing to the articulation of a coherent 

framework for conceptualizing memory and a methodology for approaching it. Another problem 

is the methodological gap between scholarship on China being done in the West and in China 

itself. 

During a year of fieldwork in China from 2012-2013 when I was a visiting student at the 

Qing History Institute at Renmin Univeristy in Beijing, I was met with varied reactions when I 

mentioned that I was studying collective memory,  jiti jiyi 集体记忆, also referred to as lishi jiyi 

历史记忆. Some scholars were suspicious of the memory trend, seeing it as dangerously close to 

historical relativism, both in its treatment of all narratives about the past, whether scholarly 

histories, textbook accounts, historical fiction, or popular legends, as equally valid subjects of 

study and in its inherent skepticism about historical knowledge as always mediated by 

representation. One professor asked me provocatively: “Then, are you saying that Japanese 

denial of the Nanjing massacre is a valid representation of history since the truth cannot be 

definitively known?” My response (though not so well articulated at the time) was this: While a 

scholar of historical memory believes that historical knowledge is always something of which to 

be skeptical because of mediation and the socially constructed nature of memory, which 

precludes absolute certainty, a collective memory scholar is not necessarily a historical relativist, 

but is simply not engaged in questions of historicity. The object of the historical memory scholar 

is to find out what people believe about history, how those beliefs came to form, and the 

implications of those beliefs on the present; whether or not those beliefs are true simply isn’t 

within the scope of her study. I myself am a historical realist and am quite convinced that the 
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Nanjing massacre did happen, but I think that how it’s having happened or not happened is 

represented and what people believe about it, whether I privately agree or not, should be 

earnestly studied rather than categorically rejected.  

Another kind of reaction I met with was curiosity and enthusiasm. At the time, most 

works on historical memory were not widely available in Chinese, meaning only scholars with 

advanced linguistic skills in French, German and English were reading them. One scholar from 

the Modern History Institute in the outskirts of Beijing invited me to give a talk on my research 

on Yuanmingyuan and summarize some of the basic concepts of collective memory. After the 

talk, some people in the audience were quite engaged and asked a lot of questions, apparently 

excited by what they thought was a novel methodological approach. One graduate student 

commented: “only a foreigner would think to look at Yuanmingyuan in this way.” 

There was another kind of response I got sometimes, exemplified by a man in the 

audience who seemed to have a hard time accepting that the burning of Yuanmingyuan was not 

interpreted as a national humiliation until the late 1890s. He raised his hand and stated that 

Yuanmingyuan was not an appropriate topic for a study on collective memory since collective 

memory usually applied only to events like the Holocaust. This resistance in recognizing the 

constructedness of the historical narratives with which one has grown up, particularly those 

central to some facet of one’s identity, is common. I encountered it repeatedly during my studies, 

not only among Chinese I spoke with, but among my peers, my family, even within myself. To 

study collective memory can be sensitive in many ways because, unlike history, which aims to 

examine through different lenses the truth external to individuals, collective memory attempts to 

uncover the internal truths in which individuals invest, to trace their origins and how they came 
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to be imbedded. While this does not necessarily discredit the truth value of such beliefs, it draws 

attention to their constructed and generic qualities, which many believers would rather not face. 

Eventually I did meet a group of scholars based in Nanjing University who were well-

versed in collective memory theory, had published articles on Chinese case studies, and were 

working to get canonical works like Halbwachs’ Nora’s and the Assmanns’ translated into 

Chinese.105 They invited me to publish an article in a special collective memory edition of their 

journal, Xinshixue 新史学, which was produced in conjunction with the Qing History Institute at 

Renmin University.  

One of the topics that came up often in my discussions with Chinese academics was the 

jarring fact that theory and methodology in China studies were largely dominated by foreign 

scholars, with many major works by foreign scholars well-known among Chinese intellectuals 

but the work of contemporary Chinese scholars virtually unheard of in the West. The notable 

exception to this was the work of Qinghua Professor of Chinese Language and Literature Wang 

Hui汪晖, whose ambitious four-volume work The Rise of Modern Chinese Thought (Xiandai 

Zhongguo Sixiang de Xingqi现代中国思想的兴起) traces the origins of Chinese modernity to 

concepts from imperial China, refuting the orientalist notion that modernity was brought to 

China from the West or that Chinese modernity need be defined according to Eurocentric 

definitions of progress. This has attracted much attention both in and outside of China and was 

mostly lauded by the Chinese scholars I spoke to as a much-needed effort to assert Chinese 

historical self-determination.  

                                                
105 I have been informed that this goal has since been achieved and they were finally able to get legal 
permissions to translate several French works. 
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 This intellectual trend of historical self-determination in China coupled with an active 

interest in engaging with and contributing to the discourse of collective memory using Chinese 

case studies holds promising possibilities for the future of collective memory scholarship on 

China. In my dissertation I have repeatedly emphasized the importance of contextualizing site 

narratives within the surrounding network of media that informs their evolution. To do this, 

scholars need to observe, listen and read broadly within the sociocultural sphere in which such 

media circulate. Having grown up an outsider to the culture affords some analytical advantages. 

As an American with a socially efficacious heritage connection to Chinese culture on my 

mother’s side, I was able to examine historical narratives of identity without actually investing in 

them and to scrutinize the use of rhetoric, symbols and tropes without being blind to their 

ideological function within the narrative. On the other hand, as someone immersed in Chinese 

media culture only itinerantly, I was also at a severe disadvantage in my access to information, 

my understanding of linguistic and symbolic nuance, and my base knowledge of symbols, 

phrases, texts, and images to which site narratives were potentially alluding. The ideal 

investigation into Chinese historical memory would be a joint project between Chinese and non-

Chinese scholars that exploited both “insider” and “outsider” perspectives, that combined 

intimate understanding of intertextual nuance, historical detail, and social discourse with 

meticulous and removed analysis in order to achieve a common goal: an understanding of how 

Chinese collectives think about history, how they came to think this way, and the implications of 

those thoughts in the present. This kind of understanding would do much to promote intercultural 

understanding and restore the balance in China studies between the equally dangerous 

perspectives of orientalism and jingoism. 
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APPENDIX 
 
A1 Introduction Plaque 
 

避暑山庄 
 

避暑山庄建于 1703-1792年，经康熙，雍正，乾隆三代帝王历时 89年建成。总占地 564
万平方米，是世界现存规模最大的皇家园林。院内西北为山岳区，东南为湖泊区，东北为

平原区，整体性猫如中华版图；山庄造园取法自然，不饰雕琢，120余组建筑融缀于山，
水，草，木之间，构成融南秀北雄为一体，集全国名胜于一园的壮美景观，可谓“山庄咫
尺间，直作万里观“。避暑山庄于 1994年被联合国教科文组织列入《世界文化遗产名
录》。 

 
A2 “The Prosperous Period of the Mountain Resort” Plaque  
 

兴盛时期的避暑山庄 
 

承德位于北京东北部的燕山深处，距首都仅 256公里。风景优美，气候宜人。清代皇帝在
这里修建了避暑山庄，在此避暑消夏，处理政务，行为狩猎，训练军队，接见少数民族王

宫贵族和外国使节，使承德称为清帝实施民族怀柔政策的指挥部。留存至今的古建园林，

庙宇，碑碣以及难以数计的艺术珍宝，记载着“康乾盛世”曾经的辉煌，是各族劳动人民勤
劳智慧，民族文化，艺术交融凝成的硕果，是清代前期我国统一多民族国家巩固和发展的

历史见证。 
 
A3 “Emperor Xianfeng and Dowager Empress Cixi in the Mountain Resort: A Page of National 
Betrayal and Humiliation in Modern Chinese History” Plaque 
 

咸丰帝慈禧太后在山庄——中国近代史上丧权辱国的一页 
 

在避暑山庄 300年的历史上，曾留下康乾盛世的辉煌，民族团结的史诗以及古朴典雅的园
林建筑，令后人骄傲和自豪，同时人们也不会忘记，这里还留存着中国近代史上晚清政府

腐败无能，屡次签订不平等条约，割地赔款带给国人的耻辱。为了让我们游览湖光山色，

欣赏园林景观之时，领略其中蕴含的爱国主义教育内容，时刻铭记“落后就要挨打”的朴素
真理，我们举办了这个展览，将这段历史集中展示给每一位观众，希望给您以历史的思索

和启迪。 
 
A4 “Twelve Qing Emperors Wax Figure Exhibit”  
 

清代十二帝蜡像展 
 
公元 1616年，怀有“谢天之志”的满足首领努尔哈赤，在赫图阿拉城建立大金政权。二十
年后，天之骄子皇太极改国号为大清，即皇帝位，从而开创了一个全新封建王朝——清
朝，占据中国历史舞台近三百年，期间共有十二位皇帝统治中国。努尔哈赤开创的这个大
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帝国在“康乾盛世”的世界与图赏，疆域最为辽阔，国力最为强盛，人口最为众多，物产最
为富庶。十八世纪末，随着封建社会内部矛盾激化和资本主义萌芽的增长，封建统治发生

了危机。在国内太平天国运动和国外资本主义侵略者发动的鸦片战争的双重打击下，大清

帝国逐步走向灭亡。1911年，孙中山领导的辛亥革命，推翻了满清政府，将最后一个皇
帝宣统拉下宝座，从而结束了二千多年来中国的封建专制统治。 
 
A5 “Articles of Daily Use of Dowager Cixi” Plaque 
 

慈禧生活用品展 
 
1861年，咸丰帝病殁于热河，“辛酉政变”的大幕在这里徐徐拉开。一名二七十岁的年轻
女子从这个叫做西所的笑跨院中走出来，出现在历史的聚光灯下，摄取了大清帝国的权

杖，成为中国近代史上显赫一时，对国家，民族影响至深至远的重要人物。她就是叶赫那

拉氏——慈禧。 
在慈禧三度垂帘，四十八年的统治生涯中，表现了相当的政治才能和胆识。作为一个女

人，她比大多数男人更刚毅果敢，机智精敏。她使出浑身解数，牢牢掌控着政治局面，支

撑着风雨飘摇的封建帝国，但同时她的专横和保守使中国在近代资产阶级革命大潮前远远

落伍；她有足够的聪明和手段去玩弄权术，却缺乏充分的热情和能力去改变国运；她能够

顺应时势，支持洋务运动，尝试着学习西方先进科技，可是对权力的迷恋和生活上的贪图

享乐，骄奢淫逸给中国带来了深重的灾难。在她把持朝政的近半个世纪，中法战争，中日

战争，八国联军进犯中国之役都以清廷丧权辱国，割地赔款而告终。经历了数次劫难后，

晚年的慈禧似有所醒悟，力图推行新政，但历史从来不在覆水难收时给关键人物第二次机

会。 
这就是慈禧，操纵同治，光绪两朝统治大权的“无冤之王”，在避暑山庄上演的权利角逐是
她登上历史舞台后第一个精彩亮相。对于这个复杂的人物，我们无法用简单的语言去评

价，只能通过我们的展览，让历史和现实对接，碰撞出属于参观者自己的意识火花。 
 
A6 “Torgut Mongols Return to the Motherland Thematic Exhibit”  
 

万里东归——土尔扈特蒙古回归祖国专题展 
 
“我们的子孙永远不当努力，让我们到太阳升起的地方去！” 
 
公元 1771年 1月 17日清晨，17万土尔扈特蒙古族人民异口同声地发出了这样的吼声。
从那一刻起，他们为了摆脱沙皇俄国的残暴统治，在年仅 26岁的首领渥巴锡率领下，离
开了生活近一个半世纪的伏尔加河下游草原，踏上了充满血与火的征程，向着太阳升起的

东方，向着祖国前进。一路上，他们忍受着严寒，饥饿，经过英勇战斗，付出了巨大的牺

牲。历尽亘古以来少见的艰难困苦，行程万余里，终于在同年 7月回到祖国。回国后的土
尔扈特部收到了祖国亲人的隆重接待，清政府将他们安置于故土调拨物资进行赈济并安排

喔巴锡等人来承德朝觐，在普陀宗乘之庙落成之际，乾隆皇帝特立碑以志其事。土儿扈特

人民在留居伏尔加河下游的 140余年中，为反抗沙俄压迫和重返祖国进行了不屈不饶的斗
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争。他们用自己生命和鲜血谱写了史诗般的英雄业绩，为我国各族人民反抗压迫与维护国

家统一，民族团结树立了光辉的榜样，为中华民族留下了一笔宝贵的精神财富！ 
 
A7 Exerpt from 1996 “Program for Middle and High School History Education” 
 

《全日制普通高级中学历史教学大纲》的摘录： 
用历史唯物主义观点科学地分析对待我国历史上的民族战争。这种民族战争不同于中华民

族反对外来侵略的民族战争，是国内民族之间的战争，是“兄弟阋墙，家里打架”，有正义
与非正义的区别，不宜有侵略和反侵略的提法。在是非问题上，应当实事求是，具体问题

具体分析，既不能把汉族与少数民族之间的战争一概地说成是汉族统治者的民族压迫，也

不可把少数民族对汉族地区的进攻统称为掠夺或破坏。评价少数民族之间的战争，道理也

一样。基于这一观点，我们只把那些代表整个中华民族利益，反对外来侵略的杰出人物如

戚继光、郑成功等称为民族英雄，对于岳飞、文天祥这样的杰出人物，我们虽然也肯定他

们在反对民族掠夺和民族压迫当中的作用与地位，但并不称之为“民族英雄”。  
 
A8 Transcript of Patriot Yue Fei tattoo scene, spoken by Yue Fei’s mother 
 
一般来说，这个“忠”字是忠于君父。那娘在想为什么不能把这个字扩大一点，忠于的不再
是一个皇帝而是仁义之念，仁义之事，仁义之功，仁义之战， 为仁义而忠，为仁义而弘
道，甚至为仁义而杀身？这报国的”国”字，那不单单是指大宋而言，指的是四海之内皆兄
弟之国，指的是人与人之间能和平相处之国，朝廷以仁义为政，三军以仁义为师的泱泱大

国！你的忠，你的国，也许在眼前，也许在未来。娘只盼着时机到了，你能把握你的忠，

报效你的国，把这股劲儿，这股气传给你的儿女，传给你的兄弟。 
 
A9 Epilogue, pre-2013 renovation Yue Fei Memorial 
 

结束语 
列宁说：“爱国主义就是千百年来固定下来的对自己的祖国的一种最深厚的感情”。在民族
矛盾为主的南宋初年，岳飞站在时代的前列，组织和领导军民抗金卫，誓死捍卫祖国的统

一和进步，体现了崇高的民族气节和伟大的爱国精神。他力主用反抗的手段来抗御和解除

外来的民族侵略和压迫，从而保障一种进步的生产力尽量免受破坏甚至向后倒退，符合各

族人民的共同利益。八百多年来，岳飞以一个爱国主义者的形象，始终激励着中华民族的

子子孙孙，为自己祖国的荣辱和兴衰而奋斗。 
 
A10   Epilogue, post-2013 renovation Yue Fei Memorial 
 

前言 
岳飞是南宋的爱国将领，更是民族的英雄。在全兵南侵之时，高度发达的中原农耕文化遭

到女真族落后的游牧行径的践踏破坏，本就是历史的倒退。岳飞对外表侵略的英勇反击，

是正义的，他捍卫的不仅仅是宋室疆土，而是整个中华民族的利益。 
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岳飞的严厉治军，康以治身，艰苦卓绝的意志，不折不挠的斗志，无论是在当时，还是后

世，都是治世为人的楷模。尤其是岳飞所显示出的君为轻，民为重的意识，更是难得可

贵。 
岳飞毕竟不是圣神，也有不足。但观其一生，瑕不掩瑜。岳飞的奕德与充柔，将永世流

传，并以激励中华民族的子子孙孙。 
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